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Sum m ary
The results in this thesis are organised in four chapters.
Chapter 1 is preliminary. We state the necessary definitions and results in u-  
complexes, atomic complexes and products of w-complexes. Some definitions are restated 
to meet the requirement for the following chapters. There is a new proof for the existence 
of ‘natural homomorphism) (Theorem 1.3.6) and a new result for the decomposition of 
molecules in loop-free cu-complexes (Theorem 1.4.13).
In Chapter 2, we study the product of three infinite dimensional globes. The main 
result in this chapter is th a t a sub complex in the product of three infinite dimensional 
globes is a molecule if and only if it is pairwise molecular (Theorem 2.1.6). The definition 
for pairwise molecular subcomplexes is given in section 1 . One direction of the main 
theorem, molecules are necessarily pairwise molecular, is proved in section 2. Some prop­
erties of pairwise molecular sub complexes are studied in section 3. These properties are 
the preparation for a more explicit description of pairwise molecular subcomplexes, which 
is given in section 4. The properties for the sources and targets of pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes are studied in section 5, where we prove tha t the class of pairwise molec­
ular subcomplexes is closed under source and target operation; there are also algorithms 
to calculate the sources and targets of a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Section 6  deals 
with the composition of pairwise molecular subcomplexes. The proof of the main theorem 
is completed in section 7, where an algorithm for decomposing molecules into atoms is 
implied in the proof.
The construction of molecules in the product of three infinite dimensional globes is 
studied in Chapter 3. The main result is th a t any molecule can be constructed inductively 
by a systematic approach. Section 1 gives another description for molecules in the product
of three infinite dimensional globes which is the theoretical basis for the construction. 
Section 2 states the inductive process of constructing molecules. The justification for the 
construction is given in section 3.
The main result in Chapter 4 is tha t a subcomplex in the product of four infinite 
dimensional globes is a molecule if and only if it is pairwise molecular (Theorem 4.1.4). 
In the first four sections, some basic concepts and properties have to be reestablished to 
suit more general case. The organisation for the last three sections is parallel to th a t in 
Chapter 2 . The corresponding results for sources, targets, composition and decomposition 
of pairwise molecular subcomplexes are also achieved.
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Introduction
In this work, we study the w-complexes of products of infinite-dimensional globes.
An n-category is an algebraic structure consisting of objects, morphisms between 
objects, 2 -morphisms between morphisms, and so on up to n-morphisms, subject to 
various composition rules.
The study of n-categories started from 2-categories which generalise the idea tha t 
natural transformations can certainly be thought as morphisms between morphisms. The 
theory of bicategories (a generalisation of 2 -categories) has successfully been established 
by the wonderful work of, for example, Eilenberg and Kelly [10], Kelly [16], Kelly and 
Street [17], and Mac Lane and Pare [18].
The concept of w-category or oo-category ([6 , 2 2 ]) is a generalisation of n-category 
with no restriction of ‘up to n \  It was originated by Brown and Higgins in [6 ], in 
connection with homotopy theory. It was not long after the concept was introduced 
th a t the researchers realised tha t a sort of pasting diagrams representing compositions in 
multiple categories should be introduced. There are several approaches in the study of 
such pasting diagrams with different names such as parity complexes, pasting schemes, 
directed complexes or ca-complexes. See Al-Agl and Steiner [1 ], Johnson [12], Kapranov 
and Voevodsky [14], Power [19], Steiner [20, 21] and Street [23, 24]. We follow the 
approach in Steiner [2 1 ] because the concept of w-complex is certainly the most general 
one.
There is a concept of products of cj-complexes defined in Steiner [2 1 ]. It is natural be­
cause the products of ^-complexes give the tensor product of the underlying w-categories. 
(For the study of tensor products of multiple categories, see the work of Gray [11], Al-Agl
and Steiner [1 ], Crans [9], Joyal and Street [13], and Brown and Higgins [7]). It is shown 
in paper [2 1 ] th a t the products of co-complexes are still o;-complexes. Since the defini­
tion for the product is given by generators and relations, it is natural to seek explicit 
descriptions for the products of cu-complexes. This problem is difficult in general, since 
the molecules, which are representatives of elements in the underlying uj-categories, in 
the products are difficult to recognise. We thus consider the solution for the products of 
the simplest a;~complexes, globes.
An n-dimensional globe u is the an w-complex representing the n-category with exactly 
one n- morphism and two ra-morphisms and u+ for every non-negative integer m  < n  
such th a t the /-source and /-target df'u^  of u ^  are u f  and u f  respectively for
I < m  < n  and 7  =  ± . The infinite dimensional globe is the obvious generalisation of 
n-globes. The globes are basic w-complexes because they serves as the generators in the 
standard representation of cu-categories. (See Crans [8 ].) The product of, for example, 
three infinite dimensional globes u x v x w is generated by elements of the form u f  x v? x w £k 
(called atoms) with relations resembling those in homological algebra. Thus an element 
(called molecule) in the product of three globes is a union of atoms (called subcomplex). 
One of the main result in this thesis characterises molecules in the product of three infinite 
dimensional globes, in terms of such subcomplexes.
The study for the product of infinite dimensional globes is im portant not only because 
infinite dimensional globe is a basic w-complex, but also because it may help to understand 
the products of general w-complexes. According to the approaches used in paper [2 1 ], 
it seems th a t the product of infinite dimensional globes has a sort of universal property 
which may be used to study product of general w-complexes, although we have not yet 
been able to describe this universal property precisely. Moreover, the explicit description 
of products of infinite dimensional globes may also help in better understanding some 
work in weak n-categories. (See Baez and Neuchl [4], and Kapranov and Voevodsky 
[15].)
For the product of two infinite dimensional globes, there are descriptions in paper 
[23] and [21]. The description in [21] is more explicit in the way th a t the molecules are
easily recognised and constructed, and there are explicit algorithms to calculate sources 
and targets of a molecule and the composites of molecules, there is also an algorithm to 
decompose a molecule into atoms. The main work in this thesis is to extend these results 
to products of three and four infinite dimensional globes.
As stated above, the construction for the product of two infinite dimensional globes 
is fairly clear. So it is natural to reduce the problem for the product of three infinite 
dimensional globes to th a t of two infinite dimensional globes. This consideration leads 
to the idea of describing a molecule in product of three infinite dimensional globes by 
projecting it to the (twisted) products of two infinite dimensional ones. This results in the 
definition of 'pairwise molecular subcomplexes in the product of three infinite dimensional 
globes. It is proved tha t molecules are exactly pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
A more explicit description for molecules in the product of three infinite dimensional 
globes is influenced by [23] and [2 1 ]. Some conditions in this description come from the 
requirement th a t a molecule should be well-formed, while some come from the comparison 
with the description of molecules in the product of two infinite dimensional globes. A 
crucial concept is the adjacency of maximal atoms in a subcomplex. This description has 
some new features distinguished from tha t for the product of two infinite dimensional 
globes. Some restrictions must be given because of the middle factor. For example, if 
there is a pair of distinct maximal atoms uff  x x wEk\ and u ff  x vf* x in a pairwise 
molecular subcomplex such th a t A > i2> minfj'i, j 2} > 0  and <  fc2 , it is required th a t 
there is a maximal atom u f  x v? x such tha t i > i2, j  > m in{jl5 j 2} — 1 and k >  Aq.
After the descriptions of molecules in the product of three infinite dimensional globes 
are proposed, we have to prove tha t pairwise molecular subcomplexes are closed under 
source and target operations, and they are also closed under composition operations. The 
algorithms for calculating the sources, targets and composites of a pairwise molecular 
subcomplex are also studied.
To prove th a t pairwise molecular subcomplexes are molecules, we have to show tha t 
they can be decomposed into atoms. To do this, a to tal order, called natural order, 
on the set of atoms in the product of three infinite dimensional globes is introduced.
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The natural order is designed so tha t the maximal atoms of dimensions greater than the 
frame dimension p (see paper [2 0 ]) in a pairwise molecular subcomplex can be listed as 
Ai, A2) . ■ ■, As with As fi A* C d+As fl d ~ \ t for all 1 <  s < t < S. This means th a t 
the decomposition approach in paper [2 0 ] applies. In the proof th a t pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes are molecules, there is also an explicit algorithm to decompose a molecule 
into atoms.
At this stage, we have satisfactory descriptions for the product of three infinite di­
mensional globes. However, these are still descriptive. From these descriptions, it is 
fairly easy to check whether a given subcomplex is a molecule. But we still cannot 
construct all the molecules. Our next goal is to find a systematic way to construct all 
molecules. The approach is based on the middle factor. According our results, we can 
construct any molecule, inductively, by listing its maximal atoms as Ai, A2, . . . ,  Ar  with 
A,. =  x Vjf x w£kr such tha t j i  >  ■ • ■ >  j R and such th a t ir > ir+1 when 1 <  r < R  
and j r = j r+i. In more detail, let maximal atoms Ai, . . . ,  A,, be an initial segment of the 
list. We can easily determine whether Ai U • ■ ■ U Ar is already a molecule and determine 
the set of possible next maximal atoms Ar+i, so th a t all the molecules can be constructed 
inductively.
Up to now, we have a completely satisfactory theory for the product of three infinite 
dimensional globes.
Our discussion for the product of four infinite dimensional globes is roughly parallel 
to th a t for the product of three infinite dimensional globes. Since the construction of the 
product of three infinite dimensional globes, by our results, is thought to be clear, we 
propose th a t the molecules in the product of four infinite dimensional globes should be 
the subcomplexes such th a t they are projected to the molecules in the (twisted) products 
of three infinite dimensional globes. This results in the basic definition for pairwise 
molecular subcomplexes in the product of four infinite dimensional globes.
To work out the more explicit description (the one without using projection), some 
basic concepts, for example, the definition of adjacency and projection maximal must 
be reestablished because of another middle factor. Compared with the description for
x
the molecules in the product of three infinite dimensional globes, this description is less 
explicit. However, it is good enough to check whether a given subcomplex in the product 
of four infinite dimensional globes is a molecule. Best of all, both descriptions for the 
molecules in the product of four infinite dimensional globes can easily be stated for those 
in the product of more infinite dimensional globes. This may lead us to further study the 
product of more infinite dimensional globes.
After the basic concepts and tools are properly established, the rest of the work very 
much resembles th a t for dealing with the product of three infinite dimensional globes: the 
closedness of molecular subcomplexes under the source, target and composition operations 
are proved, algorithms for the calculations of sources, targets and composites are given, 
and in the proof th a t molecular subcomplexes are exactly molecules, an algorithm for 
decomposing molecules into atoms is also established.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to work out the construction of molecules in 
the product of four infinite dimensional globes. The difficulty remains th a t there are two 
‘middle5 factors. Thus our theory for the product of four infinite dimensional globes is 
not as satisfactory as th a t for the product of three infinite dimensional globes.
We end the introduction by raising some questions following this work.
1. W hat are the explicit descriptions for the product of n  infinite dimensional globes 
with n  >  4?
We have proposed some fairly reasonable explicit descriptions for the molecules in the 
product of n  infinite dimensional globes which resembles very much tha t for the product 
of four infinite dimensional globes. Some proofs in the study of the product of four infinite 
dimensional globes are already quite complicated, and the problem is how to generalise 
them. We feel pretty  confident about working this out.
2 . How can one construct the molecules in the product of four infinite dimensional 
globes?
As stated above, the construction of the product of three infinite dimensional globes 
is satisfactory because there is systematic way to construct any molecule in the product 
of three infinite dimensional globes. However, we have not yet worked out the analogue
for the product of four infinite dimensional globes. The difficulty remains how to handle 
the two ‘middle’ factors. We still have no idea of what the construction should look like.
3. W hat about the explicit descriptions for the product of general ^-complexes.
As stated at the beginning of the introduction, the study of the product of infinite 
dimensional globes may help to understand products of general w-complexes. Following 
this idea, for example, the construction of such w-complexes as (u i# pu2) x  v x  w, where 
n i, U2 , v and w are infinite dimensional globes, must firstly be studied before one can 
carry on the study for the general problem.
The following are two questions which we have not had time to think of deeply.
4. W hat about the construction of the joins of infinite dimensional globes (simplexes)?
5. W hat about the product of globes in the weak n-categories or weak w-categories? 
(for the definition of weak n-categories and weak (^-categories, see [2], [3], [5] [22] and 
[25]).
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C hapter 1
Prelim inaries
In this chapter, we give some basic definitions and discuss some properties of w-complexes 
and products of w-complexes which are used throughout the thesis. All the results are 
based on papers [2 1 ] and [2 0 ], although some treatm ents are different from those in these 
two papers. In the last section, we give a new decomposition theorem which will be used 
later in the thesis.
Throughout the thesis, non-negative integers are denoted by i, j , ft, Z, m, n, p, q, etc. 
We also use cn, /?, 7 , cr, r ,  e, w, etc, to denote signs ± .
1.1 ^-com plexes
In this section, we define w-complexes and give some local descriptions of w-complexes.
It is well known th a t a small category can be described purely by its morphism set 
by regarding objects as identities.
Informally, an cu-category is a set X  which forms the morphism set of a small category 
Cn for every non-negative integer n  such th a t every element x  in X  is an identity in some 
Cn and ob(Co) C ob(Ci) c  . . . ,  where ob(Cn) denote the set of objects (identities) of Cn. 
We also require th a t the categorical structures commute for every pair of non-negative 
integers. The formal definition is as follows.
D e fin itio n  1 .1 .1 . A partial ^-category is a set X  together with unary operations cZq , 
d j ,  , d f, . . .  and not everywhere defined binary operations # 0 j # i 5 • • • on A  such th a t
1
the following conditions hold for all elements x, x \  y , y' and z  in X , all non-negative 
integers m  and n, and all signs a  and (3:
1 . if x # ny is defined, then d£x = d~y\
5, ( x # ny ) # nz  =  a ;#n (y# 7i^) if either side is defined;
6 - if m  <  n and the left side is defined;
7. for every x  G X  there is a non-negative integer p such th a t d%x — x  if and only if 
n  > p.
The unique non-negative integer p in condition 7 is called the dimension of x , denoted 
by dim a;.
E xam ple 1.1.2. There is a partial w-category X  =  {a, b, x , y}  such th a t dim a =  dim b = 
0 , d im x  — dim?/ =  1 , dg x  — d^y  =  a and d$x  =  d$y =  b.
D efin ition  1.1.3. Let X  be a partial oa-category. If d+x = d~y implies tha t x # ny  
is defined for all elements x, y in X  and for all non-negative integers n , then X  is an 
to-category.
Prom Example 1.1.2, a partial w-category is not necessarily an w-category.
It is natural to consider representing a partial w-category X  by a suitable ‘pasting 
diagram’. The ‘pasting diagram ’ is a sort of cell complex such th a t the indecomposable
2 .
3. dn x # nx =  x # nd+x = x]
4. if x # ny is defined, then
dm(x #ny) = dmX =  y for m  < n, 
dn(x #ny) = d~x, d+ (x#ny) = d+y,
dmix #ny)  =  dmx ^ n d ^ y  for m >  n\
2
elements of X  are represented by atoms, the operations d“ are represented by parts 
of boundaries, composites are represented by well behaved unions, elements in the to- 
category are represented by subcomplexes which are well-behaved unions of atoms.
E xam ple 1.1.4. There is an o;-category X  with the following presentation: there are 
generators a, x, y and relations
dim a =  1 , dim x  =  dim y = 2, d f x  = d±y, d^a  =  d ^x  =  d^y.
Then X  has 16 elements which can be represented by subcomplexes of the diagram in 
the following figure:
d
------------------------------ N
1b
a cU  > V  2- w
k
P
V_________b_________ )
There are three cells a, x, y representing the generators; three additional 0-cells u, v, w 
representing d^a, d^a = d$x — d^y  and d^x = d$y\ three additional 1 -cells 6 , c, d 
representing d±x,  d f x  ~  d f y and dfy; and the seven subcomplexes
x U y ,  aUb,  a Uc ,  a Ud ,  a\ Jx ,  a U y ,  a U x U y
representing
£ # i y, a # 06 , a # 0 c, a # 0d, a # Qx, a # 0?/, a # 0(x # iy ) .
In this figure, d ^ , d j ,  d±, d f  are represented by left end, right end, bottom  and top 
respectively; for example, d fa  =  a because dim a =  1 , and
dt[a#o{x#iy)]  =  d f a # 0dj‘(a;#i2/) =  a # 0dfy  =  a # 0d.
Suppose th a t xjfcny is a composite in a partial oj-category, and suppose th a t x  and y 
are represented by complexes in a pasting diagram. We then have d+x =  d~y =  2 , say, 
and z  must be represented by a subcomplex of the intersection xDy .  In fact our intuition
3
requires z  to be the whole of x  n  y. For we want 2  to be at one extreme of x  and at the 
opposite extreme of y, so x \  z and y \ z  should be on opposite sides of 2;, and therefore 
disjoint.
For an example of what can go wrong if this requirement is not satisfied, let X  be the 
partial w-category in Example 1 .1 .2 . This partial w-category can be represented by the 
following diagram
X
a
y
where the composites x#oV  and 2/#o^ do not exist. We argue th a t the composites like 
these, if exist, would lead to an unsatisfactory behaviour in such pasting diagrams. Sup­
pose otherwise th a t the composites x # 0y and y ^ x  both exist. They are distinct because 
( ^ # 0y) /  do (y#ox), so it is not satisfactory to have them both represented by the 
union x  U y. This unsatisfactory behaviour arises because x  fl y strictly contains a and 
strictly contains b.
These considerations lead to the following definition.
D efin itio n  1.1.5. An u-complexis a set K  together with a family of subsets called atoms 
and a family of subsets called molecules such tha t the following conditions hold.
1. The molecules form a partial ca-category.
2. Let x and y be molecules. Then x # ny is defined if and only if x  fl y = d^x  = d~y\ 
if xj£ny is defined, then x # ny =  x  U y.
3. Every atom is an molecule; every molecule is generated from some atoms by applying 
composition operations # 0, # 1 , ___
4. The set K  is the union of its atoms.
5. For an atom a and a sign a , let daa be given by
let the interior of a be the subset Int a given by
Int a = a \  (d~a U <9+a).
Then interiors of atoms are non-empty and disjoint.
E x a m p le  1 .1 .6 . There is an w-complex U2 called 2-dimensional globe. It is a closed 
disk. The boundary of the disk consists of two semicircles and u f  intersecting at two 
distinct points Uq and Uq-. The atoms are u2 itself, the two semicircles u f  and u f ,  and 
the two distinct points u f  and u f .  The operators d^  are such th a t dfnu2 — u ^  for m  <  2 
and d^uf  — u(f. It is easy to see tha t all the molecules in u2 are atoms, and they form an 
w-category. The w-complex u2 can be represented by the following diagram.
Similarly, there is an o>-complex u 3 called 3-dimensional globe. It is a closed 3 - 
dimensional ball. The boundary sphere consists of two hemispheres u2 and u f  inter­
secting in a circle, and the circle consists of two semicircles u f  and u|~ intersecting in two 
distinct points u f  and u f .  The atoms are the ball u 3 itself, the two hemispheres u f  and 
u f , the two semicircles u f  and u f ,  and the two distinct points u f  and u f .  The operators 
d^  are such tha t d ^u 3 =  u ^  for m  < 3 and d ^u “ =  uj^ for m  < n  <  3. It is easy to see 
th a t all the molecules in u 3 are atoms, and they form an w-category.
As another example of oj-complex, let A  be a 7 element set {e3, e f , e f , , e f , , e f } .
The atoms are e3 {6 3 , e2 , e2 , e^ , e- ,^ 6 q , e^ e2 }e2 , e^ , e^ , eg , ep j-, e2 
{ e2~:ei i ef>eQief }, e f =  { e f , e f , e f } ,  e f  =  ( e + ,e f , ef} , e f =  {ef}, and e f  =  {e^}. 
The operators d^  are such tha t d^e3 =  for m  < 3 and d^e“ =  for m  < n  <  3. It 
turns out th a t all the molecules in K  are atoms, and they indeed form an cu-category.
E x am p le  1.1.7. There is an a>-complex u called p-dimensional globe such th a t the atoms 
in u  can be listed as up, u~_x, uf _Y, . . . ,  Uq, u j  such th a t d^Up =  u!f for m  < p  and 
dmun ~  um f°r 171 < n < P- ^  easy check tha t all the molecules are atoms in 
p-dimensional globes. We also denote the p-dimensional globe by up.
5
For instance, both of the subcomplexes u% and K  described in Example 1.1.6 represent 
the 3~dimensional globe. We are going to see tha t they are equivalent.
Similarly, there is an ^-complex u called infinite dimensional globe with exactly two 
n-dimensional atoms u~ and for every non-negative integer n, such tha t 
for m  < n. It is easy to see th a t all the molecules in a globe are atoms, and they form 
an w-category.
In the thesis, an atom u“ in an infinite dimensional globe u is also denoted by u[n, a].
We now state  some results about local description of ^-complexes in [21].
P rop osition  1.1.8. 1. Let x be a molecule in an co-complex. Then d%x C x  for every
sign a  and every non-negative integer n.
2. Let a be an atom in an co-complex. I f d aa ■=/=. 0, then daa is a molecule and d im cPa < 
dim a for every sign a.
P rop osition  1.1.9. Let £ be an element in an co-complex. I f  a is an atom of minimal 
dimension such that £ E a, then £ E Int a.
P rop osition  1.1.10. Let x  be a molecule and a be an atom in an co-complex. Then a C x 
if  and only i f  Int a fl x  ^  0.
P rop osition  1 .1 .1 1 . Let x be a molecule in an co-complex. Then
«S* =  L I { a :  a <Z x and dim a <  n} \  {b \  dab : b C x and dim b =  n  +  1},
where a and b are atoms.
According to this proposition, we can see tha t an element f  E d%x if and only if 
(1) £ E a for some atom a C x  with dim a <  n; and (2) for every atom b C x  with 
dim b =  n  +  1, if £ E b, then £ E d®b.
As an example, we use Proposition 1.1.11 to verify tha t, in Example, 1.1.4 
d f  {af fo(xj f iy)) = a # Qb. By the above theorem, d f  (a# o (^# iy )) is the difference of 
the union a U b U c U d and Int d U Int c. Thus d f  {a#o{x#iy)) = a U b =  a # 0 6 .
6
C orollary 1.1.12. An cv-complex is determined, by its atoms , their dimensions and the 
functions d ~  and d + .
D efin ition  1.1.13. Let X  and Y  be partial cn-categories. A homomorphism f  : X  - ± Y  
is a map such th a t
1. f{d£x) = d' l f{x)  for all x  € X ,  all non-negative integers n and all signs 7 ;
2 - f { x # ny) = f { x ) # nf {y)  whenever x # ny is defined.
E xam ple 1.1.14. Let u be a infinite dimensional globes. Let up be a p dimensional 
globe. It is evident th a t there is a homomorphism / “ : A4(u) -> A4(up) of w-categories 
such th a t for all atom u f  E A4(u)
( u f  when i < p, 
up when i > p .
We end this section by introducing a definition of equivalence of u>-complexes.
Let I< be an w-complex. A subcomplex is a subset of K  which can be w ritten as a 
union of atoms. The set of all subcomplexes of K  is denoted by C(K);  the set of all atoms 
of K  is denoted by A( K) ;  The set of all molecules of K  is denoted by Ai (K) .
D efin ition  1.1.15. Let K  and L  be w-complexes. We say K  and L  are equivalent if 
there exists a map /  : C (K ) —$■ C(L) called an equivalence of u-complexes such th a t the 
following conditions hold:
1. If a  E A ( K ) t then f ( a )  E A(L).  Moreover, f \ A( i c )  : A ( K )  —> A( L)  is a bijection.
2. If A is a set of atoms, then /( |J  A) = (J{ f ( a )  : a  E A}.
3. If a E A(iL), then dim f (a)  = dim a.
4. If a  E A( K) ,  then f ( d a a)  =  d a f ( a )  for a  = ± .
It is easy to check th a t the geometric description and combinatorial descriptions for 3- 
dimensional globes in Example 1.1.7 are equivalent. From this, we may use the geometric 
model to understand the combinatorial model and vice versa.
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We are going to prove th a t an equivalence of cn-complexes preserves molecules. We 
need several technical lemmas.
L em m a 1.1.16. Let K  be an uj-complex. I f  c1}c2 G C(K),  then c\ Pi c2 G C{K).
Proof. It suffices to prove tha t a n  b is a subcomplex of K  for every pair a and b of atoms 
in K .
Let £ G aH b. Let a^ be the atom of the minimal dimension with £ G a%. According to 
Propositions 1.1.9 and 1.1.10, we have C af)b. It follows th a t af]b = |J{a^ : £ C an&}. 
Thus a n  6 is a subcomplex of K , as required. □
L em m a  1.1.17. Let f  : C( K ) —^ C(L) be an equivalence of u-complexes. I f c i,C2 G C(K),  
then f ( a  n  c2) =  /(c i)  n  / ( c 2).
Proof. Since /  preserves unions of subcomplexes, we have / ( n )  C / ( c 2) for a pair of 
sub complexes Ci and c2 in K  with cq C c2. Note tha t /  : C(K)  —»■ C(L) is a bijection, it 
follows easily from Lemma 1.1.16 th a t f (ci  n  c2) =  f (ci )  H / ( c 2), as required. □
L em m a 1.1.18. Let f  : C(K)  —> C(L) be an equivalence of oj-complexes. I f  x G A4(K)  
and f ( x )  G M( L) ,  then f (d£x)  = d}f (x) .
Proof. Suppose th a t b G A(L)  and Int b C f {djx) .  Then there exists a G A ( K )  with 
b =  / (a) such th a t a C dja;. Thus a  C £ and dim a < p. It follows th a t b =  f  (a) C /(rc) 
and dim b ~  dim /(a )  =  dim a <  p. Now suppose tha t i/ G A( L)  with dim&' =  p +  1 
such tha t Int b C 6b Then there exists a' G ^4(A") such tha t f (a' )  = b'. It is evident th a t 
dim a7 =  p +  1 and a C a' . So we have a C dJaf. This implies th a t b = f  (a) C f ( d 1a/) — 
dJf(a' )  =  d1b'. According to Proposition 1.1.11, we have Int b C dj f ( x) .  It follows tha t 
f(d%x) C df f {x) .
By a similar argument, we can prove the reverse inclusion.
This completes the proof. □
P ro p o s it io n  1.1.19. Let f  : C(K) -+ C(L) be an equivalence of u-complexes. I f  x G 
M. (K) ,  then f ( x )  G M.(L). Moreover, M ( K )  —> M.(L) is a homomorphism of
partial to-categories.
Proof. We give the proof by induction.
Firstly, if a E then f (a)  E A i(L )  by the definition of equivalence.
Suppose th a t m  > 1 and f ( x )  E M { K )  if x  can be written as a composite of less then 
m  atoms. Let £ be an atom which can be written as a composite of m  atoms. We must 
prove th a t f ( x )  E A4(L).
Indeed, it is evident th a t x  has a proper decomposition x  = yffpZ into molecules 
such th a t y and z  are molecules which can be written as a composite of less than p 
atoms. By the inductive hypothesis, we have f ( y )  E M ( L )  and f ( z )  E M{ L) .  To 
prove f ( x )  E Af(-L), it suffices to show tha t the composite f { y ) # pf ( z )  exists and tha t
f ( y # Pz) = / ( 2/)# p /W -
Since x  =  yi^pZ, we have d£y — d~z = y C\ z. By the previous lemmas, we get 
dpf ( y)  = f (d+y)  =  f (d~z)  = d~f ( z )  = f ( y )  fl f (z) .  Therefore f { y ) # pf {z)  is defined 
and f { y # pz) = f ( y  U z) =  f ( y)  U f ( z )  = f ( y ) # pf ( z ) ,  as required.
By a similar argument, we can show that /  preserves composition operation. Thus 
/  : A i  (K) —t A4 ( L)  is a homomorphism of partial oj-complexes.
This completes the proof. □
1.2 A tom ic C om plexes
Corollary 1 .1 .1 2  shows th a t it is possible to describe an cu-complex by its atoms and 
the boundary operators d ~  and d + . This leads us to a concept consisting of atoms and 
boundary operators which we call an atomic complex.
In this section, we first define atomic complexes and state some properties of atomic 
complexes. Then we state a necessary and sufficient condition for an atomic complex to 
be an w-complex. From this theorem, we will see tha t the results in paper [20] for loop- 
free directed complexes can be generalised to loop-free w-complexes. We shall discuss this 
in section 1.4.
D efin ition  1.2.1. An atomic complex is a set K  together with a family of subsets A{ K)  
called atoms and functions dim, d ~  and d +  defined on A ( K )  such th a t the following
conditions hold.
1. For every atom a, dim a is an non-negative integer called the dimension of a.
2. If a is an atom and a  is a sign, then daa is a subset of a such th a t daa is a union
of atoms  of dimensions less than dim a.
3 . K  = {JA{K) .
4. For an atom a, let Int a =  a\(d~aU<9+a). Then the interiors of atoms are non-empty 
and disjoint.
P ro p o s it io n  1.2.2. co-complexes are atomic complexes.
To give the necessary and sufficient conditions for an atomic complex to be an co- 
complex, we need to define operators on an arbitrary subset of K .  This can be given 
by generalising Proposition 1.1.11.
D efin itio n  1.2.3. Let K  be an atomic complex.
•  If x  C K  and a  =  ± , then
d™x — a C  x  and dim a <  n} \  [ J {b \  dab : b C x  and dim b = n  +  1},
where a and b are atoms.
•  If x  C K  and y C K ,  then the composite x j^ny is defined if and only if x  fl y —
d^x  = d~y; If x # ny is defined, then x ^ ny =  x U y.
•  A molecule is a subset generated from atoms by finitely applying the composition
operations # n (n = 0 , 1 , . . . ).
W ith the definition of the operators c£“ on an arbitrary subsets of w-complexes, we 
can define finite dimensional subcomplexes.
D efin itio n  1.2.4. Let K  be an atomic complex.
• If £ is a union of atoms in K ,  then a; is a subcomplex of K .
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• Let a; be a subcomplex of K . If there exists an integer n  such th a t x  =  dn x  =  d+a;, 
then £ is finite dimensional.
P ro p o s it io n  1.2.5. Let a and c be distinct atoms in an atomic complex. I f  Int aDc  ^  0, 
then dim a <  dim c and a C dac for some sign a.
P ro p o s it io n  1.2.6. Let x and y  be subcomplexes of an atomic complex. I f  y  C  x, then 
d ^ x H y  C
P ro p o s it io n  1.2.7. Let x  andy  be subcomplexes of an atomic complex. Then d®(y\Jz) = 
(d%y n  d£z) U (d%y \ z )  U (d$z \  y).
Now we can state  the necessary and sufficient conditions for an atomic complex to be 
an cu-complex.
T h e o re m  1.2.8. Let K  be an atomic complex. Then K  is an co-complex i f  and only i f  
the following conditions hold.
1. I f  a is an atom and dim a > 0, then daa is a molecule for every sign a.
2. I f  a is an atom and dim a =  p > 1 ; then dp_2d®_1a — d^_2a for every pair of signs 
a  and j3.
E x am p le  1.2.9. Let wJ be the atomic complex with atoms w J [kye] (k = 0,1, • • • and 
s — =b) such th a t dim w J [k,e] = k and dl_1w J [k,e] =  wJ [k — 1, (—)J7 ] for k >  0. It is 
clear th a t w J satisfies conditions in Theorem 1.2.8. Thus it is an w-complex. It is also 
easy to see th a t the cu-complex w J is equivalent to infinite dimensional globe w under an 
obvious equivalence of u>-complexes sending wJ[k, (—)Je] to
L em m a  1 .2 .1 0 . In an co-complex, if x is a subcomplex, then d^x can be written as a 
union of interior of atoms.
Proof. Suppose th a t £ £ d%x. Let a^ be the atom in x  such th a t £ £ Inta^. Then 
dim < p. We claim Int C d®x. Indeed, for every rj £ Int , we have r) £ a^. 
Moreover, suppose tha t 77 £ 6 for an atom b C x  with dim b — p +  1, then £ £ C b. 
Hence £ £ d®b by Definition 1.2.3. Since is a molecule, we have a£ C d%b. Therefore
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r] G d*b. It follows from Definition 1.2.3 th a t 7] G d°x  for every rj G Into^. Therefore 
Int C dfxx.
Now it is evident th a t
d*x =  [ J  Int a,£
ted°ix
which shows th a t d™x is a union of interiors of atoms.
This completes the proof. □
Lem m a 1.2.11. In an co-complex, let x  be a subcomplex and a be an atom. Then Int a C 
d^x if and only if
1. a C x and dim a <  p;
2. I f  a C b C x  for an atom b C x with dim b = p +  1, then a C
Proof. This is an direct consequence of Lemma 1.2.10. □
1.3 P roducts o f w-com plexes
In this section, we give the product construction for w-complexes. Some treatm ents are 
different from (but of course equivalent to) those in paper [21]. This applies in particular 
to structures of products of two infinite dimensional globes.
P rop osition  1.3.1. Let K  and L  be atomic complexes. Then the product K  x L of sets 
is made into an atomic complex as follows. The atom set A ( K  x L ) is given by
A ( K  x L) =  {a x b : a G A ( K)  and b G A (L)} \  
the structure functions are given by
•  dim(a x  b) = dim a +  dim&;
• d7(a x  b) = (d7a x b) U (a x  c?(~)dima'>'6 ).
The atomic complex K  x L  is called the product of K  and L.
T heorem  1.3.2. Let K  and L  be co-complexes. Then K  x  L is an co-complex.
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E x a m p le  1.3.3. Let u and v be infinite dimensional globes. Then the product u  x v of 
sets is made into an atomic complex as follows: the atoms are of the form u f  x Vj with i 
and j  run over all non-negative integers, and a  and p  run over all the signs; the structure 
functions are given by
• dim (nf x Vj) = i  + j\
• dJ (uf  x v?) = (u7_j_ x u j) U (uf  x VjZ\7)- 
By Theorem 1.3.2, u x v is actually an w-complex.
It is straightforward to verify tha t the product construction is associative. Therefore 
we can write a product of three w-complexes K, L  and M  as K x L x M .  By Theorem 1.3.2, 
The product K x L x M  is still an (j-complex. In particular, the atom set A ( K  x L  x M)  
is given by
A { K  x L  x M ) =  {a x b x c : a e A ( K )  and b E A(L)  and b e  ^4(M)}; 
the structure functions are given by
• dim(a x b x c) =  dim a +  dim b +  dim c;
•  dJ (a x b x c) =  (d1a x b x c) U (a x d(- )d,mQ7£> x c) U (a x  b x g(-)dlma+dimb7 c^
E x a m p le  1.3.4. We now consider the product of three 1-dimensional globes ui x v i  x w i .  
Since the 1-dimensional globe is represented by the closed interval, the product u\ x  v\ x  w\ 
is a cube. Recall th a t the 1-dimensional globe consists of 3 atoms. So the product 
ui x  vi x  wi  consists of 27 atoms. The following figure illustrates the source boundary
d~(ui X Vi X Wi) ~  (ux X Vi X Wq ) U (Uq X Ui x Wi) U (iti X Ug- X Wi) 
of the cube, where A = ui x  x  w \ t B  = u\ x vi x  and C = x  vi x  wi.
a
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We can identify edges and vertices. For example, the edge
b = B  C\ C  = (ui x  vi x  Wq ) n  x v\ x w\) =  Uq x  ui x Wq 
and the vertex
a n  b = (tii x Vq x Wq) n  (itg x ^ x  iy^) = Uq x  Vq x w q .
We can then check tha t the directions of the edges and vertices are as shown in the figure. 
For example, since
d~b = d~ (uq x  vi x Wq) = Uq x  Vq x  Wq = a  n  b
and
d+b = x vi x  Wq) = Uq x  Vq x  Wq ~  bC\e,
the direction of b is as shown in the figure. Similarly, since
d~B — d~(tii x v i X  Wq) = (uq x  vi x Wq) U (ux x Vq x  Wq) — bU e
and
d+B  = d+(ui x  vi x  Wq) = (u f x Ui x Wq) U (ni x u 0“ x ) =  a U /
Thus the direction of B  = u x x  vx x Wq is as shown in the figure.
From the diagram of ^ x v iX W i, we can see tha t all the subcomplexes in the following 
list are molecules.
1 . Ui x Vi x wx,
2. Ui X Vi X Wq ,
3. Ui X Vi X Wq,
4. Ui X Vq X Wi,
5. ui x x w i t
6 . Uq x vi x  wi,
7. u j  x vi x  wx,
8 . U\X Vq X Wq ,
9. Ul X Vq X Wq ,
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10 . u i  x  v i  x  w Q ,
11. U i x  v 0+  X
12 . x  v i  x  w i ,
13. U q X 1)! X lu j,
14. 4 X Vi X U )i ,
15. «.+tig X til X W+,
16. W0“ X c^T X Wi,
IT. ^0 x  v i X w u
18. 4 X V q X Wi ,
19. UQ x  4 X w u
20. U q X v i X W q
21. U q X V q X « 4
22. U q x  v i X W q
23. U q x  4 x  w +
24. v + X V q X W q
25. u £ X V q x  w i
26. n + X v i X  W q
27. v>o X 4 x  w i
28. ( u i X Vi x  w i u u i X Vl x  w i )  U ( u i
29. ( u i X Vi X  W q u U q X Vl x  W i)  U (n i
30. ( u i X Vi x  w i u Ui X V i X w i ) ,
31. {u-1 X Vi X  W q U Ui X v i X w i ) ,
32. ( u i X Vi X w i U U q X v i X w i ) ,
33. (v>l X V\ X W q U X <4 X w i ) ,
34. (uq  X Vx X W\ U Ui X v i X w i ) ,
35. ( U Q X V\ X Wi U Ui X v i X w i ) ,
36. ( uq x  V! X Wi U U\ X V i X w i ) ,
37. 4 o X U! X Wi U Ul X
+
v i x  w i ) ,
38. { u i  x x  w i ) u { u i X v i X Wi ) ,
’o X W ^ ,  
4  X Wi ) ,
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39. K " X Vl X Wq u  (m X +v i X Wi ) ,
40. X Vl X w i U ( u i X Vo~ x  w i ) ,
41. (uo X Vl X w i U ( u i X v i x  w i ),
42. (ut X Vl X Wq U ( u i X Vo~ X Wq),
43. (U0 X Vl X Wq U ( u i X v i X Wq),
44. (Uq X Vl X w i U (wo X Vo X Wi ) ,
45. ( u d X Vl X Wq U (Uq X v i X Wi ) ,
46. 0 4 X Vl X w i u  ( u i X V0 X Wi ) ,
47. (ujj* X Vl X Wq u  ( u i X v i X W i),
48. 0 4 X Vl X Wq u  ( u i X Vo X Wq) U (U+0 X 4 X Wi
49. 0 4 X Vl X ™ i U ( u i X Vo X wd) U (u +0 X Vq X Wi
50. K " X Vl X Wq U ( u i X v i x  wjj") U (u 0 X +v i X Wi
51. 0*0 X Vl X w i U ( u i X vi x  w i )  U (u 0 X Vo X Wi
52. / -4-w X Vl X + u  ( u i X Vo x  w i ) U (v 0 X Vo X Wi
53. (u o X Vl X Wq U ( u i X vi X Wq) U (u+0 X v i X Wi
54. ( u i X Vo X w i
1 oD X vd X Wi ) ,
55. (ui X v 0 X Wq u W X vd X Wi ) ,
56. ( u i X v i X w i
1 oD X *4 X Wi ) ,
57. (ui X v i X Wq u « X 4 X Wi ) ,
For example, from the figure, one can see tha t the 31st subcomplex A U B  =  (ui x vi x 
Wq ) U (ui x u 0+ x in the list can be decomposed into atoms as (b#oA )# i (B #od)  =  
[(Uq X Ui X Wq ) # q(Ui X!)0+ X wi)]#i[(m  x Vi x Wq ) # 0(u£ x u j  x Wi)].
One can show th a t every composite of molecules in the list is still a molecule in the 
list. So we have a complete list of the molecules in ui x v\ x w\.
In chapter 3, we will show how this list is compiled and how to compile such lists for 
the molecules in the products of any three finite dimensional globes.
T h e o re m  1.3.5. Let K  and L be w-complexes. Let x and y be molecules in K  and L  
respectively. Then x  x y is a molecule in K  x L and
dl ( x  x y) =  {dlx x $Q)niy) U ( d l ^ x  x *7 V) U • • • U (d^x x d?ny).
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The following Theorem is implicit in Paper [1], To avoid introducing more concepts, 
we give an independent proof.
T h e o re m  1.3.6. Let Ki and Li be co-complexes such that A' i (Ki) and fA(L f)  are co- 
categories for  1 <  i <  r. Let fi : A i (K f)  —>■ A4(Li) be homomorphisms of partial 
u-categories for  1 <  i < r. I f  M ( K X x • ■ ■ x K r) and M ( L X x • • • x L r) are o-categories, 
then there is a natural homomorphism /  : M ( K i  x • • • x K r) M ( L \  x • • * x L r) of partial 
co-categories such that f ( a i  x • • • x ar) =  fi(a{) x ■ • • x f r (ar) for all atoms a L x * * • x ar 
in K \  x  • • ■ x K r.
Proof  The arguments for different choices of r are similar. We give the proof for r — 2.
Let F  : C(KX x I<2) —> C(Li x Lf)  be the union-preserving map such th a t x a2) =  
/ i ( a i)  x f 2 (0 ,2 ) for all atoms a\ and a2. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show tha t 
F(Jvl(K\  x K 2)) (L A4.(Li x L 2) and F \ j ^ ^ lXj ^  : JVl(K\ x K 2 ) —^ M ( L i  x  L 2) is a 
homomorphism of partial w-categories.
Firstly, we verify inductively th a t F(x)  is a molecule and F^dj^x) = d^F(x)  for all 
non-negative integers n, all signs 7  and all molecules x  in Ki  x K 2.
To begin the induction, let a1 x a 2 be an atom in K \  x K 2. Then F(a  1 x a2) = f i (a i)  x 
f 2(o2) by the definition of F.  Since /i(a*) C M ( K f ) ,  we have F(ai x  a2) C  M ( K X x  K 2) 
by Theorem 1.3.5. Moreover, by Theorem 1.3.5, we have
F(dl(a i  x a2))
= F((d^a  1 x do_) 7 a2) U ( d ^ a i  x  d ^  7 a2) U • • • U (djai x c^a2))
-  ( /i(d ja i)  x / 2 ( 4 _)n7 a2)) U ( / i K ^ a i )  x / 2 ( 4 " r  l7 a2)) U • • • U ( /i(d ja i)  X / 2 (d ja2)) 
=  ( d l f i ( a  1) x d (~ )nryf 2(a2)) U (dj_ 1 / 1 (ai) x d[~)n~h f 2(a2)) U • • • U ( d j / i f a )  x  d l f 2(a2)) 
=  cK (/i(ai) x / 2 (a2))
-  x a2).
Thus F(dflx) =  dflF(x)  holds when a: is an atom in x i^2.
Next, suppose th a t F(x')  is a molecule and tha t F(d]lx') =  d'JlF ( x l) for every molecule 
x ’ in K i  x  K 2 which can be written as a composite of less than q atoms. Suppose also 
th a t a; is a molecule in K \  x  K 2 which can be written as a composite of q atoms. We 
verify th a t F(x)  is a molecule in Li x  L 2 and tha t F(d%x) = d lF(x) .  It is evident th a t
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x  can be decomposed into molecules x  =  y # pz such tha t y and 2  can be written as less 
than q atoms.
We first verify th a t F(x)  is a molecule. Indeed, since d+F(y) = F(d+y) = F(d~z) = 
d~F(z ), the composite F ( y ) # pF(z)  is defined. Moreover, since F  preserves unions of 
atoms, we have F(x) = F(y  U z) =  F(y)  U F(z)  — F ( y ) # pF(z).  This shows th a t F(x)  is 
a molecule in L\  x L2.
We next verify th a t F{d1nx ) =  d]lF{x). Indeed, if n  =  p, then
F(d~x) = F (d ~ {y# nz)) -  F(d~y)  =  d~F(y) = d~F(x)
and, similarly, F(d^x)  = d+F(x). If n > p , then
F(dlx)
= F { d l ( y # pz))
= F {dly#pdlz)
=  F (d ly U d lz )
= F (d ly )U F (d lz )
= d lF ( y ) U d lF ( z )
and
d;<PnF{y)  =  d+Ffe) =  d;F{z) = <£dJF(*);
thus
F(d lx )  = d l F ( y ) # vdlF(z)  =  d l ( F ( y ) # pF(z) )  =  t%F(z).
If n < pj then
F{dlx)  =  F ( d l ( y # pz)) =  F(d&„) = ^ H v )  = <%F(x).
Therefore, F(x)  is a molecule and F{d]lx) — d^F{x).
This shows th a t F(x)  is a molecule and F(d]tx) =  d'lF(x) for all molecules x  in 
K i  x K 2 by induction.
Finally, by arguments similar to th a t in the proof of F (x) being a molecule above, 
we can see th a t FIm(K].xK2) preserves composites of molecules. This completes the proof 
tha t F\M (^Ki Xk 2) is a homomorphism of partial w-categories, as required.
□
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Let a; be a subcomplex in an w-complex. An atom a is a maximal atom in x  if a C x  
and a C f i C s  implies a ~  b for every atom 6 .
The following result characterises molecules in the product of two infinite dimensional 
globes.
T h e o re m  1.3.7. Let u and v be infinite dimensional globes. Then a subcomplex A of 
u x v is a molecule i f  and only if the following conditions hold.
•  There are no distinct maximal atoms u[A, ckJ x  v[ji, fti] and u[i2, 0 :2] x  v\j2: @2 ] such 
that ii <  i2 and j  1 <  j 2, so that the maximal atom in A can be listed as \x,  . . . ,  As 
with As =  u[£s, a j  x v \ j s ,/3s] for  1 < s < S  such that A > • ■ • >  is and j i  < - ■ ■ < js-
•  I f  As_i and Xs are a pair of consecutive maximal atoms in the above list, then
=  ~ ( ~ ) isa s.
Now we give the construction of df  A for a molecule A in u x v.
T h e o re m  1.3.8. Let A be a molecule in u x v. Then the set of maximal atoms in d fA 
consists of all the maximal atoms u[i'}a'] x v[j',j3l] in A with i1 +  j r < p and all the 
atoms u[i, a] x v \ j t with i + j  =  p such that i < i" and j  < j "  for some maximal atom 
u[i",a,r] x v \ j " o f  A, where the signs a  and (3 are determined as follows:
1. I fu[ i", a"] x v[j", (3"\ can be chosen such that i" > i, then a  = 7 ; otherwise, a  =  a " .
2. I f u [ i " ,a ”} x v\j",{3"} can be chosen such that j"  > j ,  then j3 =  (“ )l7 ; otherwise,
P = 0'-
The composition of molecules in u x v is characterised as follows.
T h e o re m  1.3.9, Let A~ and A+ be molecules of u x v. I f  d£A~ = d~A+, then the 
composite A~ f f pA+ is defined and the maximal atoms in A- # pA+ consists of all the q- 
dimensional common maximal atoms of A~ and A+ with q <  p together with all the 
r-dimensional atoms in either A~ and A+ with r > p.
C o ro lla ry  1.3.10. The molecules in u x  v form an u-category.
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E x a m p le  1.3.11. Let the sub complexes
A~ - U5 x v f  
U x  v 2 
U ^
U Ui x v f  
U Uo x v+
and
A+ =  Uq x 
U tig x v f  
U u f  x v f  
U U2 x v f  
U 1i0 x v f .
By Theorem 1.3.7, it is easy to see tha t A" and A+ are molecules of u x v. Moreover, by
Theorem 1.3.8, we have d f  A~ and d§A+ are both equal to the molecule
u5 X 4
u W4 X vf
u + X 4
u V>2 X V3
u u i X 4
u U q X 4
Therefore, by Theorem 1.3.9, the composite A #sA + is defined and the composite is the 
following molecule.
4 X vo
u W5 X vf
u U4 X 4
u u 2 X 4
u U q X 4
E x am p le  1.3.12. Let u2 be the 2-dimensional globe and let be a 1-dimensional globe. 
Geometrically, U2 is a closed disk and Vi is a closed interval. Therefore the product u2 x  v\ 
is a cylinder. Since u2 has 5 atoms and v\ has 3 atoms, the product u2 x tq has 15 atoms.
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We calculate the boundaries d (v2 x vi) and d+(u2 x vi). By definition, we have
d~(u2 x vi) =  (v f x vi) U (u2 x v f)
and
d*(u2 x Vi) =  (v f x vi) U (u2 x v f ).
If we put the disk u 2 in a horizontal plane and put the interval u\  in a vertical line and 
represent d f and d f  on vx by bottom  and top respectively, then d~(u2 x vi) is the union 
of the bottom  disk and half of the curved part of the boundary of the product v f  x vi, 
as shown in the following figure, where a = v f  x v f , b = v f  x v1} A  = v f  x vx and 
B  ~  v 2 x v f .
Since
d~(Ui X Vi) =  Vg x Vi U v f  x v f
and
d+ (v f x vi) =  v f  x vi U v f  x v f,
one can easily see th a t the direction of A — v f  x vi is as indicated in the figure. Similarly, 
/ we can get the direction for B  = u2 x v f . Moreover, it is easy to check tha t
d~(u2 x vi) =  (u f x vi) U (v 2 x v 0") =  (vf x v i)# i[(v 2 x v f ) # 0(u f x vx)].
One can also see this graphically from the figure.
Similarly, d+(u2 x vx) is the union of the top disk and the other half of the curved
part of the boundary of the product v f  x vi, and we have
! d+ (v2 x vi) =  (v f x vi) U (v2 x v f) =  [(vf x Vi) # 0 ( ^ 2 x v f ) ] # i ( v f  x vt ).
Therefore d~(u2 x vi) and <9+ (v2 x vi) are indeed molecules.
I We can similarly workout the boundaries of other atoms.
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E x a m p le  1.3.13. Let u be a infinite dimensional globes. Let up be a p dimensional 
globe. Recall th a t there is a homomorphism / “ : A4(u) —»■ A4(up) of w-categories such 
th a t for all atom u f  G A4(u)
( u f  when i < p, 
up when i > p.
It follows from the Theorem 1.3.6 and Corollary 1.3.10 th a t there is a natural homomor­
phism f  : A i ( u  x v) —> A i(up x vq) of w-categories such tha t / ( u f  x v?) = f p {uf) x f q(Vj) 
for all atoms u f  x uf in u x v.
b J
1.4 D ecom position  of M olecules in Loop-Free co~ 
C om plexes
In this section, we prove a decomposition theorem for molecules in an loop-free ^-complex. 
This theorem will be used later in the thesis.
Firstly, we need to generalise some concepts and results from loop-free directed com­
plexes in paper [2 0 ] to loop-free to-complexes.
D efin itio n  1.4.1. A directed precomplex is a set K  together with functions dim, d~ and 
d+ on K  satisfying the following conditions.
1. If a  G K ,  then dim<r is an non-negative integer, called dimension of a.
2. If a  G K  and dimer > 0, then d~a  and d^cr are subsets of K  consisting of dim a — 1 
dimensional elements of K.
Let A  be a directed precomplex. A subset x  of K  is closed if daa  C x for every a  G x  
with dimer > 0  and every sign a. For a subset y of K> the closure Cl(?/) of y is the 
smallest closed subset of K  containing y . The closure 01{cr} of a singleton {cr}, denoted 
by <7, is called an atom.
D efin itio n  1.4.2. Let K  be a directed precomplex.
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If re C K  and at =  ± , then
d fx  =  : a  £ x and dimer <  n} \ L K  r  \  Cl(dar) : t  £ x  and d im r =  n  +  1}.
If x  and y are closed subsets of AT, then the composite x f f ny is defined if and only if 
re n  y = d+x — d~y\ If x f f ny is defined, then tc#„y =  re U y.
A molecule is a subset generated from atoms by finitely applying the composition 
operations (n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) .
D efin itio n  1.4.3. A directed complex is a directed precomplex satisfying the following 
conditions.
1. If a  is an atom with dimer =  p > 0, then cfJLpr is a molecule for a  =  ± .
2. If a  is an atom with dimer — p >  1 , then d ^ d f ^ a  =  d^ __2a  for a  =  ±  and /? =  ± .
D e fin itio n  1.4.4. Let AT be a directed complex and n  be a non-negative integer. Let a 
and b be elements in K.
•  An n-path of length k from a to 6 is a sequence a — a0, . . . ,  = b of elements in K
such tha t for 1 < i < k either
dima,j_i <  n  and dima* > n  and i £ d~di \  U djLjOj)
or
dim aj_! >  n  and dim a; <  n  and £ d+a^i \  1 U
• A total path of length k from a to b is a sequence a = aa,. . .  ,a/- ~  b of elements in
K  such th a t for 1 < i < k either aj_i £ d~ai or £ d+a ^ i.
•  An n-loop is an n-path of positive length from some element of K  to itself; A total 
loop is a to tal path of positive length from some element of K  to itself.
•  A subset of K  is loop-free if it does not contain n-loops for any n; A subset of K  is 
total loop-free if it does not contain total loops.
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We can now generalise the concept of loop-freeness to a>-complexes, as follows.
D efin ition  1.4.5. Let K  be an w-complex and n  be a non-negative integer. Let a and b 
be atoms.
•  An n-path of length k from a to b is a sequence a = ao, . . . ,  =  b of atoms such
tha t for 1 <  i <  k either
dimcij-i <  n  and dima* > n  and Int<jj_i C d~ai \  (d~_xai U d^_xai)
or
dim ai_i >  n  and dima* <  n  and Int C d+at-± \  (d~_xa i- 1 U d^_xai_i).
•  A total path of length k from a to b is a sequence a =  ao, . . . ,  a* — b of atoms 
such th a t for 1 < i < k either dim aj_i =  dima^ — 1 and a»_i C d~ai , or dima^ =  
dim af_i — 1 and ai C 9+af_i-
•  An n-loop is an n-path of positive length from some atom to itself; A total loop is 
a to tal path of positive length from some atom to itself.
•  A subcomplex of K  is loop-free if it does not contain n-loops for any n; A subcomplex 
of K  is total loop-free if it does not contain total loops.
For example, the 0-path and total path in a 1-dimensional w-complex is a directed
/ path, regarded as a sequence of alternate vertices and edges. In Example 1.1.4, the
sequence n, a, v, b, x, c is a total path; the sequence b, x, c, y, d is a 1 -path.
Lem m a 1.4.6. Let K  be a loop-free co-complex. Let a be an atom in IL with dim a =  p >
0. Then dJa is a union of its p — 1 dimensional atoms.
Proof. Suppose otherwise th a t there is a p-dimensional atom a of K  such th a t d1a is not 
a union of its p — 1 dimensional atoms for some 7 . Then <97a has a maximal atom b 
of dimension less than p — 1. Let q — dim b. By Lemma 1.2.3, we can see th a t b is an 
maximal atom in both d~d1a — d~a and d^d1a =  d+a which implies tha t a, b, a is a
t q-loop. This contradicts the assumption of the loop-freeness of K .  □
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Let K  be a directed complex. According to the definition of directed complexes and 
Theorem 1.2.8, set K  is also an w-complex such tha t the atoms in the tu-complex K  
are exactly those in the directed complex K .  Note tha t Int <7 is a singleton {cr} for every 
atom <7 . By Theorem 1.2.3, Definition 1.1.15 and Lemma 1.4.6, it is easy to see th a t every 
loop-free w-complex is equivalent to an w-complex associated with a loop-free directed 
complex. Thus all results for loop-free directed complexes can be generalised to loop-free 
nj-complexes. In particular, we have the following definitions and theorems.
D efin itio n  1.4.7. Let a; be a non-empty finite subcomplex of an cu-complex which is not 
an atom. Then the non-negative integer
max{dim(a n  b) : a and b are distinct maximal atoms in &}
is called frame dimension of x , denoted by fr dim a;.
D efin itio n  1.4.8. A molecule x  in an cj-complex is split if the following conditions hold.
•  Let a be a p-dimensional atom in a:. If 6 is a p — 1 dimensional atom in d~a  and if 
c is a p — 1 dimensional atom in d+a, then b and c are distinct.
• If y is a factor in some expression of x  as an iterated composite, then there exists 
an expression of y as an iterated composite of atoms using the operations only 
for n < fr dim?/.
P ro p o s itio n  1.4.9. I f  a subcomplex of an co-complex is total loop-free, then it is loop-free.
T h e o re m  1.4.10. In a loop-free co-complex, all molecules are split.
T h e o re m  1.4.11. I f  the atoms in an co-complex are all total loop-free, then the molecules 
are all total loop-free, so that all the molecules are split.
T h e o re m  1.4.12. Let K  and L be to-complexes. I f  both K  and L  are total loop-free, then 
so is K  x L.
According to this theorem, the products of infinite-dimensional globes are to tal loop- 
free. Hence all molecules in products of infinite-dimensional globes are split.
Now we can state the main theorem in this section.
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T heorem  1.4.13. Let x be a molecule in a loop-free co-complex and p  — fr d im #. Let q 
be an integer with q >  p. I f  there is a maximal atom a\ in x with  d im a i >  p such that 
a\  PI a' C H d~a! for  every other maximal atom a! in x with  dim  a/ >  q, then x can 
be decomposed into molecules
x =  x ~ # qx + ,
where x~ =  d~x  U a\ and x + =  d+x  U U { a /; : a" is a maximal atom in x  with a" a^}.
The decomposition for d~(u2 x and d~(u2 x Wj) in Example 1.3.12 is actually 
obtained by using this theorem.
The proof is separated into several lemmas.
Lem m a 1.4.14. Let x be a subcomplex and y  — yi  U - * ■ U y n be a union of subcomplexes. 
I f  x C y  and x fl 2/i C dfyi  fo r  all 1 <  i <  n, then x  C d'fy.
Proof. We give the proof only for n  =  2. The general case can be shown by induction. 
By Proposition 1.2.7, we have d jy  =  (dfyx D e§y2) U (djj/i \  y2) U (d%y2 \  2/i).
Suppose th a t £ e  x. Then £ 6  yi  or £ G y2. If f  G yi  and f  G 2/2, then £ G d ^ y i H d ^  C 
dfy.  If f  G 2/1 but £ ^ ?/2 , then £ G dfy i  but £ ^ y 2; this implies th a t £ G djjy. If £ G y 2 
but £ ^ 2/i, then £ € djjte but £ ^ 2/1 ; this implies tha t £ G d^ 2/- This completes the proof 
th a t a; C d£y.
□
Corollary 1.4.15. Let x — U • ■ * x m and y  =  2/1 U • • • U y n be a union of subcomplexes. 
If  x  C 2/ and Xi Pi 2lj C d'fyj fo r  all 1 <  i <  m  and 1 <  j  <  n, then x  C dfy.
Lem m a 1.4.16. Let x  be a subcomplex of an to-complex and a be a maximal atom with 
dim a <  n. I f  d^x is a subcomplex, then a is a maximal atom in d®x for  every sign a..
Proof. This follows straightforwardly from Definition 1.2.3. □
Lem m a 1.4.17. Let x  be a subcomplex of an co-complex and £ G x. Then  f  G d'fx i f  and  
only if  £ G d ja  fo r  every maximal atom a in x with £ G a.
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Proof. Suppose th a t £ G dfx.  According to Proposition 1 ,2 ,6 , we have £ G aCid^x C  d fa  
for every maximal atom a  in a; with £ G a.
Conversely, suppose th a t £ G d^a for every maximal atom a in a; with £ G a. Then 
it is evident th a t £ G a' for some atom a' in x  with dim a' <  q. Moreover, for every 
p +  1-dimensional atom b C  x  with £ G b, we have £ G bndjb'  C dfb by Proposition 1 .2 .6 , 
where b' is a maximal atom containing b . It follows from Definition 1 .2 .3  tha t £ G d^x, 
as required.
This completes the proof. □
L e m m a  1 .4 .1 8 . Let x } x~ and x + be as in the statement of Theorem l . f . 13 .  Then 
x — x ~ f f gx + .
Proof. Recall tha t
x~  =  d f x  U a\
and
a;+ =  is a maximal atom in x  with au y= ax}.
Thus a; =  a:"Ua;+ .
Since £ is a molecule, the set {a" : a" is a maximal atom in x  with a” ^  cq} is finite. 
Moreover, it is evident th a t x~ and x + are subcomplexes.
Now we trivially have x + n  d f x  C d+d~x; since a\ C x , we have d+x  fi a\ C d^a± by 
Proposition 1.2 .6; according to the assumption, we also have ax Hu" C d+aind~a" C d+ai 
for every maximal atom a" in x  with a" ^  a\. It follows from Corollary 1 .4 .1 5  tha t 
x~  fi x + C d + x ~ .
On the other hand, suppose th a t £ G d*x~ and £ ^  a” for every atom  a" distinct from 
ax such th a t dim a" > q. We claim tha t £ G d+z so tha t £ G x + and hence d+x~ C x~D x+. 
Indeed, let a be a maximal atom in x  with £ G a. If a = oq, then, by Proposition 1 .2 .6 , 
£ G ax PI dqX~ C d+ax; if a ax, then dim a <  q by the assumption; hence £ G a =  d+a. 
It follows from Lemma 1 .4 .1 7  th a t £ G d+x, as required.
We have now shown tha t x~ f] x + — d+x~.  By a similar argument, we can also 
get x~~ n  £ + =  d~x+ . This implies th a t x ~ # qx + is defined and hence x =  x~~ffqx + , as 
required.
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This completes the proof.
□
L em m a 1.4.19. Let x~ and a;+ be as in the statement of Theorem l . f .13.  Then x~ and 
x+ are molecules.
Proof. Since x  is a molecule in a loop-free u  complex, it is split by Theorem 1.4.10. Hence 
x~ and x + are molecules, as required. □
We have now completed the proof of Theorem 1.4.13.
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C hapter 2 
M olecules in the Product o f Three  
Infin ite-D im ensional G lobes
In this chapter, we study molecules in the product of three infinite dimensional globes. 
We are going to give two equivalent descriptions for the molecules in the product of three 
infinite dimensional globes.
Throughout this chapter, infinite dimensional globes are denoted by n, v or w. An 
atom u f  is denoted by u[i, o?]. All subcomplexes refer to finite and non-empty subcom­
plexes in the (u-complex u x v x w.
2.1 T he D efin ition  of Pairwise M olecular Subcom - 
plexes
In this section, we first define ‘projection maps’ and prove some of their basic properties. 
Then we state one of the main results in this chapter which says th a t a subcomplex in 
products of three infinite dimensional globes is a molecule if and only if it is ‘projected’ to 
molecules in (twisted) products of two infinite dimensional globes together with a natural 
requirement. This leads to the definition of pairwise molecular sub complexes of u x v x w.
Let w J be the atomic complex with atoms wJ[k,s] (k =  0,1, • • • and e = dt) such 
th a t dim w J [A;,e] — k and d 1k_1w J\kie\ =  w J[k — 1 ,(—)Jq] for k > 0. It is clear tha t
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w J satisfies conditions in Theorem 1.2.8. Thus it is an w-complex. It is also easy to see 
th a t the w-complex w J is equivalent to infinite dimensional globe w under an obvious
equivalence of o;-complexes sending (—)Je] to w[kye]. Moreover, it is evident tha t 
this induces a equivalence of o;-complexes u x w and u x  w J sending u[i, ck] x w[k,e]
d%(u[% a] x w J [k, e]) =  u[iy a] x w J [k>e] if i  +  k <  p, while, if i  +  k >  p, the maximal atoms
in d%(u[i, or] x w J[ki e]) consists of u[l, a] x w J[nt l j ]  such th a t I <  i, n <  k and I +  n  =  p;
the signs a  and l j  are determined as follows:
1 . if I =  i, then a  — a; if I <  i, then <7 =  7 ;
2 . if n =  kj then co =  s; if n <  k, then co =  (—)t+Jry.
For an atom u[i, ck] x v[j ,  /3] x w[k,  e] in u x v  x w,  let
This gives a map sending interiors of atoms in u x v x w to interiors of atoms in u x w J 
or the empty set.
Since interiors of atoms are disjoint, it is clear tha t the map FJ can be extended 
uniquely to a map sending unions of interiors of atoms in u x v x w to unions of interiors 
of atoms in u x w J by requiring it preserves unions.
We can similarly define a map F f  sending unions of interiors of atoms in u x v x w 
to unions of interiors of atoms in v1 x w1 and a map Ff, sending unions of interiors of 
atoms in u x v x w to unions of interiors of atoms in u x v.
It is easy to see th a t every atom can be written as a union of interiors of atoms. It 
follows th a t F f , F f  and F™ are defined on subcomplexes of u x v x w  and preserve unions.
We next prove th a t F]  and F f  send atoms to atoms or the empty set so tha t 
they send subcomplexes to subcomplexes. We need two preliminary results.
to u[i, or] x w J[k,e\. By this equivalence, all the results for products of two infinite 
dimensional globes in Section 1.3 can be generalised to u x w J. In particular, we have
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Lem m a 2.1.1.
df(u[L a] x v[j, (3\ x w[k, e]) =  a] x S ~ )llv\j, (3\ x S ~ )l+rniw[k, e] : l + m + n  = p }
Proof. According to Proposition 1.3.5,
d1(u[i,a\ x v \ j :p\ x w[k,e})
=  dl[ (u[ i ,a]xv \ j ,P])xw[k ,£]]
= U W M b  °i  X v [ j , f l )  X 4 -) 7w[k, e] : s +  t  =  p}.
Then the result follows easily by applying Proposition 1.3.5 again. □
P ro p o s it io n  2 .1 .2 . Let X = « [i,a] x v\j ,0 \  x w[k,s] be an atom.
• I f  i + j  +  k < p, then d^X = X.
• I f  i 4- j  +  k > p, then the set of maximal atoms in dfX consists of all the atoms
u i x  vm x  w n such that l + m  + n = p and I < i, m  <  j  and n  < k ,  where the signs
a, r  and l j  are determined as follows:
1. I f  I =  i} then a  =  a; if I < i, then a  =  7 .
2. I f  m  ~  j ,  then r  = j3; if  m  < j ,  then r  — (—);7 *
3. I f  n  =  k, then l j  =  e; if  I < i, then w = (—)l+mj .
Proof. It is evident th a t d£X = X when i +  j  +  k < p. We may assume in the following 
proof th a t i +  j  +  k > p.
Let Ai denote the union of the atoms described in this lemma. We must show th a t 
dJX = A 1.
By the formation of Ai, it is easy to see th a t every maximal atom  ji =  u[l,a\ x 
v[m ,r ] x win, cj] in Ax can be expressed as p = d]u[i,a] x x d ^ +mrfw[k,e].
By Lemma 2.1.1, we can see th a t p, C dJX, and hence Ai C d'f A.
To prove the reverse inclusion, by Lemma 2.1.1, it suffices to prove tha t dfu[i,a] x 
dm] M j',/3] x dn  ^ 7w[k, e] C Ai for every triple (I, m, n) with I 4- m  +  n  —  p.  By the 
formation of Ai, this inclusion is obvious when I <  i, m  < j  and n < k. So it suffices to
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prove that dju[i,a] x dm  ^7v[j,^] x t4_  ^+ 7 «;[&,£] is not a maximal atom in d fA when 
I > I, m  > j  or n > k.
Suppose th a t I > i. Then m  < j  or n < k. If m  < j ,  then dfu[i,a\  x dfc^7 u[j, (3\ x 
dL-) + 1w[h, s ] g  dj_xu[i, a] x c^+i l j v[j, /?] x ed-)H"m7 w[/c, e] C d fA. If m  > j ,  then n < k, 
so g  c ^ u p ,  a] x d {m )l~lyv[j, j3] x c ^ +m_l7f//[fc,£-] C
d jA. This shows tha t, in both cases, dfu[i, a] x d\n^1 v[j , (3] x di  )+ 7 iu[A;,e] is not a 
maximal atom in djfA. Similarly, the above statement is true if m  > j  or n > k.
This completes the proof of the lemma. □
P rop osition  2.1.3. Let u[i, a] x v[j,j3\ x be an atom in u  x v x w. Then
v I \h@\ X wJ|7e, el. when i >  I:
1. F f  (u[i, a] x v[j,fi] x  it; [&,£]) =
when i < J;
2. Ff ( u[ i , a \  x v [ j , p ]  x w[k,e])  =
w[i,o] x w J[k,e], when j  >  J ; 
0, when j  < J;
ufi,o:l x u[7 ,/?l, w/ien A: >  K:
3. F f ( u [ i , a ]  x w[j,/3] x w[ k t e]) =  |
when k <  K .
In particular, F f ,  F f  and F f  send atoms to atoms or the em pty se t so that they send  
subcomplexes to subcomplexes.
Proof. The argument for the three cases are similar. We only prove the second one. The 
proof is given by induction on dimension of atoms.
For an atom A — u[i, a] x v\j, j3] x w[k,  e] in u x v x w,  if dim A =  0, then i  — j  =  k =  0;
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hence
=  CKIntA)
i
Int(u[i,o:] x u;J [&,£]), when J  = 0;
0, when J  >  0
n[i,or] x u;J [&,e], when J  = 0;
0, when J  > 0,
as required.
Suppose th a t the proposition holds for every atom of dimension less then p. Suppose 
also th a t A =  u[i, cu] x v[jt 0] x w[k, e] is a p-dimensional atom. If j  <  J , then it is easy 
to see tha t F j ( A) =  0, as required. If j  7* J then we have
F J W
= F}{! n t X u d ~ X U d +X)
D F}(0+ A)
D F}{u[i, a] x v[j -  1, (-)*] x w[k, e])
=  u[z, a] x w J [k,e]
since u [z, a] x v [j — 1 , (—)1 ] x w [&, e] is an atom of dimension p —1 ; the reverse inclusion holds 
automatically; so F j ( A) =  u[i, a] x w J{k,e], as required. Now suppose tha t j  — J. Then, 
by Lemma 2.1.2, <97A is the union of atoms u[i\ a']xv\j ' ,  0] xw [k \  s'] with i '+ j '+ k 1 = p ~  1 
such tha t
1 . if i' — i, then a' =  a; if i‘ =  i — 1 , then a' = 7 ;
2 . if j 1 -  j ,  then 0  =  0  if j '  =  j  -  1 , then 0  =  ( - ^ 7 ;
3. if k' =  k, then e' — er; if k' = k — 1, then e' = (—)*+l/7 .
It follows easily from the induction hypothesis tha t F j (d 1X) =  5T(u[i,a] x wJ [k,e]) for
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every sign 7 . Therefore
=  F J(In t A) U F j ( d ~ \ )  U FJ(d~A)
=  Int(u[i,a;] x w J [k, £■]) U d~(u[i ,  a] x  w J [k, c]) U d + (u[i, a] x  
=  u[i, a] x  w J[k, er],
as required.
This completes the proof of the proposition. □
Now we can state one of the main results in this chapter which says tha t a subcomplex 
in u x v  x w  is a molecule if and only if it is pairwise molecular, i.e., it is ’projected' to 
molecules in (twisted) products of two infinite dimensional globes together with a natural 
condition (condition 1 ).
D efin itio n  2.1.4. Let A be a subcomplex in u x v  x w. Then A is pairwise molecular  if 
the following conditions hold:
1 . there are no distinct maximal atoms u[i, a] x v[j,j3] x w[k, s]  and
x v[j',(3'] x w[kf, e r] in A such tha t i < i 1, j  <  j r and k < k!\
2 . F f  (A) is a molecule in v 1 x w 1 or the empty set for every integer / ;
3. F j ( A) is a molecule in u x w J or the empty set for every integer J;
4. F]f(A) is a molecule in u x v or the empty set for every integer K .
E x am p le  2.1.5. It is easy to check tha t the following subcomplex of u x v  x w  is pairwise 
molecular.
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u t X v} X w f
u U5 X V2 X w$
u U1 X V* X W*
u u+ X X w}
u UA X X w t
u Uq X vl X u>t
u Us X vo X
u u5 X +v0 X w£
u u f X o^“ X w f
u u2 X ^0 X
T h e o re m  2 .1 .6 . A subcomplex of u x v x w is a molecule i f  and only i f  it is pairwise 
molecular.
We end this section with a property of ‘projection’ maps which is used later in the 
thesis.
P ro p o s it io n  2.1.7. Let A and A1 be subcomplexes of u x v x w satisfying condition 1 
for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  F f  (A) — Ff(A') ,  F}(A) =  Fj(A')  and Fj£(A) =  
Ffjl(A1) for all I ,  J  and K ,  then A  =  A'.
Proof. It suffices to prove tha t A and A' consists of the same maximal atoms.
Let u[i, a] x v[j , /?] x w[k, e] be a maximal atom in A. It is easy to see th a t (3] x 
wl[k,e] is a maximal atom in Fjl(A) =  F ^ A ' ) .  Thus A' has a maximal atom u[i ' ,af] x 
v\j,/3\ x w[k>e] with i* > i. Since x w^k.e] <jt Ff+1(A) = F^+1(A'), we have i ' = i.
One can similarly get a maximal atom u[i,a] x v\j,(3'] x zu[A;,e] in A'. It follows from 
condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes tha t a' = a  and 0  =  0. This shows 
th a t u[it ck] x v\j,  0] x w[k} e] is a maximal atom in A'.
Symmetrically, we can see tha t every maximal atom in A' is a maximal atom in A. 
This completes the proof th a t A — Af. □
R e m a rk  2.1.8. The above proposition does not holds without Condition 1 for pairwise
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molecular subcomplexes. This can be seen from the following subcomplexes of u x v  x  w\
A =  uf  x vf  x wf
U uf  x uf x uT
U uf  x v f  x w f
U Uf x v f  x w±
and
A' = u f  x v f  x wif
U u f  x v f  x w f
U % x u f  x
U u f  x v f  x w f .
2.2 M olecules A re Pairw ise M olecular
In this section, we prove th a t molecules in u x v x  w are pairwise molecular.
P ro p o s it io n  2 .2 .1 . Let A be a molecule in u x v x  w. Then there are no distinct 
maximal atoms u[ii, ai] x  v[ji, x  e j  and u[i2, 0 2 ] x v[j2, ^ 2] x w[k2, e2\ A such 
that ii < i2, j  1 <  j 2 and k\ < k 2.
Proof. Suppose otherwise tha t there are distinct maximal atoms Ai — u[ii, cvi] x v \ j i ,  /? J  x 
w[ki, £1] and A2 =  u[i2, a 2\ x v [ j2, {32\x w [k 2, s2] in A such tha t i\ < i2, j i  < j 2 and ki < k2. 
Then we have u[i2, a 2] = u [ii,-a ti] , v[j2}/32] = v\ju -p i]  or w[k2,e2} = The
arguments for various cases are similar, we only give the proof for the case ia[z2, ck2] =  
u[ii1 — ckJ, j i  < j 2 and k\ < k2. In this case, it is easy to see th a t there is a natural 
homomorphism /  : M ( u  x v x w) —> M i u ^  x  v x  w) of w-categories such tha t f(u[i, a] x  
v\j,(3] x  w[k,e]) =  u[i,a] x  v[j,j3\ x  for i < i \  and f(u[i ,a] x v[j,{3] x w[k,e]) =
uh x v [j>P\ x w[k,£] for i > ii. We are going to use this homomorphism to get a 
contradiction.
Since Ai and A2 are maximal in the molecule A, it is easy to see th a t there is a 
composite of molecules A i f f nA2 or A2# nAi such tha t Ai is a maximal atom in Ai and 
A2 is a maximal atom in A2 and Ai <£. A2 and A2 <£ Ai. We may assume th a t A i#„A 2 is 
defined. In this case, we have d+Ai =  d~A2 — A iflA 2. It follows from Lemma 1.4.16 tha t
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n  <  dim Ai =  ii +  j  i +  k\. On the other hand, since /  : M ( u  x  v x  w) M.{uix x v x w )  
is a homomorphism, the composite f { A 1)fi^nf { A 2j is defined; since / ( Ai) C / ( Ai) and 
/ ( Ai) =  x ub'i,/3i] x w[/cl 5ei] c  uh x v[j2,fi2\ x w[k2,e2] =  /(A 2) C /(A 2), we have
/ ( Ai) C /(A i) 0  / (A 2); this implies tha t n  >  d im d+ /(A 1) =  d im (/(A L) n  / ( A2)) > 
dim f { \ \ )  = i± +  i2 +  3^ , a contradiction.
This completes the proof.
□
We have now proved tha t a molecule satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular sub­
complexes. We next prove tha t F f , FJ and Fg  send molecules to molecules or 0. The 
arguments for the three maps are similar. We only give the proof th a t F}  sends molecules 
in u x x w to molecules in u x w J or the empty set.
Let v j  be a J-dimensional globe. For A a subcomplex in u x  v j  x  w, let <?j(A) =  
pr[A n  (u x  {77} x w )], where 77 E lnt(vj)  and pr is projection onto the first and third 
factors. Then g}(A) C u x w J. We are going to show that g}(A) is a molecule in M { u x w J) 
or the empty set for every molecule A.
We first investigate the image of djjA for an atom A in u x  v x  w under the map gvj.
L em m a 2.2 .2 . Let A =  u[i, a] x Vj\j, /?] x w[kt e] be an atom in the cu-complex u x v j x w  
and A, A' E M.(u x  v j  x  w). Then
1. gvj { A) e  A{u x w J) U {0};
2. I f  K # nM is defined, then gvj ( A # nA') = g}(A) U g}{A’);
3. <7j(A ) 7  ^ 0 i f  and only if  there is a maximal atom u[i, a] x v[j , /?] x w[k, e] in A such 
that j  = J ;
( dl t Q vj { F )  when p > J  and j = J, p
0 when p < J  or j  < J;
Proof. The proofs of the first three conditions are trivial verification from the definition 
of gvj. we now verify condition 4.
If p < J  or j  <  J , then it is evident tha t gj(dJA) =  0 by the definition of g}.
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Now, suppose th a t p > J  and j  — J . Then p}(A) =  u[i,a] x u;J [ft,£]. The set of all 
maximal atoms in djJA consists of all u[l,a] x v[m,r] x w[n,u] with I <  i, m  < J  and 
n < k by proposition 2.1.2, where the signs <j, r  and u  are determined as follows:
1. if I =  i, then cr = a; if I < i, then a =  7;
2. if m  = j , then 7* =  /?; if m  <  j ,  then r  =  (—)Z7;
3. if n  =  A:, then cj =  e; if n < /c, then w =  (—)i+m7 .
From this description and the formation of d J - jW ,  a] x w J [k, e]) in u x w J , it is easy to 
see th a t g}(dfA) =  d^_jgvj { A), as required.
Now we can prove th a t g} sends molecules to molecules or the empty set.
T h e o r e m  2 .2 .3 . Let gvj  : A4(u x  v j  x  w) —> V(u  x w J ) be the map as above. Then
1. g}(A4(u x  v j  x  w )) C x  u>J) U {0};
2 . For every molecule A in u x  v j  x w, we have
Proof. We are going to prove the first two conditions by induction and then prove the 
third condition.
Now suppose th a t q > 1 and the first two conditions hold for every molecule which can
□
when p >  J  and g}(A) ^  0, 
when p < J  or g}(A) =  0.
3. I f  A # nA' is defined, then
gvj W # n - j g j ( . h ' )  when flj(A) ^  0 and g}(A') ^  0,
ffJ(A#„A') =  ^
^ g } W
when g}(A) =  0 , 
ty/ien g}(A') =  0 .
By Lemma 2.2.2, it is evident tha t the first two conditions hold when A is an atom.
be written as a composite of less than q atoms. Suppose also th a t A is a molecule which
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can be written as a composite of q atoms. Since q >  1 , we have a proper decomposition
we know th a t the first two conditions hold for A7 and A77. We must show th a t the first 
two conditions in the proposition hold for A. There are two cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t gvj ( A') =  0 or gj(A") =  0. We may assume th a t (?}(A7) =  0. We 
have g}(A) =  gj(A").  Thus g}(A) e  M (u  x w J ) U {0} as required by the first condition. 
Moreover, if p y^  n, then
as required by the second condition. Suppose tha t p = n > J. Then g}(d+A') = 0. So 
gvj{d~A") = 0. Hence, by the hypothesis, one gets g}(A") =  0. Therefore <#(A) =  0 and 
g}(djA) =  0 , as required by the second condition.
2 . Suppose th a t <7} (A7) =£ 0 and #}(A77) y^  0. Then there is a maximal atom A7 =  
u[i', a 1] x v [ j (3’] x w[kr, s'] in A1 and a maximal atom A" =  u[i'\ a"] x v \ ju, (3"] x w[k’\  e”] 
in A" such tha t j 1 =  j 77 =  J . We claim that n >  J. There are two cases, as follows:
a. Suppose th a t both A7 and A" are maximal in A. By Proposition 2 .2 .1 , we have 
i’ ^  i” and k' ^  k'k So A7DA" C A'nA" -  d+A' = d~A"; Since A7D A" ^  0 and j  =  f  = J  
and dim(d+A7) <  n, we can see th a t J  < n, as required.
b. Suppose th a t A7 is not maximal in A. Then A has a maximal atom A^  =  u[i'1} a^] x 
v\j-i,/?i] x distinct from A7 with A7 C A^ . Hence j[ = J. It is easy to see tha t A^  
is maximal in A". So we have A7 C A7 n A77 — d jA 7 =  d~A77. Since dim(d+A7) <  n, we 
have J  <  n, as required.
A =  A ' # nA77 such th a t A7 and A77 are molecules. According to the induction hypothesis,
9}(dJ A)
=  g } ( d J A ' # ndJA")
=  Sj(dpA') U gJ(c^A")
d1p_JgvJ (A77) when p > J  and #}(A77) y^  0, 
0 when #J(A77) == 0 or p < J,
dl~j9j{A)  when p > J  and #J(A) y^  0, 
0 when g}{A) =  0 or p < J ,
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Now since g}(A) = g}(A') U <7}(A"), and
=  95 W  A')
=  S } ( d „ A " )
=  dn-j5} (A")>
we can see that g v, ( A ’) # n-jg '}(A ")  >s defined, and g } ( A) =  fl3(A ')#n-jfl”,(A"). So g}(A)
is a molecule, as required by the first condition. We now verify th a t A satisfies the second 
condition. If p  < J , then gj{dJ A) =  0, as required. If p = n >  J,  then
9j{dp A)
=  9vj i d -  A')
=  d~_jgvj (A ‘)
= dp_jgj(A.)\
and similarly we have g'j (d+A) =  dp_j3 j(A). If J  < p <  n, then
9j(dJA)
=  95(<?A')
=  d?p_jgvj(A.')
=  dl_ jg vj(A)
If p >  J  and p > n, then
95 (<5 A)
=  g } ( d J A ' # ndJA")
=  9 5 K A ') U S5(t?A")
=  d y ^ } (A ')U d ;_ jS}(A").
and
<£-j <?-j 9j ( A')
=  d+_,,g}(A')
=  dn_jdp_ jg j (  A"),
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thus is defined and
9vM  A)
=  $~j9vAmn-jd;_jg}m
=  dp_jgj(A).
Therefore A satisfies the second condition.
Finally, condition 3 can be easily verified by using condition 2 and the fact th a t g} 
preserves unions.
This completes the proof.
□
Recall tha t there is a natural homomorphism f j  : A4(u x  v x  w) —> A4 (u x v j  x  w) 
of a>-categories sending every atom u[i, a] x v[j, j3] x w[k, e] to u[i, a] x v j[ j f, (3'] x w[k, e], 
where vj[j',  0 ’] = v j \ j , 0\ whenever j  < J ,  and v j \ f ,  /?'] =  v j  whenever j  > J . According 
to the definitions of g} and /J ,  it is easy to see tha t F] = g jo f ] .  Thus FJ sends molecules 
in u x v x w to molecules in u x w J or the empty set.
We can similarly define maps gf  : A 4 ( u / X v x w )  —> v1 x  w 1  and gf^ : A 4 ( u x v x  w k ) —> 
u x  v which send molecules to molecules or the empty set. Moreover, we have natural 
homomorphisms f f  : M.{ui x v x  w) and f ^ \ M . { u x v x  u>k) of w-categories and we 
can see th a t F f  =  gj  o f f  and F f  ~  g f  o f f .  Therefore F f  and F f  sends molecules to 
molecules or the empty set.
We have now proved the following theorem
T h e o re m  2.2.4. Molecules in u x  v x  w are pairwise molecular.
2.3 P roperties o f Pairw ise M olecular Subcom plexes
In this section, we prove some basic properties of pairwise molecular subcomplexes. In 
the next section, we are going to show tha t some of these properties characterise pairwise 
molecular sub complexes in u x v x w .
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L em m a 2.3.1. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w  and let u[i\ , ax] x 
v\juPi]  x and ^[^2 , 0 :2] x v[j2, p 2\ x ^ [^ 2 : £2] be distinct maximal atoms in A.
1. I f  A = i2 and ax =  —a 2, then A has a maximal atom u[i, ct] x v\j,p] x  n>[&,e] with 
i > i 1 =  i2; v[j, j3] D v[j1) j3i\ n  v \ j2, p 2\ and k > min{fcx, k2}.
2. I f  ii — i2 and ax =  — a 2j then A has a maximal atom u[i,a] x  v\jj/3] x  io[A:,e] with 
i > ii = i2} j  >  min{A, ^2} and w[h,s] D w[kU£i]nw [k2,E2].
3. I f  j i  = j 2 and Pi — ~ p 2, then A has a maximal atom u[«,a] x v[j ,0\  x w[k,e} with 
j  > j i  = 3 2 , w[i, a] D u[i1} ai] n  u[i2, a 2] and k > min{/cl5 k2}.
4- j i  — 3 2  and pi = -~p2} then A has a maximal atom u[z,a] x v \ j t P] x w[k,e] with 
3 > j i  = 3 2 , i > min{ii, i2} and iu[/c,e] D w|>x,£x] n  w[k2,e2].
5. I f  ki = k2 and ex =  — e2, then A has a maximal atom u[i, a] x v \ j t 0\ x  w[k}e] with 
k > ki =  k2} u[i, a] D u[£i, ai] Pi u[i2i a 2] and j  > m in-jjx,^}.
6. I f  ki — k2 and ex = —e2} then A has a maximal atom u[i, a] x v[j, P] x  w[k, e] with 
k > ki — k2} i >  mm{il5 i2} and v[j,P] D v \ ju Pi] n  v[j2, p 2].
Proof. The proof of these conditions are similar, we only prove the second one. Suppose 
th a t ii = i2 and a x — —a 2. Let Ax =  u[ii,ai] x v \ j i ,p i \  x  rc[A;x,ex] and A2 ~  u[i2 , a 2\ x  
v \ j 2 , P2 ]xw[k2}£2]. Let J  “ m in{jx,j2 }- It is evident th a t F f (  Ax) =  u[i1} a i ] x w J [ki, ex] C 
F j (  A) and F f (  X2) — a 2] x wJ[k2,£2] c  F](  A). Since Ff{  A) is a molecule in u x  w J ,
it follows from the formation of maximal atoms in F f ( A) th a t F}(Ax) or F}(A2) is not 
maximal in T j(A ), and F f ( A) has a maximal atom p = u[l,cr] x  w J [n,co] with I > i 
and w[n, uf\ D iu[&i,£i] or w[n,u] D w[k2 , s 2]- By the definition of FJ,  it is easy to 
see th a t every maximal atom in F](A) is an image of a maximal atom in A. Therefore 
A has a maximal atom A =  u[«, a] x v\j,p] x w[k,e] with u[i,a] = u[l}a], j  > J  and 
w[k,s] = w[n,tu], as required.
This completes the proof. □
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The next property says th a t certain signs in a pair of ‘adjacent’ maximal atoms of a 
pairwise molecular subcomplexes are related. Before we prove this property, we need to 
give the precise definition of adjacency of a pair of maximal atoms.
D efin itio n  2.3.2. Let A be a subcomplex. A pair of distinct maximal atoms Ai =  
u\ii,ai]  x v\j i ,  Pi] x and A2 =  u[i2}a 2] x v[j2,/?2] x w[k2l£2] in A is adjacent
if, for every maximal atom A =  u[i,a] x v\j ,0 \  x in A with i >  m in{ ii,22},
j  > m in{A ,i2 } and k >  min{A;i, k2}> one has
min{A, i}  +  m m { j u j }  +  m in^x , k}
=  min{ii, i2} +  min{A, 3 2 } +  min{/cx, k2}
or
nain{i2, +  m in{j2, j}  +  min{fc2, k}
= m in{ ^ l5 i2} +  m in{ji, j 2} +  m in^x , k2}.
The following proposition may be helpful to understand the concept of adjacency.
P ro p o s it io n  2.3.3. Let A be a subcomplex satisfying condition 1 for pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes. A pair of distinct maximal atoms Ax =  x v[jx,/?i] x u>[&i,£i] and
A2 =  u[i2, a 2] x v[j2, /32] x ^[&2 , £2] in A is adjacent if  and only i f  the following conditions 
hold.
•  I f i \ =  i2, then there is no maximal atom u[i> a] x v[j, (3] x w[k, e] such that i > ii = 
i2) j  > m m { j2}j 2} and k > min{/cx, k2}.
•  I f  j i  — j 2, then there is no maximal atom u[i,a] x v\j,/3\ x w[k,e] such that j  > 
j  1 ~  j 2 , i >  min{z2, 2^} and k > min{&x, k2}.
•  I f  k 1 =  k2, then there is no maximal atom u[i,a] x v \ j y0\ x w[&,e] such that k > 
ki = k2, i >  min{i2 }«2} and j  > min{j2, j 2}.
•  I f  ii > i2 and j i  > j 2, then there is no maximal atom ti[i, a] x v\j, 0\ x it?[/is, e] such 
that i > i2} j  >  j 2 and k > k\; and there is no maximal atom it[z, a] x v \ j7 (3\ x w[k, e] 
such that i >  i2, j  > j 2 and k > k\.
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•  I f h >  i2 and ki > k2, then there is no maximal atom u[i, ck] x v\j,(3] x w[&,£] such 
that i > i2) j  > j i  and k > k2; and there is no maximal atom w[z, a] x v \ j , / 3 ]x  w[k, e] 
such that i> % 2 , j >  j i  and k > k2.
•  I f  j i  > h  and ki > k2, then there is no maximal atom u[i, a\ x  v[j , (3) x  w[k, e] such 
that i > ii, j  > j 2 and k > k2; and there is no maximal atom u[«, a] x v\j, 0 \ xw[k,  s] 
such that i > i\, j  > j 2 and k > k2.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward verification from the definition of adjacency and 
condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. □
E x a m p le  2.3.4. For the sub complex in Example 2.1.5, all the adjacent pairs of maximal 
atoms are
x v}  x w f  and u§ x X w jT;
ut  x v 2 x wi anc  ^u f  x v f  x w2 ;
U 5  X v 2 X W 5 a n c ^ X v }  X ^ 8 *  5
u 5 X v 2 X w 5 a n d  Ug X V f  X W} ;
u$ x v}  x  and u f  x v f  x  ;
x x w$ and x v f  x w^; 
us x V2 x w$ and x Vg x Wq ;
ui x vt  x  anc  ^Ug x v f  x W2 ;
U 1 X  v 2  X  ^ 8 "  a n d  u 4  X  v f  X  W q ;
u f  x v }  x  w$ and Uq x v f  x
w r  X  V 2  X  W t  a n ( l  u 2 X  V f  X  W g  ;
Ug x v f  x  w }  and u% x Vg x w§ ;
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u 4  X X ^ 6*  a n d  ^ 4  X V q  X
Uq x  v f  x  and u2" x v0"  x Wg“;
u% x Vq x iy^ and % x u0+ x Wq ;
«5  x  t j}  x  tog- a n d  u± x  Vq x  ;
U4 x wjj" x and i t j  x x Wg.
Let A be a subcomplex of u x  v x  w satisfying condition 1 for pairwise molecular 
sub complexes. Let J  be a fixed non-negative integer. A maximal atom  u[i, a] xv[j,j3] x  
w[k,  e] in A is (i>, J)-projection maximal if j  > J  and there is no maximal atom u[i't a'] x 
vlj'iP'] x  w[kf,Er] with i' > i, J  < j '  < j  and k' >  k.
Similarly, we can define a maximal atom to be (w, I)-projection maximal and (wyK )-  
projection maximal.
It is evident th a t a maximal atom A in A is (v, J)-projection maximal implies tha t 
F j  (A) is maximal in F j  (A). Conversely, for every maximal atom p  in F j  (A), there is a 
maximal atom p' in A such th a t Fj(p')  — p. The following proposition implies th a t p 1 is 
actually (v, J)-projection maximal.
P ro p o s it io n  2.3.5. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x  v x  w and X be a 
maximal atom in A. Then
1. X is (u, I)-projection maximal i f  and only if Ff(X) is maximal in F j ( A).
2. X is (v, J)-projection maximal i f  and only if Fj(X) is maximal in F j ( A).
3. X is (w, K)-projection maximal if  and only if F$(X) is maximal in Fjj(A).
Proof. The arguments for the three cases are similar. We only give the proof for the 
second one.
Suppose th a t A is not (v, J)-projection maximal. Let A — u[i, cu] x v\j,/3\ x w[k,e ].
Then there is a maximal atom A' =  a 7] x v \ j ' } f f  \ x  w[k'} s'] in A such th a t J  < j ’ < j
i' > i and k' > k. By condition 1 for pairwise molecular sub complexes, we have il > i
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or kf > k. If u[ir>af] D u[i,a] and w[kf, s f] D w[k,e], then it is evident tha t F j ( A) ^  
Fj(p)  so tha t F j ( A) is not maximal in F j ( A). Now suppose th a t u[ir, a'] ^  n[z,a] or 
w[k',£l] u;[A;,e]. u [ i \ a l] = «[i, —cr] or =  w[k, — e]. Thus we can get a maximal
atom A" =  u[ilf, a !!] x v[j"}j3n] x w[k",en] such tha t J  < j"  < j  and u[in,a"] D u[i,a] 
and w[k", e"] D w[k, e] by applying Lemma 2.3.1. It follows th a t F j ( A) is not maximal in
*7 (A).
Conversely, suppose th a t F j ( A) is not maximal in F}(A). It follows evidently from 
the definition th a t A is not (u, J)-projection maximal.
This completes the proof.
□
E x am p le  2.3.6. For the subcomplex in Example 2.1.5, there is no projection
maximal atoms for J  > 2. The (w, 2)-projection maximal atoms are
Ug~ x v}  x w f ,
U 5  X  V 2  X  w 5  )
Uf X v£ X Wq .
The (u, 1)-projection maximal atoms are
Ug X v f  X w £ ,
U 5  X  V 2  X  ^ 5  J 
u 4 X V1 X w £i 
%  x  v }  X w £ ,
U0 X V1 x  wt-
The (u, 0)-projection maximal atoms are
Ug- x  u f  X
Us X Vo X W5 , 
u 5 X v0 X 
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U £  X  Uq X W y ~  j
U2 X V 0 X Wq .
One can similarly work out all the (w, I )-projection maximal atoms and all the (w ,K)-  
projection maximal atoms.
L em m a 2.3.7. Let A be apairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  Let X± = u[iiya i]x  
v[jij Pi] x w[ki, £i] and X2 = u[i2 , a 2] x  v[j2, P2 ] x w[k2l e2] be a pair of adjacent maximal 
atoms in A.
1 . I f  ii > i2 and j \  < j 2, then there is a pair of adjacent (w, K)-projection maximal 
atoms X[ =  it[£'1>a'5L] x v \ j ,1 , p ,f\ x  10^ ,  ej] and X2 =  u[i2 , a 2] x v[j2 ,P2] x w[k2,£2] 
with I< =  m in j/q , k2} such that u[i2 , a 2] =  u[i2 , a 2], v\j[, P[] = v[ji,Pi] and 
min{&i, k2} — K .
2. I f  i\ >  i2 and ki < k2} then there is a pair of adjacent (u, J)-projection maximal 
atoms X[ = u ^ u ^ i]  x v{j[,(3i] x and X'2 = u[i2 , a 2] x  v[j2 ,P2] x  w[k2,£2]
with J  =  m in l j i ,^ }  such that u[i2 , a 2] = u[i2 , a 2], [] =  w[ki,ei] and
m inO i, ji}  =  J .
3. I f  j i  > j 2 and k± < k2, then there is a pair of adjacent (u, I)-projection maximal 
atoms X[ =  u[i'lt a[\ x v [ j ’1} p^] x iy f^ , e'J and X2 = u[i2, a'2] x v [ j 2, P2] xw[k2, er2] with 
I  = min{«x,*2 } such that v[j2, p 2] — ^[7*2 , ^ 2]; w[fci,ei] =  w[fci,ei] and m injzi, i2} =
I.
Proof. The arguments for these three cases are similar. We only give the proof for the 
second case.
Let X[ =  u[i[, a^] x u [/l5 P[\ x  ruj&i, £[] and A'2 =  u[i2, a'2] x v[j2, p 2\ x w[k2, e2] be the 
(v, J ) “projection maximal atoms such tha t irt > it and k[ > kt for t  =  1, 2. It follows from 
Lemma 2.3.1 and the adjacency of Ai and A2 tha t u[i2, a 2] = u[i2, a 2], £[] = w[ki,£i]
and m in ljJ jji}  =  m in{ji, j 2}, and A'x and A^  are adjacent, as required.
This completes the proof. □
Now we can prove the sign conditions for pairwise molecular sub complexes.
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P ro p o s it io n  2.3.8. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  Then the 
following sign conditions hold.
Sign conditions: for a pair of adjacent maximal atoms X± =  x v[ji,Pi] x
w[&i)£i] and X2 = u[i2, a 2] x  v[j2, p 2] x w[k2,e2] in A, let i =  min{zi, i2}, j  =  m in { ji,j2} 
and k =  min{A;i, k2}.
1. I f i  = i l < i2 and j  = j 2 < j i ,  then p2 =
2. if  i =  i\ < i2 and k — k2 < k\, then e2 — — (—
3- if  j  =  j i  < j 2 and k =  k2 < k1} then e2 = - { - ) j Pi.
Proof. Suppose th a t ii > i2 and ki < k2. Let J  =  We must prove s i =
- ( - ) i 2+ J a 2 .
According to Lemma 2.3,7, we may assume tha t Ai and X2 are (v, J)~projection max­
imal. It is evident th a t F j ( Ai) =  n[A, cn 1] x w J [ki, £1] and F}(X2) = u[i2, a 2\ x  w J [k2, £2],
and they are maximal atoms in the molecule F j{A). Moreover, by the adjacency of Ai
and A2, we can see th a t F](Ai) and Fj(X2) are adjacent maximal atoms in F j ( A). Since 
F}(A) is a molecule in u x  w J } we have £1  =  — (—Y2+Ja 2} as required.
The other cases can be proved similarly.
This completes the proof. □
Compared with the properties for molecules in the product of two globes, there is a
new feature caused by the middle factors, as follows.
P ro p o s it io n  2.3.9. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x  v x  w. Let Ai =  
u[zi, oti] x u[A> Pi] x w[ki, £1] and X2 = u[i2, a 2] x  v[j2, p 2] x w[k2, e2] be a pair of adjacent 
maximal atoms in A. I f  A > i2, k\ < k2 and m in{A ,j2 } > 0; then there is a maximal 
atom X = u[i, a] x  v\j, P] x  w[k, e] such that j  =  min{ji, j 2} — 1, i > i2 and k > k\.
Proof. Let J  = m in{ji, j 2}. According to Lemma 2.3.7, we may assume th a t Ai and A2 
are (v, J)-projection maximal. There are several cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t both Ai and A2 are (u, J  — l)-projection maximal. Then F j - i(Ai) 
and Tj_i(A2) are maximal atoms in the molecule Fj- i (A )  of the w-complex u x  w J~x.
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It is evident th a t F j - i (X t) = u[it) at] x e4] for t  =  1, 2, and £i = — (~ ) l2+Ja 2 by
Proposition 2 .3 .8 . Hence, according to the formation of molecules in u x w J~1, we can 
see tha t Fj-i(X{)  and Fj^i(X2) are not adjacent in u x w J~1. So T j_i(A ) has a maximal 
atom jj, =  u[i, a] x u>J - 1[/c,£] with i > i2 and k > hi. It follows th a t there is a maximal
atom A =  u[i, a] x v \ j , 0 j x w[k,e] such tha t Tj_i(A) =  fj, and hence i > i2 and k > k\.
By the adjacency of Ai and A2 , we must have j  — J  — I, Therefore A is as required.
2. Suppose th a t Ai is not (u, J  — l)-projection maximal. Then there is a maximal 
atom X[ =  it[i/1,a:,1] x x wf/c^ei] with j[ > J  — 1 such th a t i[ > ii, j[ < j \
and k[ > ki. It is evident tha t j[ = J  — 1. If k[ > ki, then Ai is as required. Suppose 
th a t k[ =  ki and s[ — —£±. By applying Lemma 2.3.1 to Ai and A'1? one can get a 
maximal atom as required. The argument is similar if A2 is not ( v , J  — l)-projection 
maximal and i2 > i2, or if \ 2 is not (vyJ — 1)-projection maximal, i '2 =  i2 and a 2 = —a 2, 
where A^  =  x x ^ [^ 2 ^ 2] a maximal atom with j 2 — J  — 1 such
th a t i2  >  i2, A  <  h  and k2 >  k2. There remains the case th a t it[1 3 , 0 :2] =  u [i2 ,&2 ] and
w[k[, £[] =  iy[fei, e j .  In this case, since A'x and A^  are maximal atoms with j{ = j 2 =  J  — 1 
and A  — — (—Y 2+jq!2, it follows from Proposition 2.3.8 tha t Ai and Ai are not adjacent 
in A. Therefore A has a maximal atom as required.
This completes the proof. □
P rop osition  2 .3 .10. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  I f  A has 
three pairwise adjacent maximal atoms Ai =  it[ii,cifi] x i/[j,/? 1] x w[k,£i\ X2 =  u[i ,a2] x  
v[j2tp2] x w[k,s2] and A3 =  n[z, a 3] x v[j7/33] x w[ks,e2] with ii > i, j 2 > j  and &3 > k, 
then a 2 =  a 3 or (3i =  /?3 or £ 1  = £2.
Proof. Suppose otherwise tha t a 2 — —a 3 and pi =  — /?3 and £\ — ~£2. Applying Lemma 
2.3.1 to Ai and A2, one can get a maximal atom X' =  u[z',c/] x v\ j \P ']  x  tuf/djg7] with 
k’ > k , u[i', cd] D u[i, a 2] and j '  > j .  Since Ai and A3 are adjacent, we must have i' — i 
and a' =  a 2 =  —  ck 3 . Since A2 and A3 are adjacent, we also have j '  =  j .  Note th a t A' 
and A3 are distinct, we get a contradiction to the first condition for pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes.
This completes the proof. □
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P ro p o s it io n  2 .3 ,11. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex in u x v x w. Let Ai — 
u[®i»cki] x v \ji,Pi] x w[ki,ei] and X2 =  u[i2, a 2] x [^ '^2 ? ^ 2] x w[k2,£2] be maximal atoms 
in A.
1. I f  ii < i2 and j i  > j 2, and if there is no maximal atom u[i, ck] x v[j,/3\ x w[k,e] 
such that i > h ,  j  > j 2 and k > minj/u!, k2}} then (32 — - ( - ) ,1a i ;
2. if  ii < i2 and ki > k2} and if there is no maximal atom u[i, ck] x v \ j t 0\ x 
such that i > i±, j  >  m in ^ 'i ,^ }  and k > k2, then e2 =  — (—y^+mm^ d 2}a i -
3- if  j i  < 3 2  and ki > k2, and if  there is no maximal atom u[i, ck] x v[j,j3] x io[fc,e] 
such that i > m in jA ,^} ; j  > j i  and k > k2, then e2 — — (—)J*X/?i.
N o te  2 .3.12. We some times say a pair of maximal atoms as in condition 1 to be (1,2)- 
adjacent; a pair of maximal atoms as in condition 2  to be (1 , 3)-adjacent; and a pair of 
maximal atoms as in condition 3 to be (2,3) -adjacent It is evident th a t two maximal 
atoms are (r, s)-adjacent ( l < r < s < 3 ) i f  they are adjacent. However, in general, the 
reverse is not true. For example, in the pairwise molecular subcomplex in Example 2.1.5, 
the maximal atoms itg x v2 x and U4 x w0_ x w+ are (1 , 2 )-adjacent, but they are not 
adjacent.
Proof. The arguments for the first and the third cases are similar. We give the proof for 
the first and the second case.
In the first case, let A'x =  u[i[, ck' J  x v[j[, j3[\ x w[k[, e ' J  be the maximal atom in A with 
i'l >  h i  3\ > J2 and &i > min{A:1, k2} such th a t j[ is minimal; let A2 — u[i2, a 2] x v [ j2, (32] x 
w[k2,£ 3] be the maximal atom in A with i'2 > h ,  j 2 > j 2 and k2 > min{/ui, k2} such tha t 
i2 is minimal. According to the assumption and Lemma 2.3.1, we have u[i[, a^] =  u[h, cui] 
and v[j2, (32] = v{j2, (32\. It is evident th a t A'x and A2 are adjacent. It follows from the 
sign condition for A^  and A2 th a t j32 = — (—)2l a i , as required.
In the second case, we claim tha t Ai is adjacent to A2 so th a t e2 =  — (— 
as required. In fact, suppose otherwise tha t X\ and A2 are not adjacent. Then j i  /  j 2. 
We may assume th a t j i  < j 2. In this case, there exists a maximal atom A^  =  c^] x
v [jitPi\ x suc^ h  ^  *ij 31 > h  an(i  K  > k2. By the assumption, we
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have i[ — A. By condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes, we have j[ > j i  
and k2 < k[ < ki. It follows from Lemma 2.3.9 tha t there is a  maximal atom (j, = 
u[l,cr] x v[m,r\  x w[n,u] such tha t I > i[ = z1} m  >  min{ j [ , j 2} -  1 >  j i  and n > k2. 
This contradicts the assumption.
This completes the proof.
n
2.4 A n A lternative D escription for Pairw ise M olec­
ular Subcom plexes
In this section, we give an alternative description for pairwise molecular subcomplexes of 
u x v x w, as follows.
T h e o re m  2.4.1. Let A be a subcomplex of u x  v x w. Then A is pairwise molecular if  
and only if  the following conditions hold.
1. There are no distinct maximal atoms u[i, a] x v[j , /?] x w[k, e] and u[i', a'\ Xi)[j', (5'] x 
w[k ', e1] such that i <  i1, j  < j '  and k < k ' .
2. Sign conditions: for a pair of adjacent maximal atoms Ai =  n[ii,o;i] x v[j i,/?i] x
and X2 = u[i2, a 2] x v[j2,j32] x w[k2,£2\ in A, let i =  min{A,«2 }j j  — 
m in{ji, j 2] and k = min{fti, k2}.  I f i  = h  < i2 a nd j  = j 2 < j 1; then p2 =  - ( - ^ a rx ;  
i f i  — i i <  H and k =  k2 <  ki,  then e2 — — (—)*+Ja;i; i f j  =  j \  < j 2 and k = k2 < k\,  
then e2 = — (—)j Pi-
3. Let orj x v[ju (3i) x w[fci,£i] and u[i2, a 2\ x v[j2,P2\ x w[k2,e2] be a pair of 
maximal atoms in A. I f  i\ — i2 and au =  —0 :2 , then A has a maximal atom 
u[i, a] x v[j ,p\  x w[h)£] with i > A — i2} j  > m in { ji,j2} and k > min{A:i, k2}; if 
j i  = j 2 and pi  =  — p2} then A has a maximal atom w[z, ck] x v[j,p] x iw[A:,e] with 
j  >  j x — j 2) i >  minlzx, i2} and k >  min{/ci, k2}; if  ki = k2 and £ 1  = —e2, then A  
has a maximal atom u[it a] x v[j,P] x w[k,e] with k > k\ — k2} i > m in{ii,z2} and 
j  >  min{ j i j 2}.
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4- I f  A has a pair of adjacent maximal atoms Ai =  u[ii, ai] x v[ji,/?i] x and
X2 — u[i2, a 2\ x v \ j2, j32] x w[k2,e2] with i2 < ix, kx < k2 and min{A, j 2} >  0, then 
A has a maximal atom u[i, ck] x v[j, f3] x w[k, e] with i > i2, j  =  min{A, j 2} — 1 and 
k k x.
5. I f  A has three pairwise adjacent maximal atoms Xx =  x v[j> /3X] x w[k,£ 1]
A2 =  u[i,a2] x v\j2,0 2] x w[k,e2] and A3 =  w [i,a3] x v\j,fa]  x with i x > i,
j 2 > j  and k% > k, then a 2 — ck3 or fix = or ex =  e2.
N o te  2.4.2. In condition 4, it is easy to see th a t f3 = — (—)l2a 2 and ex = — (—Y/3 by sign
conditions and condition 3.
In the last section, we have proved tha t the five conditions in the theorem are neces­
sary for a pairwise molecular sub complexes. The sufficiency is implied by the following 
Proposition 2.4.8 and the comments after the proposition.
Some of the following lemmas are preliminaries for the proof of Proposition 2.4.8, 
while some of them are designed for better understanding the five conditions in Theorem 
2.4.1.
L em m a 2.4.3. Let A be a subcomplex of u  x v x w satisfying the five conditions in 
Theorem 2-4-1■ For a pair of adjacent maximal atoms Xx =  w[£i, oq] x v \ jx, p x] x w[kx, e j  
and X2 = u[i2, a 2] x v[j2,(32] x w[k2,e2] in A, let i =  min{zi,z2}, j  =  min-fA, J2 } and 
k = min{/ci, k2}.
1. I f  i — ix < i2 and j  = j x < j 2} then {3X = ( - ^ a u ;
2. if  i = i x < i2 and k = kx < k2, then ex =  (—)*+j’cki;
3- if  j  = j i  < j i  an(l  k — kx < k2, then e2 = (—)j l3x.
Proof  Suppose th a t i = ix < i2 and j  =  j x < j 2. By condition 1, we have kx > k2. It 
follows from sign conditions th a t e2 =  — (—Y+:ia x and e2 =  —(—)1/3X. Thus j3x =  (—)*a:i, 
as required.
The other cases can be argued similarly. □
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L em m a 2 .4 .4 . Let A be a subcomplex satisfying the five conditions in Theorem 2.4-1- 
Let u[ii, oq] x v[ j i , Pi] x znfAq, eq] and u[i2, cv2] x v[j2 , /?2] x ^ [^ 2 ) £2] be a pair of maximal 
atoms in A.
1. I f  i\ = i2, cxi =  —a 2 , j i  <  J2 and ki > k2, then A has a maximal atom u[i',a'] x 
v[f ,p ']  x w[k',£'] such that i‘ > i 1 = i2, v[j',P'] D v\j i ,p i]  and w [ k f s ’] D w[k2,£2];
tf  j i  — 3 2 , Pi = —P2 , H < i2 and Aq > k2, then A has a maximal atom u[i'7a'] x 
vlj'iP'] x w l k f e 1] such that f  > j i  — j 2) u[ifa'] D u[zi,aq] and w[kfe'] D w[k2,e2];
3. if  ki — k2, £ 1  =  —s2, i\ < i2 and j \  > j 2, then A has a maximal atom u[if, a 1] x 
x w[k',£'] with k' > ki = k2, u[i',a'] D u[zi,ctq] and v[ f ,p ']  D v[j2, p 2].
Proof. The arguments for the above three cases are similar. We prove only the first case.
Let Ai =  u[zi,oq] x ub'i,/?i] x zn[Aq,£i] and A2 =  u[i2, a 2] x v[j2, p 2] x w[k2}e2], 
Let i = A = i2. Suppose th a t Ai and A2 are not adjacent. Then, by the definition 
of adjacency, A has a maximal atom X[ =  w[z/l l a:,1] x v[jij/?i] x w[ky£[] with i[ > z, 
j i  < j[ < j 2 k2 < k[ < Aq. If i[ > i, then X[ is as required by the lemma. If i[ = z, 
then a[ = — aq or ck^  — — a 2. By repeating this process, we can get either a maximal 
atom as required or a pair of adjacent maximal atoms A" =  u[i", a"] x v[j", /?"] x w[k", e"\ 
and Ag =  u[z",o:"] x v{j'l,P'f\ x w[k'^e'J,\ with i'{ = z'2' =  ix =  z2, a l{ -  - a # ,  v b 'i ^ d  C 
v[ji ,Pi]  H v[j2,P2\ and w[k2,£2] C u>[A;'/, e7/] n  wlk'^e'f]. In the following proof, we may 
assume th a t Ai =  u[zi,aq] x  v[ji ,pi]  x z^Aq,^] and A2 =  u[z2 , a 2] x v[j2, p 2] x w[k2le2] 
are adjacent.
Let oq = — 7 , j  =  j i  < j 2, p — pi, k — k2 and £ =  e2. Thus a 2 =  7 , k = k2 < ki and 
£ — -~(~yp.  By condition 3, A has a maximal atom X’ = u[ir,a'] x v[jl,P'] x w [k fe '] 
with i' >  z, j 1 > j  and k' > k. We choose X1 such th a t z' is minimal. By condition 1, we 
have j '  < j 2 and k' < ki. Since Ai and A2 are adjacent, we have j 1 =  j  or k1 =  k. Now 
there are two cases, as follows.
1 . If j 1 — j  and k' > k, we claim tha t p ! =  P which means th a t X1 is as required.
Indeed, suppose otherwise th a t /?' =  — /?, then, by condition 3 in Theorem 2.4.1, there 
is a maximal atom X" =  u[z", a"] x v[j'\P"] x w[k,,t eu] in A with j "  > j , i" > i and
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k" > k' > k. This contradicts the adjacency of Ai and A2 .
The argument for the case j 7 > j  and k' — k is similar,
2 . Suppose th a t j 7 =  j  and k' — k. By the choice of A7, it is easy to see th a t A7 is 
adjacent to both Ai and A2. So f t  =  — ( — ) l 7  and e’ — (—)*+J7 . Thus e! =  — (—Y f t .  Since 
Ai is adjacent to A2, we can see th a t e2 =  — (—Y f t -  By condition 5, one has f t  =  f t  or 
s' = e2. Therefore f t  =  /?x and e7 =  e2 which means tha t A7 is as required.
This completes the proof of the lemma. □
L em m a 2.4.5. Let A be a subcomplex of u x v x w satisfying conditions 1 and 2 in 
Theorem 2ft. 1 . Then A satisfies condition 5 if  and only if for any triple of pairwise 
adjacent maximal atoms Ai =  u[ix, ai] x v\j, f t]  xu>[7c, ex] 7 A2 =  u[z, a 2] x v [j2, f t]  xw[k,  e2] 
and A3 =  0 :3] x v[j , f t]  x w[ft i£2] with A > i, j 2 > j  and f t  > k, there is a maximal
atom in A containing u[i, 7 ] x v\j, (—^ 7 ] x w[k, (—)l+:?7 ] for  7  =  +  or 7  — —.
Proof. Suppose th a t A satisfies condition 5 in Theorem 2.4.1. Then a 2 = as or f t  = f t  
or £i =  e2.
Suppose th a t a 2 — ct3 and let 7  — aq =  a 2. Then f t  =  — ( — ) * 7  and ex =  — ( — ) i + J 7  
by the sign conditions. If f t  = (—)*7 , then ^[1, 7 ] x v[j, (—^ 7 ] x w[k, (—)*+J7 ] C A3 and 
u[i, — 7 ] x v[j, — (—)*7 ] x w[k, — (—)l+ft]  C Ai, as required. If f t  — — (—)2j ,  then e2 =  
( — ) t+J-7  by the sign condition for A2 and A3. Therefore u[z, 7 ] xv \ j ,  (—)z7 ) x w [ k t (—)i+J7 ] C 
A2 and u[i, —7 ] x v\j, — (—^ 7 ] x w [ft, — (— C Ax, as required.
The other cases can be argued similarly.
Conversely, suppose th a t A has a maximal atom A7 =  u[i',a'] x v[j',ft]  x w[kf,€r] 
containing u[i, 7 ] x v\j, (—)*7 ] x u/[ft, (—)i+J7 ] for 7  =  +  or 7  =  —. By the pairwise 
adjacency of Ax, A2 and A3 , it is easy to see th a t A7 must be Ax, A2 or A3 . If A7 =  Ax, then 
f t  = ( — ) * 7  and £ 1  =  (—)Z+J7 . It follows from the sign condition in Theorem 2.4.1 tha t 
a 2 =■ CK3 =  —7 , as required by condition 5 in Theorem 2.4.1.
The other cases can be argued similarly.
This completes the proof. □
L em m a 2.4.6. Let A be a subcomplex satisfying conditions 1, 2, 3 and 5 in Theorem
2f t . l .  Then A satisfies condition 4 if &nd only if\ for any pair of adjacent maximal atoms
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Ai =  ii[il5 a i] x v\j i,  Pi] x w[k, e] and X2 — u{i, a] x v \ j2, ft2] x M&2, £2] with i < i i ,  k < k 2 
and j  =  m in{ji, j‘2 } > 0 , there is a maximal atom containing u[i, —a:] x v\j  — 1 , —(—)*or] x 
w[k, (—)®+J'a].
Proof. The necessity is obvious. We now prove the sufficiency. We can assume tha t 
j  =  j  1 <  J2 , and hence e =  — (—)*+J’a:.
By the assumption, there is a maximal atom Xf = u[i7, a;'] x v [ j ‘, (31] xw[kf, s'] containing 
u[i, —a] x v[j — 1 , — (—)zct] x w[k, (—)*+^a;]. Thus if > i, j 1 > j  — 1 and k1 > k. We claim 
tha t f  = j  — 1 and hence (3r = —(—f a .
Indeed, suppose otherwise tha t f  > j  — 1 . Then i1 = i by the adjacency of Ai and 
A2 . Hence of =  —a. Note th a t the proof of Lemma 2.4.4 does not use condition 4. So, 
by applying Lemma 2.4.4 to A2 and A7, one can get a maximal atom  A3 =  ^ 3 , a 3] x 
v[j3 , ^ 3] x tu[^3 i^3] witil > h h  > j  and w[k3,e3\ D w[k2, s 2] n w[k{,e']. Since k2 > k, 
w[k',£'] D w[k, (— =  w[k,— e] and k2 ^  k', we can see th a t A3 is distinct from Ai 
and A2. This contradicts the adjacency of Ai and A2.
Now, if i' > i and kr > k, then Xr is as required. Suppose th a t il = i. Then a' = —a  
and k' > k. Thus, by Lemma 2.4.4, A has a maximal atom X" = u[i",Q>”] x v[j",(3n] x 
w[k", e"] with i" > i, f  — j  — 1 (by the adjacency of Ai and A2), /?" =  (3' =  —(—)*a  and 
k" > k‘ > k, with the required property. The argument for the case k1 = k is similar.
This completes the proof of the lemma. □
L em m a 2.4.7. Let A be a subcomplex of u x v x w satisfying the five conditions in 
Theorem 2.4-1 ■ Then
1. Every maximal atom u[i, a] xv[j ,  j3]xw[k, e] with j  = J  is (v, J)-projection maximal.
2. For every maximal atom u[i,a] x v\j,(d\ x w\k,e] with j  > J,  there is a (v,J)~ 
projection maximal atom u[i7, ck7] x v[j', f3'] x w[k', e7] such that u[i, a] C u[i', a 7] and 
w[k, e] C w[k', e7].
3. All the (v, J)-projection maximal atoms, if  exist, can be listed as Ai, ■ ■ ■, As with 
Xs = u[i81 a j  x v[ja,j3s] x tu[&a,£s] such that A > * * • >  is and k\ <  ■ ■ ■ <  ks and 
£ s - 1 =  ( - ) ts+Jo;s for  1 < s < S.
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4' For two consecutive (v, J)-projection maximal atoms As„ i and Xs in the above list, 
either j 8_i =  J  or j s = J  for  1 < s < S.
Proof. In this proof, all the maximal atoms refer to maximal atoms with dimension of 
second factors not less than J.
Condition 1 follows from the definition of projection maximal.
To prove condition 2 , suppose th a t A — u[i, a] x v\j, 0\ x w[kt e] is not (v, J)-projection 
maximal. Then there is a (u, J)-projection maximal atom Ai =  w[£i,ai] x v\ji,/3i] x 
such th a t > i, j i < j  and ki > k. If u[ii,ai] D u[i, a] and , ex] D w[k,e], 
then Ai is as required. Suppose th a t ajJ jb a]. Then i\ = i and a.\ = —a. 
Moreover, we have ki > k by condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1. Hence, by Lemma 2.4.4, 
there is a maximal atom A2 =  u[i2 ,ct2 ] x ^ 2 , ^ 2] x ^ [^ 2 ,^ 2] in A such tha t i2 >  i, 
32 < 3t v \ juPi]  C v[j2:02} and w[/c,e] C w[k2,e^ .  This shows th a t D u[i,a] and
^ [^ 2 5 ^2] 2 ) w[k}e] and j 2 < j . Therefore condition 2  holds by induction. The argument 
for the case 'in[A:1 ,e 1] w[k,e] is similar.
Condition 4 follows easily from condition 4 in Theorem 2.4.1, while Condition 3 follows 
easily from the definition of projection maximal and condition 1 and condition 2  (sign 
conditions) in Theorem 2.4.1.
This completes the proof. □
P ro p o s it io n  2.4.8. Let A be a subcomplex of u x v x w satisfying the five conditions 
in Theorem 2.4.1. Let the (v, J)-projection maximal atoms in A be listed as A1; • ■ As 
with Xs — x v \ j s,/3s] x tu[fc5, e j  for  1 <  s < S  such that i\ >  ••• > is and
&! < • ■ • <  ks- Then F f {A) =  u[ii,oui] x ujj [A;i,£i] U • • * U u p d o 's] x
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1.3 for F f  and Lemma 2.4.7. □
C o ro lla ry  2.4.9. Let A be a subcomplex of u x v x w satisfying the five conditions in 
Theorem 2.4-1- Then Ff (A) is a molecule in u  x wJ or the empty set for every non­
negative integer J.
We can similarly show tha t F f ( A) and (A) are molecules or the empty set for a 
subcomplex A o f u x v x w  satisfying the five conditions in Theorem 2.4.1. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.4.1.
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2.5 Sources and Targets of Pairw ise M olecular Sub­
com plexes
In this section, we study source and target operators df  on pairwise molecular subcom­
plexes in u x v x w. The main result in this section is tha t dJA is pairwise molecular for 
every pairwise molecular subcomplex A of u x v x w.
Recall th a t d fA  is a union of interiors of atoms. We first prove th a t d fA is a subcom­
plex of A.
L em m a 2.5.1. Let A  be a subcomplex of u x v x w and A =  u[i,a] x v[j}j3\ x e] be 
a p-dimensional atom in A with Int A c  djA.
1. I f  there is an atom A' =  u[i'} a'] x v\j', /?'] xw[k' ,  e'] in A such that A c  A' and i1 > i, 
then ck =  7 .
2. I f  there is an atom Xr = u[i',a'] x v \ j ' x w[kryer] in A such that A C A' and 
j '  > j ,  then (3 — ( - ) V
3. I f  there is an atom X{ = x v [ f ^ ' }  x w[k',e'] in A such that X C X1 and
k' > k, then e =  (—)2+J7 .
Proof. Suppose th a t there is an atom X' =  u[i;, a'] x v[j',j3r] x w[k',£'] in A such tha t 
A C A' and i' >  i. Then A C u[i +  l , a ;] x  v[j,0\  x w[k,s] C A and dim(w[£ +  l , a /] x  
v \j ,0 \  xru[/c,e]) = p+ 1 .  Since Int A C d jA, we have A C dj[(<it[i +  l ,  a 1] xv[j,(3] xiu[fe,e]).  
It follows easily from Lemma 2.1.2 th a t a  =  7 , as required.
The arguments for other cases are similar. □
P ro p o s it io n  2.5.2. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x v x w. Let X =  
u[i} a] x v \ j t 0\ x w[h,e] be a p-dimensional atom such that Int A C df  A.
1. I f  there is a maximal atom X1 in A such that i! >  i, j r > j  and k' >  k, then a  = 7 ;
2. if  there is a maximal atom X' in A such that i' > i, j 1 > j  and k' > k, then
p =  ( - H -
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3. if  there is a maximal atom X1 in A such that i‘ > i, j '  > j  and kr > k } then 
e =  ( - ) * + i 7 .
Proof. The arguments for the three cases are similar. We give the proof for the first case.
Since Int A c  A, there is a maximal atom ji =  u[l,a] x  v[ m, r ]  x w[n,w]  such tha t 
A C /i. If p  can be chosen such tha t I > i, then we have ck =  7  by Lemma 2.5.1 , as 
required. In the following proof, we may assume that p, cannot be chosen such tha t I > i 
so th a t u[l, a] == u[i, a].
Suppose th a t there is a maximal atom A' =  up', a/] x v\j',f3l] x io[fc',e'] such tha t 
H > i j 1 > j  and k’ > k. Then we have v [ f  =  v[j, —0) or w[kf}€'] = w[k, —e]. By 
applying Lemma 2.4.4, we may assume th a t v[j'}j3r] = v[j,-{3] and m  > j ,  or assume 
th a t w[kf,£f] =  w[k, —e] and n > k.
Suppose th a t wikis ']  = w[k,-e]  and n > k. Then e = (—)i+j f^ by Lemma 2.5.1. 
If m in{j',m } =  j ,  and if A' is (1 , 3)-adjacent to p, then a  =  cr = — (—)*+JV  = 7 by 
Proposition 2.3.11, as required. Otherwise, by the definition of adjacency or condition 4 in 
Theorem 2.4.1, we may chose A' and p  such tha t min{£;', n} > k so th a t v[j', j3'] = v[j, —/?];
according Lemma 2.4.4, we may also assume th a t m  > j; thus j3 — (—)liy. In this case,
according to the assumptions, A' must be (1, 2)-adjacent to p. It follows from Proposition
2.3.11 th a t a: =  a  =  ~ ( ~ Y P l = 7 , as required.
Suppose th a t v[f ,  /?'] =  v \ j t —0\ and m  > j .  Then we can get a  = 7 , as required, by 
a similar argument.
This completes the proof.
□
L em m a 2.5 .3 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  Let A =  «[£, a] x  
v \ j } p] x  w[kt e] be a p — 1 dimensional atom such that Int A C d^A.
1. I f  there is a maximal atom X1 in A with X1 3  A such that i1 > i and j ' > j ,  then
a  =  7 or (3 = — (—Y j ;
2. i f  there is a maximal atom X1 in A with X1 D X such that i! >  i and k f > k, then 
a  = 7  or e =  — (—)*+57 ;
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3. if  there is a maximal atom A7 in A with A' D A such that j 1 > j  and k 7 > k, then 
(3 — ( — ) l 7  or e — — (—
Proof. The arguments for the three cases are similar. We give the proof for the first one.
Suppose th a t there is a maximal atom X! in A with A' D A such tha t i' > i and 
j '  > j .  Then A C u[i +  1, a 7] x  v\j  +  1,/?'] x w[k,s] C A. Since Int A C djA,  we have 
A C d}(u[i  +  1, ck'] x  v[j +  1, /31] x  w[k, e]). It follows easily from Lemma 2.1.2 tha t a  = 7  
or p  =  — (—)ij ,  as required.
This completes the proof.
□
P ro p o s it io n  2.5.4. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u  x v x w. Let X = 
u[i, o;] x v[j, j3] x w[k: e] be a p  — 1 dimensional atom such that Int A C df  A.
1. I f  there is a maximal atom X' in A such that i' > i, j 1 > j  and k' > k, then a  =  7  
or P =  - ( - ) i7/
2. i f  there is a maximal atom X' in A such that i! > i, j 1 > j  and k1 > k, then 0  =  7  
or e = — (—)l+J7 ;
3. if  there is a maximal atom X1 in A such that i' > i, j '  > j  and k’ > k, then 
P =  (—)l7 or e — — (—)l+J7 .
Proof  The arguments for case 1 and case 3 are similar. We give the proofs for case 1 
and case 2 .
1 . Suppose th a t there is a maximal atom A7 =  u[i' ,af] x v[jr, /?'] x w[k',£r] in A such 
th a t i' > z, f  > j  and k1 >  k. If A7 can be chosen such tha t A7 D A, then we have a  =  7  or 
P — — (—)lj ,  as required, by Lemma 2.5.3. In the following, we assume th a t A7 cannot be 
chosen such th a t A7 7) A so th a t w[k', e7] = w [ k , — e]. Let Ai — u [ i i ,a i ]xv \ j i ,  Pi]xw[ki,£i]  
be a maximal atom in A such th a t A C Ai. Then w[£i, oti] = n[z, a] or v\ j i ,p i]  = v[j,P] 
by the assumption. According to Lemma 2.4.4, we may assume th a t hi > k. Now there 
are several cases, as follows.
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Suppose th a t Ai cannot be chosen such tha t i x > i or j \  > j .  According to Lemma 
2.4.4, it is easy to see th a t Ai and A' are adjacent. Thus a  =  7  (when e — — (—)i+J7 ) or 
(3 =  — ( — ) l 7  (when e = (—)l+jry) by sign conditions, as required.
Suppose th a t Ai can be chosen such tha t A > i. Suppose also th a t a  =  —7 . Then 
v [ji,fli] =  v\j,P\  by the assumptions. According to Lemma 2.5.3, it is easy to see tha t 
e — — (—)l+J'7 , hence e' = (—)l+,?7 . It is evident tha t Ai and X' are (2 ,3)-adjacent. It 
follows from Proposition 2.3.11 th a t (3 =  px — — (—)z7 , as required.
Suppose th a t Ai can be chosen such th a t j x > j  and th a t Ai cannot be chosen such 
tha t ii > i. Suppose also th a t (3 =  (—)l7 - According to Lemma 2.4.4, condition 4 in 
Theorem 2.4.1 and the assumptions, it is easy to see tha t Ax and A' are adjacent and 
= j  +  1 . It follows from condition 4 in Theorem 2.4.1 th a t there is a maximal 
atom X" = u[i"} a:"] x v[j", (3"] x w[k"t e"] such tha t i" > z, j"  =  j  and k" > k. Moreover, 
we have (3" =  — (— by Note 2.4.2. By the assumptions, we have (3" = —f3 =  — (—)*7 - 
It follows th a t a = 7 , as required.
This completes the proof for case 1.
2 . Suppose tha t there is a maximal atom X' in A such th a t i' > z, j 1 > j  and k' > k. 
If A' can be chosen such tha t A' D A, then we have a  =  7  or e =  —(—)*7 , as required, 
by Lemma 2.5.3. In the following, we assume th a t X' cannot be chosen such th a t A' D A 
so th a t nfj',/?7] =  u[j, —/?]. Let Ai =  it[ii,Q!i] x v[ji,{3i\ x <iu[fei,£i] be a maximal atom 
in A such th a t A C Ai. Then u[zi,o:i] =  u[i7 a] or iu[fcx,£ij =  w[k,s] by the assumption. 
According to Lemma 2.4.4, we may assume that j x > j .  Now there are several cases, as 
follows.
Suppose th a t Ai cannot be chosen such th a t i x > i or kx > k. Then it is easy to see 
th a t Ai adjacent to A'. It follows from sign conditions tha t a = 7  (when f3' =  — (—)l7 ) or 
£ = — ( — ) t+J*7 (when /?' =  (—)l7 ), as required.
Suppose th a t Ai can be chosen such tha t i x > i. Suppose also th a t a  = —7 . Then 
P — Lemma 2.5.3, and hence (3' = —{3 =  (—Y j .  Moreover, we can see th a t A'
and Ai are (2 , 3)-adjacent. It follows from Lemma 2.3.11 th a t e =  — (—)l+<77 , as required.
Suppose th a t Xx can be chosen such tha t kx > k. By a similar argument as in the
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above case, we can get a  =  7  or e =  — (—)l+J7 , as required.
This completes the proof.
□
L em m a 2.5.5. Let x  be a union of interiors of atoms in an to-complex. Then x is a 
subcomplex if  and only if for every atom a in x with Int a C x and every atom b with 
b c  a, one has Int b C x.
Proof  The necessity is evident. To prove the sufficiency, it suffices to prove th a t for every 
atom a with Int a c  x  we have a c  x. Note tha t a can be written as a union of interiors 
of atoms b with b C a. The sufficiency follows. □
P ro p o s it io n  2 .5 .6 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  Then df A 
is a subcomplex.
Proof. From Lemma 1.2.10, we have already known tha t djA is a union of interiors of 
atoms. By Lemma 2.5.5, it suffices to prove tha t for every atom A with Int A C d jA and 
every atom Ai with Ax C A, one has Int Ai C d'fA. It is evident th a t there is a sequence 
A D A} D A? ■ • • D Ai such tha t the difference of the dimensions of any pair of consecutive 
atoms is 1 . We may assume th a t dimAi =  dim A — 1.
Let A ~  it[i, ce] x v[j, 0\ x  w[k, e]. Since Int A C d^A c  A and A is a subcomplex, we 
have Ai C A C A and dim Ai <  dim A <  p. Suppose tha t p = u[l: a] x  u[m, r] x w[n, uf] is 
an atom with dim p = p  + 1 and Ai C p  C A. We must prove Ax C djp.
If A C p, then Ai C A c  djp  since A C dj  A. If / > i + l o r m >  j  +  l o r n >  k-\-1, then 
we evidently have Ai C d^p by Lemma 2.1.2. In the following, we may further assume 
th a t A <JL p  and th a t I < i  +  1 and m  < j  +  1 and n  < k +  1 . Thus u[i, a] u [ f a ]  
or v[j,{3] <£ v[m,r] or w[k,s] <£ w[n,to]; moreover, if u[i,  ck] <fL u[ l ,a \ ,  then we have 
u [ f a ]  = u[i, — a] oru[Z,cr] =  u[ i—1, <j], we also have v \ j y f3] C u[m ,r] andw>[/c,e] C u>[n,o/|; 
if v\j,(3\ <£ v[m, r], then we have u[m, r] — v[j, —(3] or v[myr] = v[j — 1 , r], we also have 
u[i,  a] c  u[lj  a] and w[k, e] C w[n, w]; if w[k, e] <f w[n, w], then we have w[ny u]  =  w[k, —e] 
or w[ny u)\ — u[k — 1,cj], we also have u[i, a] C u[lyo] and v[j,/3] C v[my r]; Note th a t 
dim p —p +  1 and dim A < p, we now have 3 cases, as follows.
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1. Suppose th a t u[l, a] =  u[z, —a] or v[m , r] =  v[j} —0] or w[n, co] — w[k, —e]; suppose 
also th a t dim A =  p. Then only one of the equations l = i + l ,  m  =  and n  =  k +  1 
holds. The arguments for the three cases are similar, we only give the proof for the 
case v[m,r] =  v[j, — /?] and dim A =  p. In this case, we must have p = u[i +  l,cr] x 
v \j t~P\  x w[k,e] or p  = u[i,a] x v \ j ,—0] x w[k +  l,w]. Hence Ai is of the form Ai =  
u[i, a] x v[j — 1,13] x luf/c, e].
Suppose tha t p  =  u[i +  1 ,cr] x v \ j ,—j3] x w[k^e]. Then there is a maximal atom
p' — u[lr}cr'] x v[m! , r'] x w[n\u)'] such tha t lf > i, m! > j  and n! > k. It follows from
Proposition 2.5.2 tha t a  — 7 . This implies Ai C djp,  as required.
Suppose tha t p = u[i,ct] x v \ j , —@] x w[k +  l,w]. Then there is a maximal atom
p' = u[l',a'] x v[m'}Tr] x w[n',to'\ such tha t V > i, m! > j  and n' > k. It follows from
Proposition 2.5.2 th a t e = (—)i+J*7 . This implies Ai C djp,  as required.
2. Suppose th a t I = i — 1 or m  = j  — 1 or 71 =  ft — 1; suppose also th a t dim A — p. The 
arguments for these three cases are similar. We only give the proof for the case m  =  j  — 1 
and dim A =  p. In this case, we have I = i +  1 and n  =  k +  1 because dim p — p  +  1; we 
also have Ai =  u[i, a] x v[j — 1, r] x w[k, e]. To get Ai C d^p, by Lemma 2.1.2, it suffices 
to prove tha t a  =  7  or e — (—)i+J7 .
Let A' — u[i',a!\ x v \ j \p ' \  x wlk^e'] be a maximal atom in A such th a t A c  A'. Let 
i! =  u[l\ a'\ x v[mf, r'] x w\n!,u)'] be a maximal atom in A such th a t p  C p! . If A' can be 
chosen such th a t i1 > i or k1 > k, then we have a  =  7  or e — ( — ) l+J ' 7  which implies tha t 
X\ C d%p, as required. If there is a maximal atom p” = u[lll, a u] x v[m" 1r"] x w[nn,uj"] 
with p" D Ai and m!' > m  such th a t V’ > i or n" > ft, then, by Proposition 2.5.2, we 
have a  =  7  or e =  (—)t+J'7 which implies th a t Ai C d*p, as required. Now suppose tha t 
A' cannot be chosen such th a t i' > i or ft' > k. Suppose also th a t there is no maximal 
atom p" — u[l",on] x v[mn, r n] x w[nn,cj!f] with p" D Ai and m" > m  such th a t I" > i 
or n" > k. Then u[if,o^] = u[i,c&], tufft',^] =  w[k,e] and v[ml7r'] — v[m,r]. Moreover, it 
is easy to see th a t X1 and p1 are adjacent. It follows from the sign condition for A' and 
p' tha t a  — 7  (when r  ■ — (—)l7 ) or e =  ( — ) l+,7' 7  (when r  =  — (—)*7 ). This implies tha t 
Ai C d£p, as required.
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3. Suppose th a t u[l, a] = u[i, —a] or u[m ,r] =  v\j, ~P] or w[n,cu] = w[k, —e]; suppose 
also th a t dim A —  p —  1 . The arguments for these three cases are similar. We only give the 
proof for the case v[m, r] =  v[j, — p] and dim A — p — 1 . In this case, we have I = i - \ - 1 and 
n  =  k +  1. Moreover, we can see tha t Ai is of the form Ai =  u[iy a] x v\j  — l , p ] x  w[k, e]. 
According to Lemma 2.5.4, we have a = j  or e — This implies th a t Xi C djj/z,
as required.
This completes the proof. □
We can now start to prove tha t dfA is pairwise molecular for a molecular subcomplex 
A in u x v x w by verifying conditions in Definition 2.1.4.
By Lemma 1.2.10, the maps F f  , F f  and Ffl are defined on dj  A for every sub complex 
A of u x v x w.
P ro p o s it io n  2 .5 .7 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  I f  p > J  
and F j ( A) 7  ^ 0, then F j (d^A) =  dp_jFj(A); therefore Fj(dJA) is a molecule in u x  w J .
Proof  Firstly, we prove tha t dp_jFf(A) C Ffidif A).
Let u[i, a;] x ie J [A;, e] be an atom in u x w J such tha t Int(u[i, a ] x t 0 J [fc,e]) c  <%_jF2(A). 
We must show th a t Int (it [i, a] x wJ [k, e]) C F](dJ A). Clearly, we have u[i, a] x  w J [k, e] C 
F } (A). So it is easy to see th a t u[i7 a] x v[J, p] xji)[fc,e] c  A for some sign p. We are going 
to prove Int(it[i, a] x v[J, p] x  w[fc, e]) c  df,A by verifying conditions in Lemma 1.2.11. 
It is evident th a t dim(it[i, a] x v[J,P] x  iu[7c, e]) <  p. To verify the other conditions, we 
consider two cases, as follows.
1 . Suppose th a t p  can be chosen such tha t P = (—Y'y. Suppose also tha t there is 
an atom i t ^ a ' ]  x v[j',P'] x w[k!,s'] c  A such tha t it[«, a] x v\j,P] x  iu[fc,e] C u[i',a!} x  
V[3'->P’] x w[k',£r]. Then u[i, a] x w J[k,e] C u[i't of] x w J [kl,e ,\ in u x  w J . Therefore 
it[z, a] x w J [k, e] C dp_j(u[i', a 7] x w J [k\ e']). Itfoltawseasily tha t it[i, a]xi?[J,/?]xu;[7i;,£] C 
djj(up7, a'] x v[j ' ,p{] x  lejA;',^]), as required by the second condition of Lemma 1.2.11.
2 . Suppose th a t P cannot be chosen such tha t p  = (—Y'y. Suppose also th a t there is 
an atom u\%\of\ x v[j',P'] x w lk^e1] C A such tha t u[i,a] x v[j t P] x  w[k, s] C x 
v [ f ,P r] x u)[k',£1}. Then j 1 = J  and p 1 =  p = — (—) * 7  from Lemma 2.5.1. By an
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argument similar to the above case, it is easy to see tha t u[i, a] x v[J} p] x w[k,s] C 
d^(iz[z',a/] x v[ j ' ,pr] x w; [&',£']), as required by the second condition of Lemma 1.2.11.
We have now shown th a t Int(zz[z, a] x v[J7p] x w[/c,£]) c  d jA. It follows tha t 
Int(w[«,a;] x u>J [fc,£]) =  Fj(Int(u[z, a] x v[J, P] x u;[fo,£:])) C Fj(d^A). This completes 
the proof th a t d?p_ j F j ( A) C F](d^A).
Conversely, let A =  u[i7 a] x wJ[k7 s] be an atom such tha t Int A C F}(d^A). We must 
show th a t Int A c  dp_ jF }  (A). It is easy to see th a t there is an atom u[i, a:] x v[j , /?] x w[k, er] 
in A such tha t Int(zz[z, a] x v [ j 7p] x w[k7 e]) C dJjA and j  > J. Since d jA is a subcomplex 
of u x v x w, we can see th a t u[z, a] x v[J, p ’] x w[k, e] c  dJJA for some sign /?'. It follows th a t 
dim A < p  — J.  Clearly, we have A C Fj{A).  This shows tha t the first condition of Lemma
1.2.11 is satisfied. To verify the other condition of 1.2.11, let /z =  u[l, a] x w j [ti,lo] be an 
atom in F j  (A) such th a t A C / i  and dim /z = p  — J + 1. We must prove th a t A C dj_ j/z. It 
is evident th a t there is an atom u[l, cr] x v[J7 t ']  x w[n, n>] in A for some sign r '.  If I > z + 1 
or n > k + 1 , then it is evident tha t A C dj/z, as required. In the following proof, we may 
assume th a t I < i +  1 and n < k +  1 so th a t dim X — p — J  or dim A =  p — J  — 1 . Now 
there are various cases, as follows.
Suppose th a t p 1 and r '  can be chosen such tha t p 1 — r ’. Then u[i, a] x v[J,t?'] x 
w[k7 e] C (d jA f\ (u[l7 cr] x v[J, t ']  x io[n, w]) C dj(u[l, cr] x v[J, r'] x u;[n, lo\) by Proposition 
1.2.6. It follows easily th a t A C d ^ j/z , as required.
Suppose th a t p ’ and t '  cannot be chosen such tha t p 1 =  r '.  Suppose also th a t J  > 0. 
Since d^A is a subcomplex, we know that zz[z, a] x v[J — 1, ±] x w[k7 e] C d^A. This implies 
th a t u[i7a\ x  v[J  — 1 ,± ]  x e] C d^(u[l7a] x v[J7r ’] x u;[n,(j]). It follows easily th a t 
A C dp_j/z, as required.
There remain the case tha t J  = 0 and p f and t '  cannot be chosen such th a t Pf — r '. 
If dim A =  p, by Proposition 2.5.2, we can get a  — 7  when I > z, while e = ( — ) l 7  when 
n > k; thus A C d^/z, as required. If dim A =  p — 1, then I = z +  1 and n  =  k +  1; by 
Proposition 2.5.4, we can get a  =  7  or e =  — (—)*7 ; thus A C d^p, as required.
This completes the proof.
□
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We can prove the following two results by similar arguments.
P ro p o s it io n  2.5.8. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x v x w .  I f p > I  and 
F?(A) ^  0, then A) =  d^_jFf{A).
P ro p o s it io n  2 .5 .9 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u x v x w .  I f  p > K  
and F g (A) ^  0, then Fg(d$A) =  (%_KFg(A).
We also need to show th a t djjA satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcom­
plexes for a pairwise molecular subcomplex A.
L em m a 2.5.10. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then there are no distinct 
maximal atoms A =  u[i, a] x v[j, /3] x w[k, e] and X1 = u[i\ of] x v \ f ,  0]  x w[k', e'] in df,A 
such that i < i ' , j  < j 1 and k < k'.
Proof. Let A =  u[i, a] x  v[j, 0] x  w[k, e] and A' =  U0, a'] x v\j', 0] x  w[kf, s'] be a pair of 
maximal atom in d^A such th a t i < i', j  < j r and k < k1. We must prove th a t A =  A'. 
Suppose th a t dim A < p or dim A' < p. By Lemma 1.4.16, we can see th a t A is a maximal 
atom in A when dim A < p and A' is a maximal atom in A when dim A' < p. According to 
condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplex A of u x v x  w } it is evident th a t A =  A', 
as required. In the following argument, we may assume that dim A =  p and dim A =  p so 
th a t i = i', j  = j ' and k =  k ' .
Now suppose otherwise tha t A ^  X'. Then a' =  — a  or 0  — or e' = —£. We may 
assume th a t a' — —a.. In this case, we have F f ( A) C Ff{df  A) =  dg F j ( A )  and similarly 
Fj(X')  C dp_jFJ(A) by Proposition 2.5.7. Since dimFJ(A) =  dim PJ(A ') — p — j  and 
dim(dJWjFJ(A)) <  p — j ,  we can see tha t Ff  (A) and Ff(X') are maximal atoms in the 
molecule dp_jFf(A). Note th a t F f ( A) =  u[i, a] x  w0k,  e] and Ff(X')  =  u[i, —a] x w^[k, e1]. 
We get a contradiction to condition 1 in Theorem 1.3.7.
The arguments for the case 0  =  —0  or e’ = — e are similar.
This completes the proof.
□
Now we can prove the main result in this section.
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P ro p o s it io n  2.5.11. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then so is d'fA.
Proof. We have shown th a t df A  satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcom­
plexes. Moreover, by Proposition 2.5.7, 2.5.8 and 2.5.9, we have Ff{df)A) = dp_IF f  (A), 
FJ(d}A) =  dp_jFj(A)  and F f ^ A )  -  cPp_KF%(A) for all I  > p, J  > p and K  > p. Since 
F f{ A), F j ( A) and F]g(A) are molecules or the empty set for all I ,  J  and K , we can see 
tha t Ff{drf  A), Fj(d%A) and F^(dJA) are molecules or the empty set for all I, J  and K.  
It follows th a t djjA is pairwise molecular.
This completes the proof.
□
The following theorem gives the algorithm of constructing df A  for a pairwise molecular 
sub complex A in u  x  v x  w.
T h e o re m  2.5.12. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then the dimension of 
every maximal atom in dJA is not greater than p. Moreover, an atom of dimension less 
than p is a maximal atom in df A i f  and only if it is a maximal atom in A; an atom 
a] x v\j,fi] x w[kt e] of dimension p is a maximal atom in djjA i f  and only i f  there is 
a maximal atom u[i'\ a"] x v\j", ft"] x w[k,r}£n] in A such that i" > i, j "  > j  and k" > k, 
and the signs a, (3 and 7  satisfy the following conditions:
1. ifu[iNj /?"] xu^fc", can be chosen such that i" > i, then a  =  7 ; otherwise 
a = a";
2. if  u[in, a"] x v\j",(3"] x  w[k",£n] can be chosen such that j "  > j ,  then ft =  (—)l7;  
otherwise ft — (3";
3. if  u[irr, a"] x v\j' \(3”] x w[k",e"] can be chosen such that k11 > k, then e =  (—)l+J7 ; 
otherwise e =  e".
N o te  2.5.13. It follows easily from condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1 th a t a , j3 and 7  are 
well defined.
Proof. Evidently, the dimension of every maximal atom in d*A is not greater than p. 
Let Ai be the union of the atoms as described in this theorem. It is easy to see th a t
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Ai satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. To prove the theorem, by 
Proposition 2.1.7, it suffices to prove tha t F j ( Ai) =  F f (dJA), F}(Aj) =  Ff(dJA)  and 
Fjg(Ai) =  Fx(df,A) for all 7, J  and K .  The arguments for the three equations are similar, 
we prove only the second one. If J  > p, then it is easy to see th a t 7 j(A i) =  0 =  Fj(d^A), 
as required. In the remaining proof, we may assume th a t J  < p. We have known th a t 
jFj(djJA) ~  dp_ j F j ( A), we need only to prove tha t F j ( A ±) = dp_ j F j ( A).
By the definition of Fj ,  it is easy to see tha t F}(Aj) and d^_jF(A) are subcomplexes 
of u x w J . We are going to prove th a t Fj (A{) and dp_ jF } (A) consist of the same maximal 
atoms so th a t they are equal.
Let fi = u[£, ck] x w J [k,e] be a maximal atom in F](Ai).  Then Ai has a (u, J )- 
projection maximal atom A of the form A =  it[i, a] x v[j,(3\ x w[k,e]. Hence A has a 
maximal atom X1 = u\i ' , cd] x v[j \  j3') x w[k^£'] with % <  ir, j  < j '  and k <  k ' .
Suppose th a t j  = J  and i-\-j-\-k = p. Since u[i', a'] x w J[kl, s'] is an atom in F ] (A) and 
i + k — p — J,  we know th a t dp_ jF } (A) has a maximal atom of the form u[i, a"] x w J [k, s"]. 
Moreover, we can see tha t there is a maximal atom u[l,cr] x v[m, r] x w[n,uj] in A such 
th a t I > z, m  > j  and n > k if and only if there is a maximal atom u[l,cr] x w J[n,u>] 
F j ( A) such tha t I > i and n > k; and we can also see tha t there is a maximal atom 
u[lt a] x v[m, r] x w[n,co] in A such th a t I > i, m  > j  and n > k if and only if there is a 
maximal atom u[l, a] x iuJ [n, oj] in Fj(A)  such tha t I > i and n >  k. It follows from 1.3.7 
th a t a  — a ” and £ = s" . This implies tha t p  is a maximal atom in dp_ j F ( A).
Suppose th a t j  =  J  and i + j  + h < p. Then A is also a maximal atom  in A. Therefore 
p ~ F j (A) is a maximal atom in F f  (A). Since i F k  < p — J,  we know th a t p  is a maximal 
atom in dp_ j F ( A).
There remains the case tha t j  > J. In this case, there are no maximal atom u[l, a] x 
v[rri) r\ x w[n,u\  in A with I > i and m  > J  and n > k such th a t I > i or n > k. So 
i = i', a  = a', k = k' and e = e' . On the other hand, since p  =  u[i,ot] x w J [k,e] =  
u[i', cd] x w J [k\ s'] =  FJ(A7), we see tha t p  is a maximal atom in FJ(A). Because ir + kr =  
i + k < p — j  < p — J ,  we know tha t p  is a maximal atom in dp_ jF } ( A).
This shows th a t every maximal atom in Fj(Ai)  is a maximal atom in d1p_JFj{A).
Conversely, let pb =  u[i,a] x w J[k,e] be a maximal atom in cQ_j Fj (A). Then F](A) 
has a maximal atom p! — u[il,a'] x wJ [k',£'] with i <  ir and k <  k1. Therefore A has a 
(v , J)-projection maximal atom of the form A' =  u[i', O''] x v \ j \  ft1] x w[k', e'].
Suppose th a t i 4- k = p — J. Then A* has a (v , J)-projection maximal atom  of 
the form A — u[i,a"] x v[J,ft"] x w[k,£n]. We can see th a t there is a maximal atom 
u[l, a] x v[m , r] x w[n,uj\ in A such tha t I > m  > J  and n  >  k if and only if there is 
a maximal atom u[l, a] x w J [n,u>] F j ( A) such tha t I > i and n > k] and we can also see 
th a t there is a maximal atom u[l, a] x v[m , r] x w[n, ca] in A such th a t I > i, m  > J  and 
n > k if and only if there is a maximal atom u[l,a] x w J[ni co] in FJ(A) such th a t I > i 
and n > k. So a ” =  a  and £n — £. Since F}(A) =  u[i, a"] x w J [k,£n] = p, we can see 
tha t p  is a maximal atom in F}(Ai).
Suppose th a t i-\-k < p —J. Then p  — a] x w J [k, e] is also a maximal atom in F}(A). 
So A has a (v , J)-projection maximal atom A' =  n[z, a] x v[f> ft1] x w[k, £]. Now, if j r =  J , 
then i +  j '  +  ft < p; hence A' is also a maximal atom in Ai and i ' j ’(A) =  a] x w J[k,£] 
is a maximal atom in FJ(Ai). Suppose tha t j ' >  J . Then it is easy to see th a t there 
is no maximal atom u[l,a] x v[m,r] x n;[n,a;] in A with I > i and m  > J  and n  > k 
such th a t I > i or n > k. Hence Ai has a (v , J)-projection maximal atom of the form 
A" = u [ i t a] x v[j", ftn] x w[k, e]. Therefore we see tha t F}(A") =  u[i, ck] x w J[k, £] =  p i s  
a maximal atom in T j(A i).
This shows th a t every maximal atom in dp_jF}(A) is a maximal atom in FJ(Ai).
This completes the proof.
□
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2.6 C om position  of Pairw ise M olecular Subcom ­
plexes
In this section, we consider composition of pairwise molecular sub complexes m u x v x w .  
We first give the construction of composites of pairwise molecular subcomplexes. Then 
we show th a t composites of pairwise molecular subcomplexes are pairwise molecular.
L em m a 2 .6 .1 . Let A” and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  d+A~ = d~A+, 
then for every maximal atom X~ =  u[£", a - ] x v\j~, j3~] x w[k~, £"] in A~ and every maxi­
mal atom X+ =  u[i+, a +] x n [j+, /3+] xw[&+, e+] in A+ one has m in{i“ , i+}+m in{i7 _ , j +}-|- 
min{ft“ , k+} < p.
Proof. Let I = min{z_ ,z+}, m  =  minjj"", j +} and n =  min{&~, k+}. Suppose otherwise 
th a t I P m - \ - n  > p. Then there is an ordered triple {«, j , k}  with i < I, j  < m, h < n  and 
i + j  +  k = p. Since I +  m  +  n > p, we have i < Z, j  < m  or k < m.  If i < I, then A~ has 
a maximal atom of the form u[i, +] x u[j, 0 \ x w[k, e], while d~A+ has a maximal atom of 
the form «[«,—] x x w[k:£'] by Theorem 2.5.12. This contradicts condition 1 for
pairwise molecular subcomplex d+A~ =  d~A+. The arguments for the cases j  < m  and 
k < m  are similar. □
L em m a 2 .6 .2 . Let A~~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes in u x v x w. I f  
d^A~  =  d~A+, then
F f { A“ ) n F f{ A+) =  Ff{A~  n A+) =  F?(d+A") =  F f (d ~ A+),
F](A -)  n  fJ(A + ) =  f j ( A -  n  A+) =  f j ( d + A - )  =  F ] { d ;A+)
and
F?( {A~) n  F%(A+) = F S ( A - n  A+) =  F S « A - )  =  F%(d;A+)
for all I,  J  and K .
Proof. The arguments for the three formulae are similar. We give the proof for the second 
one. There are two cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t J  > p. We claim that F}(A~)  Pi F j ( A+) =  0.
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Indeed, suppose otherwise tha t Fj(A~) n F } ( A +) 7  ^ 0. Then it is evident th a t there 
are atoms pT =  u[l~,a~] x v[m~y r~] x w[n~y w~] in A-  and pF — u[l+y <r+] x v[m+, t +] x 
w[n+ ,cu+] in A+ such th a t m~ > J  > p and m + > J  > p. According to Theorem 2 .5 .1 2 , 
this implies th a t there are maximal atoms u[0 , a y  xu[p, +] xiu[0 , e'] and it[0 , a"] xv[p, —] x 
u>[0 ,e"]x in A-  and d~A+ respectively. This contradicts the condition 1 for pairwise 
molecular subcomplex d£A~ = d~A+.
Now we have F}(d+A~) c  FJ(A~ n  A+) C Ff(A~)  n  F}(A+) =  0. Therefore 
F](d+ A") =  F}(A~  fl A+) =  F}(A") n  F f ( A+), as required.
2 . Suppose tha t J  < p. Since d+A~ — d~A+, we have d+_jFj(A- ) =  i^ (d+ A ") =  
F}(d~A+) =  dl“_Ji rj(A +). Because F j(A _) and Aj(A+) are molecules, we can see th a t 
F } { A - ) # p - jF } { A +) is defined. Hence FJ(A~) n  F f ( A +) = d+_jF}{A") =  F](d+A") C 
Fj(A~  n  A+). Since we automatically have F}(A~ fl A+) C F f ( A") n  i 71j'(A+), we get 
Fj(A~)  n  F]{A+) -  F J(A - n  A+) =  FJ(d+ A~), as required.
This completes the proof.
□
P ro p o s it io n  2 .6 .3 . Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  d+A~ =  
d~A+, then A~ n  A+ =  d+A~(= d~A+); hence A ~ # PA+ is defined.
Proof. Let M  = d+ A~ — d~A+. It is evident tha t M  C A” fl A+. To prove the reverse 
inclusion, it suffices to prove tha t every maximal atom in A~ fl A+ is contained in M.
Suppose otherwise tha t there is a maximal atom A =  u[i,a] x v\j,/3\ x w[k}s] in 
A~ n  A+ such th a t A <£ M.  Since u[i,a] x v \ j y0\ = Fjf(A) C - ^ ( A -  fl A+) =  Fj f (M ), 
we can see th a t M  has a maximal atom A' — u[ilya'] x v[j', ft] x w[kly£'] such tha t 
u[iy a] C u[i',ot!} and v[jy/3\ C and k 1 > k. Because A =  u[i, a] x v[jy(3] x w[kye]
is maximal in A“ fl A+ and M  C A" n  A+ , we have k' ~  k and e' — —e. Now we know 
th a t A U A' C A-  and A U A' C A+. By applying Lemma 2.4.4 to A~ and A+, it is easy 
to see th a t there are maximal atoms A-  =  w[i~,or] x v[j~,(3~] x 'uj[&- ,e:~] in A~ and 
A+ =  u[i+ , a +] x v[j+, /3+] x w[k+, e+] in A+ such tha t u[i~, a~] fl u[i+, a +] D u[i, a] and 
v\j~i (3~]r\v[j+, fi+] 0\ and min{Ar, k+} > k. Since A is maximal atom in A~ fl A+ ,
we have k~ — k+ — k +  1 and e~ — —£+.
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Now, we have u[i, a] x  v[j,j3] C Fj?+1(A") n  Fjf+1 (A+) = Fjf+1 (A~ n  A+). Therefore 
A-  n  A+ has a maximal atom X" = u[i", a"] x v[j", ft"] x w[k", e,r] with u[i'\ ot'] D u[L a] 
and v[j", /?"] D v[j, ft] and k" > k. This contradicts tha t A is a maximal atom in A“ n  A+ . 
This completes the proof.
□
The following Proposition tells us how to construct the composite of a pair of pairwise 
molecular sub complexes of u x v x w.
P rop osition  2.6.4. Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes o f u x v x w .  I f  
A-  =  d~hA, then the maximal atoms in the composite A ~ # PA + are the q-dimensional 
common maximal atoms of A~~ and A+ with q < p and the r-dimensional atoms in either 
A~ and A+ with r > p.
Proof  Let A be the subcomplex of u x  v x  w as described in the proposition. We must 
prove th a t A =  A“ U A+ . Clearly, we have A C A“ U A+ ; it suffices to prove tha t 
A~ U A+ C A. By the formation of A, we must prove that, for each maximal atom 
A =  u[i, a] x  v[j} /3] x  w[k, e] in either A-  or A+ with i +  j  +  A; <  p and such th a t A is 
not a common maximal atom in A-  and A+, A C A. It is easy to see th a t this can only 
happen when i +  j  +  k =  p. Suppose tha t A is a maximal atom  in A7  which is not a 
maximal atom in A-7 . Then A must be a maximal atom in d+ A” =  d~A+ which implies 
tha t A C A-7 for some maximal atom A-7 =  u[z- 7 ,aT 7] x ?;[j-7 ,/?-7] x u;[/c-7 ,£~7] with 
z”7 +  j ~ 7  +  A:-7 > p. Thus A C A. Therefore, we have A“ U A+ c  A.
This completes the proof.
□
Now we can show th a t the composites of pairwise molecular subcomplexes in u x v x w  
are pairwise molecular.
P rop osition  2.6.5. Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  d*A” =  
d~A+, then A- # PA+ is a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x v  x w .
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Proof. Let A =  A # PA+. According to Lemma 2.6.1, it is easy to see th a t A satisfies 
condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. Moreover, we have F f  (A~ffpA+) — 
F f { h r  U A+) =  Ff{A~)  u F f ( A+).
Now suppose th a t p > I. We have d+_TFf(A~)  — Ff(d+A” ) =  F f (d ~ A+) =  
df_TF f ( A +). Thus F f ( A - # PA+) =  F f ( A ~ ) ^ p_IF f ( A +). Therefore F f ( A ~ # pA+) is a 
molecule.
Suppose th a t p < I.  Then it is easy to see th a t Ff(A~)  =  0 or F f  (A+) =  0. 
(Otherwise, we have Ff(A~  fl A+) ^  0. This would lead to a contradiction to Lemma
2.6.1.) Therefore F f ( A“ # PA+) is a molecule or the empty set.
We have now proved th a t F f ( A ~ # pA +) is a molecule or the empty set for all I.  
Similarly, we can see th a t F](A~ j f pA+) and Fjg(A~#pA+) are molecules or the empty 
set for all J  and K.
It follows from Definition 2.1.4 tha t A is a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x v x w .
□
2.7 D ecom position  o f Pairwise M olecular Subcom ­
plexes
The aim of this section is to prove the main theorem in this chapter.
T h e o re m  2.7.1. I f  A is a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x  v x  w, then A is a 
molecule.
It is trivial th a t the theorem holds when A is an atom. Thus we may assume th a t A 
is a pairwise molecular subcomplex in u x v x w  which is not an atom throughout this 
section. We are going to show th a t A is a molecule.
Let
p = max{dim(A fl/i): A and p  are distinct maximal atoms in A}.
Recall th a t p is called frame dimension of A. It is evident th a t there are at least two 
maximal atoms A and p  in A with dim A > p and dim p > p. By Lemma 2.4.4, it is
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easy to see th a t p is the maximal number among the numbers min{zi, i2} +  m in^ 'i, .72} +  
min{fti,&2 }, where Ai =  u[ii,cti] x v[j x tu[Ai,£i] and A2 =  u[i2 , a 2] X v \ j 2 ,(32] x 
^ [^ 2 5^2] run over all pairs of distinct maximal atoms in A.
L em m a 2.T.2. Let A =  u[i, a] x v \ j t j3] x w[k, e] and X' = u[i' , a r] x v\j', /?'] x w[kf, er] are 
maximal atoms in A with min{z, i'} +  nnn{j, j '}  +  min{A;, k'} =  p.
1. I f  i =  z', ct =  —a ' and j  < j ', then (5 — (—)2a ;
If  j  = j ' , (3 = —/?' and k < k' , then e =  (—)J/?;
3. I f  k = k’, e ~  —el and j  < j ' , then e = (—)J/3;
Proof. The arguments for the three cases are similar, we prove only for the first case.
Suppose th a t i =  i', a  =  —a 1 and j  < f .  According to Lemma 2.4.4, we can get a 
maximal atom X" — u[i,r, a n] x v[jn,(3n] x w[k ' \s ,r] with i" > i, v[j/(,f3"} D v\j,P] and 
w[k",e"] D w[k',e1]. Since min{z,z'} +  min{7,7'} -j- m in ^ /c '}  =  p, we have j ” =  j  and 
k" =  k'. Hence v[j",l3f'] = v[j,(3\ and «;[&", e"] — w[k'}s{]. Moreover, it is easy to see 
tha t A, A' and A" are pairwise adjacent by the choice of p. It follows easily from the sign 
conditions th a t @ = (—)la , as required.
This completes the proof.
□
We are going to prove th a t a pairwise molecular subcomplex A in u x v x w  is a, molecule 
by showing tha t A can be properly decomposed into pairwise molecular subcomplexes. 
This decomposition depends essentially on the following total order on the set of maximal 
atoms in A.
For a pair of atoms A =  w[£, or] x v[j, j3] x  w[k, e] and A' — u[i\ of] x  v[j', ft'] x  w[kr} ef] 
in A, we write A < A' if one of the following holds:
•  a = a 1 = — and i < i'\
• o: =  a* =  +  and i > i';
• a  — — and of =  +;
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•  i = i' are even, a = a 1, /? =  j3' = — and j  < / ;
•  i = i' are even, a = a', j3 ~  p r =  +  and j r < j;
•  i =  i 1 are even, a  = a 1, (3 — — and (5' =  +
• i =  i' are odd, g; =  cd, j3 = jd' =  +  and j  < j
•  i = i1 are odd, a  =  o ', (3 = /?' =  — and j 1 < j;
•  i = i' are odd, a  =  cm', (3 = +  and /?' =  —.
It is evident th a t the relation <  is a to tal order on the set of maximal atoms in A.
L em m a 2 .7 .3 . For any pair of maximal atoms X and X! in A with dim A > p and 
dim A' > p, i f  A < A'; then A n A' C d+A fl d~A'.
Proof. Let A =  u[i, a] xv[j , j3\  x w [ k 7e] and X' = u[il, a f\ x u [ / ,  /?'] x w[k\  e']. According 
to the choice of p, it is evident tha t min{z, z'} +  m m { j , j ' }  +  min{/c, k'} < p. We now 
consider five cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t min{z, z'} -fi m i n +  min{A;, k'} — p. Then A and X1 are adjacent 
by the choice of p. According to Lemma 2.7.2 and sign conditions for pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes, it is easy to see tha t A fl A' C d+A fl d~A', as required.
2. Suppose th a t min{z,z'} +  m i n +  min{ft, k'} < p — 1. Then it is easy to see 
th a t A n  A' C d+ A fl d“ A', as required.
3. Suppose th a t min{z, z'} +  min{d, j '}  +  min{/c, k'} =  p — 1 and tha t A and Xr are 
adjacent. There are two case, as follows: (1) i = z'; (2) i ^  i! . In case (1), it is evident 
th a t An A' C d+And“ A', as required. In case (2), it follows easily from the sign conditions 
tha t A n A' C dj_x A fl d~_x A'; thus A n A' C d^A Pi d“ A', as required.
4. Suppose th a t min{z, i1} +  min{j, j ' }  +  min{/c,&'} =  p — 1 and th a t A and A' are 
not adjacent. Suppose also th a t i =  i1 or j  ~  j f or k = kr. Then it is easy to see tha t 
A n  A' C d + A n d “ A', as required.
5. Suppose th a t min{z, z'} -fi min{j, j 1} +  min{A;, k1} — p  — 1 and th a t A and X' are not 
adjacent. Suppose also th a t i /  i' and j  ^  j 1 and k ^  k'. Then there are several cases,
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as follows. (1) i < i‘ and j  < / ,  or i < i' and k < k'\ (2) i < i' and j  > j 1 and k > k1] (3) 
i > %' and j  > or i > i' and k > k'\ (4) i > i' and j  < j '  and k < k ' . In case (1), we 
have a  =  —; it follows easily tha t An A' C A n d~A', as required. Similarly, in case (3), 
we have a' — + ; this also implies th a t A n A' C d£A fl d~A\  as required. There remain 
case (2) and case (4).
To give the proof for case (2), suppose th a t min{z, z'} +  m in lj, j ' }  +  min{/c, k'}  =  p — 1 
and tha t A and A' are not adjacent; suppose also tha t i < i' and j  > j r and k > k ' . Then 
a; =  — and there is a maximal atom A" = u[i",au] x v \ jn,@u] x w[k",e"] in A distinct 
from A' such th a t i" > i, j n >  j 1 and k" > k ' . By the choice of p, we can see th a t A" is 
adjacent to both A and A;, and we have i" — i +  1. According to condition 1 for pairwise 
molecular sub complexes, we have j " > j ’ or k" > k ' .
In case (2), suppose tha t j "  > j .  Then m i n = j 1 +  1 and k" =  k' by the choice 
of p. Hence e" = — [— (—)l+ ’^/+1] =  — (— If s' =  e" — — (— t hen it is easy to see 
th a t AnA; C d+AndpA1, as required. If e‘ — —e" =  (— t hen we can get e' =  (—
i.e., (—Y'P' = (— t hus ft’ = (—)z; this implies tha t A fl A' C d+ A fl d~A1, as required.
In case (2), suppose th a t k" > k. Then j"  = j ’ by the choice of p. We can also 
have j3" = —(—)la  =  (—)z by the sign conditions. If f t  — f t ’ =  (—) \  then it is easy 
to see th a t A fl A' C d+Afl d~A1, as required. If f t  =  —f t 1 — then we can get
e1 = (—)*' f t  — — (— this implies tha t A n  A' c  d+A n  d~A', as required.
This completes the proof for case (2).
To give the proof for case (4), suppose tha t minjy, i1} +  min{j, / }  +  min{A;, A:'} =  p — 1 
and th a t A and A' are not adjacent; suppose also th a t i > i' and j  < j ' and k < k'. Then 
a = a'  =  +  and there is a maximal atom A" = u[i'\ a"] x v\j", f t 1] x w[k", e"] in A distinct 
from Af such th a t i" > z', j "  > j  and k" > k. By the choice of p, we can see tha t A" is 
adjacent to both A and A', and we have i" — i' + 1 . According to condition 1 for pairwise 
molecular subcomplexes, we have j "  >  j  or k" > k.
In case (4), suppose th a t j " > j .  Then m in{j'', j ' }  = j  +  1 and k" — k by the choice 
of p. Hence s" =  [— (—)*,+J+1] =  (—)*/+A If e = e" =  (—Y +\  then it is easy to see tha t 
A n  A' C d+A n  dpA'j as required. If e =  —e" =  — {—Y'+Y  fhen we can get e = (—)J’/3, i.e.,
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(—)j /3 — —{—Y +j; thus (3' =  — (—)*'; this implies th a t A fl A' C d* A fl d~A', as required.
In case (4), suppose th a t k” > k. Then j"  =  j  by the choice of p. We can also 
have j3" =  — (— =  — (~ )2' by the sign conditions. If 0 = (3" — ~ { ~ Y , then it is 
easy to see th a t A n  A' C d+ A0  d~A', as required. If (3 = —(3" — (—)**, then we can get 
e — { _ y p  — (— this implies tha t A H A' C d+A fl d~A', as required.
This completes the proof for case (4), thus completes the proof of the lemma.
□
By this lemma, we can arrange all the maximal atoms in A with dimension greater 
than p as
^1) ‘ * 9
such A i fl A j C d+\i  n  d~Xj for i < j .
Let A-  =  d“ A U Ax and A+ =  d+A U A2 • ■ • An. We are going to prove tha t A~ and A+ 
are pairwise molecular subcomplexes and A can be decomposed into A-  and A+.
Lem m a 2.7.4. A~ satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
Proof. We first prove tha t d“ Ai C d~A. Suppose th a t £ G d~Ai. Then, for every maximal 
atom A' in A with £ G A', if A' =  At for some t >  1, then £ G Xi fl Xt C d~Af =  d~A'; 
if dim A' <  p, then we automatically have £ G d~X'. It follows from Lemma 1.4.17 th a t 
d~ Ai C d“ A, as required.
We now verify tha t A-  satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. It 
suffices to prove th a t any maximal atom A =  n[i, ce] x v[j, 0] x w[k, e] in d~A with i < i i, 
j  <  3 i and k < k\ is contained in X\. By the formation of d~X\ and d~A, it is easy to see 
th a t A is a maximal atom in d~Ai, and hence A C Ai, as required. □
Lem m a 2.7.5. A+ satisfies condition 1  for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
Proof. It suffices to prove tha t any maximal atom A =  u[i, a] x v \ j t 0] x w[k,s] in d+A 
with i < it, j  < jt  and k < kt for some 2 <  t  < n  is contained in some As for 2 <  s < n. 
It is evident tha t i +  j  +  k = p.
Let r be the maximal integer between 2 and n  such th a t i < ir , j  <  j r and k < kr . 
Then d+Ar has a maximal atom X' = u[£, ck7] x v\j, 0} x w[k,e']. By the choice of r, it
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is evident th a t Int A' 0  Xt — 0 for any t  > r. Moreover, for any 1 <  s < r, we have 
A' n  As C Xr n  As C d+As. By Lemma 1.4.17, it is easy to see th a t Int A' C d+A and hence 
X' C dp A. So, by condition 1 for the pairwise molecular subcomplex d+A, we can see 
th a t A =  A' C A,., as required.
This completes the proof. □
Lem m a 2.7.6. Let p > I  and let Ai be (u} I)-projection maximal. Then
1 . F f ( A- ) and F f ( A+) are molecules in v 1 x w1.
2. d+_IF?{A~) = dg_IF?{A+), hence F f { A ~ ) # p„rFf(A+) is defined.
3. F f ( A) =  F f { A - ) # p_I F?(A+).
Proof. Since F f  preserves unions, we have F f ( A- ) =  F f  (d~AU Ax) =  F f (d ~ A) U F f ( Ai) 
and F f { A+) =  Py(d+AUA2U- ■ *UAn) =  Ff(d+A)UFf(X 2 )U - • -UFf{Xn). If d im F ^ A i) =  
j i  +  hi < p — / ,  then Ff(Xi)  is a maximal atom in d~_TF f ( A) by Theorem 1.4.16; 
hence F f  (A- ) =  Ff(d~  A) =  d~_jFf(  A) and similarly F “(A+) =  F “ (A); it follows easily 
th a t F “ (A- ) and F j (A+) are molecules and d^_jFf  (A- ) =  d~_jFf  (A+), as required. 
If F “ ( A) =  F “ (Ai), then As are not (u, 7)-projection maximal for s =  2, . . . , n ;  thus 
F j (As) =  F “(Ai H As) C F j1 (djAi) =  dJ_jFj (Ai) =  d*_jFf  (A); it follows easily tha t 
F “ (A+) =  F “ (dJA) =  dp_jF“(A); it is also evident th a t F f ( A- ) =  F “(Ai) =  F “(A); 
therefore Ff(A~)  and F f  (A+) are molecules and d^_jFf  (A- ) =  df_[F f ( A+), as required. 
In the following proof, we may assume that d im F “(Ai) > p — I  and F f { A) has at least 
two distinct maximal atoms.
Let
q =  max{dim(/i f] p1) : p  and p! are distinct maximal atoms in F f ( A)}.
It is clear th a t q <  p — I  by the choice of p. Let p — ^ [m , r] x wJ[n, a;] be a maximal 
atom in F f (  A) distinct from F f  (Ai). If d im (Fj,(Ai) fl p) < p — I,  then it is easy to see 
th a t Ff(Xi) D p  C d^_IFf(Xi)  n  df_rp  by the construction of molecule F f (  A) in v 1 x w 1  
(Theorem 1.3.7). Suppose that dim(Fr“(A1) (1 n) = p - 1. Then there is a maximal atom 
X' =  u[i’: a'] x v[j\fi ']  x wlk'^e1] in A such tha t F “ (A') — p. If i± < i' and j i  < j f  then
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ii =  I  by the choice of p, a  1 — — when %i < i' by the definition of natural order and 
k' < ki by condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes; hence fix =  — (—)J by the 
sign conditions for Ai and A' or by the definition of natural order; thus to — e' =  (—)/+J1 
by the sign condition for Ai and A'; it follows easily th a t F f  (Ai) Dp  C dp_IF f (X i )D df_ Ip. 
If <  i1 and j i  > then it is easy to see tha t i\ = / ,  r  = fi' =  (—)7 and eq =  — (—)/+7n 
by the sign condition for pairwise molecular subcomplexes or the definition of the natural 
order; it follows easily tha t Ff(Xi) D p  C  d+_TF f ( Ai) n  df_Tp. If h  >  i f  then, by an 
similar argument, one can get F f ( Ax) D p  C dp_IFf(Xx) n  d~_rp. We have now shown 
th a t FfiXf)  fl p  C dp_jF f( \ i )  n  d~_Tp  for every maximal atom p  in F f ( A).
Moreover, we have jF“ (A- ) =  d~_TF f ( A) U F f ( Ai) and
F f ( A +) =  dp_jFf{A) U [ J {p \ p  is a maximal atom in F f ( A) with p ^  F f ( Ax)}
(Notice th a t it is possible tha t F f  (A+) =  dp_TFf(A)).  It follows from Theorem 1.4.13 
th a t ^ “ (A- ) and F f ( A+) are molecules in v1 x w / , d^_TF f  (A- ) =  d~_TF f ( A+) and 
F f ( A) =  F f ( A ~ ) # p- i F f ( A +), as required.
This completes the proof.
□
L em m a 2.7.7. Let p >  J  and let Ai be a (u, J)-projection maximal atom. Then
1 . F j (A~) and F}(A+) are molecules in u  x w J.
d;_ jF}(A” ) =  d~_jF}(A+), hence F ] ( A ~ ) ^ p_jF](A+) is defined.
3. F S ( A ) = F S { A - ) # P- JFS(A+).
Proof. Since F f  preserves unions, we have F}(A~)  =  F f ( d f  A  U Ai) =  F f ( d f  A) U Ff(Xi)  
and F j ( A +) =  Ff(d+A  U A 2 U - U A J  -  FJ(d+A) U F}(  A2) U ■ • • U F f (  An). If 
dim.Fj(Ai) =  ii +  /ci <  p  — J ,  then it is evident tha t F}(A~) = F f ( d f  A) =  d f_ jF}(A) 
and T j(A +) =  Fj?(A); it follows easily th a t FJ(A~) and T j(A +) are molecules and 
dp_jT j(A _ ) =  d“_Ji 7j(A +), as required. If F f ( A) =  jFj(Ai), then As are not (u, J )- 
projection maximal for s  ^  1; thus FJ(Xs) =  F f (Ai fl As) C .Fj(d+Ai) =  dp_jTj(Ai) =  
dp_jjPj(A); it follows easily th a t F](A+) =  Fj(d+ A) =  d£_jFj(A); it is also evident
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th a t F j (A ) =  F}(Xi) =  F}(A); therefore .Fj?(A ) and F f ( A+) are molecules and
), as required. In the following proof, we may assume tha t 
dim Tj(A i) >  p — J  and F f ( A) has at least two distinct maximal atoms.
Let
q — max{dim(^ D p') : p  and p! are distinct maximal atoms in Ff(A)} .
It is clear th a t q <  p — J  by the choice of p. Let p  =  u[l, a] x w J [n, oj] be a maximal atom 
in Ff(A)  distinct from Ff(Xi).  If dim (i7j(A i) fl p) < p — J,  then it is easy to see tha t 
Fj(Xi)r\p  C dp_jFf  (Ai) f]df_jp  by the construction of molecule F f (  A) in u x w J (Theorem 
1.3.7). Now suppose th a t dim (^j(A i) D p) =  p — J . Let A' =  u[l,a] x v[jf(3'] x w[n,oj\ 
be the (u, J)-projection maximal atom in A such tha t F}(X') = p. Then dim A' > p. 
We can also see th a t m in jA ,/}  = J  by the choice of p and A is adjacent to A'. Since 
F j ( A) is a molecule in u x w J , we have i\ f=- I and k\ /  n. If A <  Z, then — and 
ki >  n; it follows from the sign condition for Ai and X' th a t u  =  (—)*1+J which implies 
tha t ^ ( A i )  D p  C dp_jFf(X  i) fl df_jp.  Similarly, if i\ > Z, then cri =  -f and k± < n\ 
it follows from the sign condition for Ai and X' tha t £i — —{—)l+J which implies tha t 
F](M)  n ^ c  d+_jF}{ AO n
Moreover, we have Ff(A~)  =  d f_ jF f ( A) U F}(Ai) and
Fj(A +) =  d+_J^ ( A ) u U { /i : Mis a maximal atom in FJ(A) with p=f F](Ai)}.
According to Proposition 1.4.13, we can see tha t Ff(A~)  and F f ( A+) are molecules in 
u x w J , d+_jFJ(A” ) =  d~^JJPJ(A+) and FJ(A) =  Fy(A_)#p_j.Fj?(A+), as required.
This completes the proof.
L em m a 2.7.8. Let p >  K  and X\ be a (w, K)-projection maximal atom. Then
1 . Ffl(A“ ) and Fj£(A+) are molecules in u  x v.
2 . d+_KFg(A~)  =  d~_KF%(A+), hence F%(A ~)#p_jC.Ffr(A+) zs defined.
3. Fg{A) =  ^ ( A - ) # P„JCF^(A+).
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Proof, The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7.7.
□
P ro p o s it io n  2.7.9. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then
1 . A" and A+ are pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
2. A~ =  d~A+, hence the composite A~ # pA+ is defined.
3. A  =  A ~ # PA +.
Proof. If Ai is not a (v , J)-projection maximal atom in A, then it is easy to see tha t 
Fj(A~) — F](d~A)  and FJ(A+) =  F f ( A) by the choice o fp  and Lemmas 2.7.4 and 2.7.5; 
hence F}(A~) and F]{A+) are the empty set or molecules in u x w J. Similarly, if Ai is not 
(Aa, /)-projection maximal atom in A, then Ff(A~)  and F f ( A+) are molecules in v 1  x w 1  
or the empty set; if Ai is not (w, K )-projection maximal atom in A, then Fj^(A“ ) and 
Fjf(A+) are molecules in u x v or the empty set.
According to the above argument and Lemmas 2.7.6 to 2.7.8, we can see tha t F f ( A- ), 
F f ( A+), F j ( A- ), F}(A+), Fk(A~)  and F$(A +) are molecules in the corresponding co- 
complexes or the empty set for all I ,  J  and K.  Thus A-  and A+ are pairwise molecular. 
Now, if p > J  and Ai is not (n, J)-projection maximal, then Fj(d+A~)  =  
A -) =  d p j F ] ( d - K ) )  =  d~p_jF]{k)  =  A+) =  J7(d£A +); if p < J,  then
Fj(d+A~)  =  0 — FJ(d~A+). It follows from Lemmas 2.7.6 to 2.7.8 and Propositions 
2.5.7 to 2.5.9 tha t F?(d+A~) = F f ( d ; A+), Ff(d+A~) = F f (d~A+) and F%{d+A~) = 
Fjf(d~A+) for all I , J  and K,  By Lemma 2.1.7, we can see tha t d+A~ = dp A+. Hence 
A ~ # PA+ is defined. Clearly, we have A =  A-  U A+ . Therefore A =  A“ # PA+.
This completes the proof. □
We have now proved tha t a pairwise molecular sub complex A in u x v x w  can be 
decomposed into pairwise molecular subcomplexes A =  A“ # PA+. It is evident th a t this is 
a proper decomposition. By induction, we can see tha t A can be eventually decomposed 
into atoms. Thus A is a molecule. So we get the proof for Theorem 2.7.1.
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C hapter 3 
C onstruction  of M olecules in the  
P roduct o f Three  
Infinite-D im ensional G lobes
According to Proposition 2.2.1, the maximal atoms in a molecule of u x v x w  can be 
listed as Ai, A2 , . . . ,  Atf with Ar =  u x v^' x tujj such tha t j i  > • ■ • >  j n  and such tha t 
ir > v+ i when 1 <  r < R  and j r — j r+i.
In this chapter, we aim to construct molecules by listing their maximal atoms as 
described above. The point in this chapter is th a t this is easily achieved inductively. In 
more detail, let maximal atoms Ai, . . . ,  Ar be an initial segment of the list. One can easily 
determine whether Ai U ■ ■ • U Ar is already a molecule and determine the set of possible 
next maximal atoms Ar+i.
Throughout this chapter, the (w, J  +  l)-projection maximal atoms in a subcomplex of 
u x v x w  are called the lowest maximal atoms above level J . An atom with dimension of 
second factor equal to J  is said to be at level J , while an atom with dimension of second 
factor great than J  is said to be above level J. For the convenience of the statement, we 
allow J  to be —1.
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3.1 A nother D escription of M olecules
In this section, we give another description of molecules in terms of the second factor on 
which the construction of the molecules is based.
P ro p o s it io n  3.1.1. Let A be a subcomplex. Suppose that all the maximal atoms above 
level J  satisfy all the conditions in Theorem 2-4.1. Suppose also that all the maximal  
atoms at level J  together with all the lowest maximal atoms above level J  satisfy all the 
conditions in Theorem 2-4-L  Then all the maximal atoms above level J  — 1 satisfy all the 
conditions in Theorem 2-4-1-
Proof. Let A — u[z, a] x u[j, 0\ x w[k, e] be a maximal atom above level J. Suppose tha t 
A is not lowest above level J. Then j  > J  +  1 and there is a lowest maximal atom 
X' =  u[i\ a'] x v \ j ' } /?'] x w[k'} er] above level J  such tha t i' > i ,  J  <  j '  < j  and kl > k. Let 
fx = u[l, a] x v\J, r] x w[n, u>] be a maximal atom at level J. Note th a t there are no three 
pairwise adjacent maximal atoms as in the hypothesis of the condition 5 such tha t two of 
them are a t level J  and one of them is above level J  and not lowest, hence the condition 
5 is automatically satisfied by maximal atoms above level J  — 1. Now, it suffices to prove 
th a t A and (x satisfies the conditions 1 to 4.
The condition 1 for A and jx follows easily from the condition 1 for X' and jx.
To verify the conditions 2, 3 and 4 for A and /x, suppose th a t A and jx are adjacent. 
Then i > I or k > n. The arguments for these two cases are similar. We only give the 
proof for the case i > L
Suppose th a t i > I. Then k < n  by condition 1 for A and p  and k 1 =  k by the 
adjacency of A and (x. Hence e1 =  e by condition 3 in Theorem 2.4.1 for A and A' and 
the adjacency of A and /x. Moreover, we can see tha t i' > i by condition 1 for A and A'. 
Thus the condition 3 for A and fx is automatically satisfied (whenever i = I and a  =  — a). 
Finally, we can see th a t the conditions 2 and 4 for A and (x follow from the corresponding 
conditions for X1 and fx.
This completes the proof.
□
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The following proposition also characterises molecules in u x v x w .
P ro p o s it io n  3.1.2. Let A be a subcomplex. Then A is a molecule i f  and only if  the
following conditions hold for every non-negative integer J:
1. For every non-negative integer J, all the maximal atoms u[i, a] x v [ j ,  (3] x w[k} e] at
level J , if  there are any, can be listed by decreasing i and increasing k.
2. Suppose that u[i, a] x v[j,/3] x is a lowest maximal atom above level J  and
u[l, cr] x v\m, t] x w[n,u)\ is a maximal atom at level J.  I f l < i ,  then n > k.
3. Let all the lowest maximal atoms Xs — u[zs,a;s] x v[js,j3s] x u;[^s,£s] above level J , 
if  there are any, be listed as Xi, • • ■, A $ by decreasing is and increasing ks; let all
the maximal atoms pt = u[lt><Tt] x v[mt,Tt] x w[nt,u)t] at level J,  i f  there are any,
be listed as pi ,  ■ ■ ■, p t  by decreasing lt and increasing n t .
(a) I f l < s < S ,  then there exists p t such that lt > is and n t > ks-\ .
(b) I f  lt > is and n t > ks- i  ( 1  < s < S), then rt =  —{ - ) taa s ~  - { - ) J£s- i ;  
i f  lt > i1} then rt = - ( - ) ila 1;
i f  rh > ks , then rt ~  - { - ) Jes ;
i f  J  is the greatest dimension of second factors of maximal atoms in A, then
Ti = - ■ • =  t t .
(c) Lf 1 < t  < T  and if  there is no Xs such that is > It and ks > n t - 1 , then 
tot-! = ~ ( - ) it+Jat .
(d) Suppose that nt < ks. I f  lt+i < is (1 < t < T) ,  or if  s =  S  and t  =  T, then 
0Jt  =  — ( — ) i s + J a s .
(e) Suppose that lt < is- I f  n t - 1  <  ks (1 < t  < T )  or if  s =  t = 1, then
=  - ( - ) l t+J£s •
(f) Suppose that i 8 = lt . I f  ks > n t - 1  (1 < t < T) ,  or if  s — t  = 1, then a s =  at .
(g) Suppose that ks =  nt- I f  is > h+i (I < t < T) ,  or if  s = S  and t  = T ,  then 
es = cot .
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(h) I f  1 <  t  < T  and is =  lt+i and ks = nt, then =  (jf+x or es — cot-
Remark. 1. By induction, it follows easily from condition 1 and 2 in the proposition that, 
for every integer J  less than the greatest dimension of second factors of maximal atoms 
of A, all the lowest maximal atoms n[zs,o:s] x v \ js,/3s\ x iu[/cs, £ j  above level J  can be 
listed by decreasing is and increasing ks, as required by the assumption in Condition 3.
2. By condition 3b in the proposition, if k  > is and nt >  ks, then t* =  — (—)i3a s; 
if lt > is and n t > ks, then rt — —(—)J£S. (Hence lt > is and n t > ks cannot hold 
simultaneously unless es — (— Ja s.)
3. It follows from the first part of condition 3b tha t £s_i =  (—)ls+Ja s which we have 
known from earlier part of construction.
Proof. Suppose th a t A is a molecule. Then A satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 2.4.1. 
We are going to verify all the conditions in this proposition.
Firstly, it follows easily from condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1 tha t, for every integer J , 
all the maximal atoms u[i,a] x v[j,{3] x w[k,e] at level J , if there are any, can be listed 
by decreasing i and increasing k, as required.
Next, suppose th a t u[it a] x v\j,j3] x iu[A;,e] is a lowest maximal atom above level J  
and u[l, cr] x v[m, r] x w[n, a;] is a maximal atom at level J . If I < i, then it follows easily 
from condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1 tha t n > k.
Finally, let all the lowest maximal atoms Xs = u[«5,q:s] x u [js,/?s] x iy[/cs,^s]j above 
level J , if there are any, be listed as Ai, • • ■, Xs by decreasing i s and increasing k8\ let
all the maximal atoms m  =  u[lt}crt] x v[mt,Tt\ x w[nt,LJt] at level J,  if there are any, be
listed as /^i, • • •, (jlt by decreasing lt and increasing n*. (These can be done by condition 
1 in Theorem 2.4.1.) We must verify conditions 3a to 3h. By the definition of lowest, 
it is easy to see tha t every pair of consecutive maximal atoms in the list Ai, • • ■, As  are 
adjacent.
3a Condition 3a follows from condition 4 in Theorem 2.4.1.
3b Condition 3b follows from conditions 2 and 3 in Theorem 2.4.1.
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3c Condition 3c follows from condition 2 in Theorem 2.4.1 since fit - 1  and jit are adja­
cent under the hypothesis of condition 3c.
3d Condition 3d follows from condition 2 in Theorem 2.4.1 since Xs and (it are adjacent 
under the hypothesis of condition 3d.
3e Condition 3e holds by an argument similar to the proof of condition 3d.
3f Condition 3f follows from condition 3 in Theorem 2.4.1.
3g Condition 3g also follows from condition 3 in Theorem 2.4.1.
3h Condition 3h follows from condition 5 in Theorem 2.4.1.
To prove the sufficiency, suppose tha t A satisfies all the conditions in the proposition. 
It is evident th a t the maximal atoms at the highest level satisfy conditions 1 to 5 in 
Theorem 2.4.1. Suppose th a t J  less than the highest level and all maximal atoms above 
level J  satisfy conditions 1 to 5 in Theorem 2.4.1. By induction and the proposition
3.1.1, it suffices to prove tha t all the maximal atoms at level J  together with all the 
lowest maximal atoms above level J  satisfy conditions 1 to 5 in Theorem 2.4.1.
Condition 1. By the conditions 1 and 2 in the proposition, condition 1 in Theorem 
2,4.1 is satisfied by all the maximal atoms at level J  together with all the lowest maximal 
atoms above level J.
Condition 2. By condition 3c in the proposition, a pair of adjacent maximal atoms 
at level J  satisfies condition 2 in Theorem 2.4.1. Let A5 be a lowest maximal atom above 
level J  and let (it be a maximal atom at level J. Suppose th a t As and (it are adjacent.
Case 1. If lt >  is and nt > kS} then condition 2 for As and fit is satisfied by remark 2 
after the proposition.
Case 2. Suppose th a t nt < ks. Then lt > is and, by the adjacency of As and (iti 
we have lt > is and Zt+1 <  is whenever t  < T.  Hence As and (it satisfy condition 2 in 
Theorem 2.4.1 by conditions 3a, 3b and 3d in this proposition.
Case 3. Suppose tha t lt < is. The argument is similar to the above case.
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This completes the proof tha t all the maximal atoms at level J  together with all the 
lowest maximal atoms above level J  satisfy conditions 2 in Theorem 2.4.1.
Condition 3. Suppose th a t (it and fit+ i are a pair of adjacent maximal atoms at level 
J . Suppose also th a t there is no maximal atom A =  u[i, a] x v[j, (3) x w[k , e] above level 
J  with i > lt + 1 and k >  n*, then conditions 3b implies tha t rt =  rt+1 , as required by 
condition 3 in Theorem 2.4.1.
Indeed, if lt+i > i\ or n t > k s , then it follows easily from condition 3b in the proposi­
tion tha t rt =  rt+1 , as required. If lt+i <  and n t < ks, then ki < n t and is < lt+i by the 
hypothesis, i.e., is < h+i <  h  and ki < n t < ks - Now let As be such th a t < lt+ 1  <  is. 
Then ks < n t by the hypothesis. So we have lt > k+i > is+i and nt+i > n t > ks. So by 
condition 3b in the proposition, it is easy to see tha t r* =  Tt+1 , as required by condition
3 in Theorem 2.4.1.
To finish the proof of condition 3, let As be a lowest maximal atom above level J  and 
^  be a maximal atom at level J. If is = lt , or if ks = kt , then As and (it are adjacent. 
Therefore, by conditions 3f and 3g in the proposition, it is evident th a t condition 3 in 
Theorem 2.4.1 hold for As and (it .
Condition 4. By conditions 3a in the proposition, it is evident th a t condition 4 in 
Theorem 2.4.1 is satisfied by a pair of adjacent maximal atoms at level J  since they 
are consecutive in the list of lowest maximal atoms above level J  — 1. Now if As is a 
lowest maximal atom above level J  — 1, and if As and jit are adjacent, then As and (it 
are consecutive in the list of lowest maximal atoms above level J  — 1. So, similar to the 
above case, the condition 4 in Theorem 2.4.1 holds for Afl and (it . Suppose th a t As is not 
the lowest maximal atom above level J  — 1. Suppose also th a t lt < is. Then n t > ks. 
In this case, there must be a maximal atom (j! =  u[lf}al] x v[m!,t'] x  w[n',u)'} at level J  
such th a t n’ =  ks. Hence I' > is. It is evident tha t (j! and (it are adjacent. Since we have 
known th a t condition 4 in Theorem 2.4.1 holds for fi1 and fit , we can see tha t condition
4 in Theorem 2.4.1 hold for As and (it . If n t < ks, then we can see th a t condition 4 in 
Theorem 2.4.1 holds for As and jit by a similar argument.
Condition 5. By condition 3h in the proposition, condition 5 in Theorem 2.4.1 is
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satisfied by all the maximal atoms at level J  together with all the lowest maximal atoms 
above level J.
This completes the proof.
□
We can now characterise the sets of maximal atoms in molecules of u x v x w.
Let r i b e  a finite and non-empty set of atoms in u x v x w. For a fixed integer J, 
An atom u[i, cu] x v[j, p] x above level J  in A  is lowest above level J  if there is no
atom u[il, a ’] x v[j' , fi’] x w lk^e1] in A  with i' > i ,  J  < j 1 < j  and k' > k.
Suppose th a t there are no distinct atoms u[i, a] xv[j ,  P] xw[k,  e] and u[i', o;7] xv[j' ,  P'] x  
w[kr, er] in A  such tha t i < i1, j  < j r and k < kf. Let A be the union of atoms in A.  Then 
it is evident th a t the maximal atoms in A are exactly the atoms in A.  Moreover, it is 
easy to see that, for every integer J  with J  > —  1, an maximal atom in A is lowest above 
level J  in A if and only if it is lowest above level J  in A.
P ro p o s it io n  3.1.3. Let A  be a finite and non-empty set of atoms i n u x v x w .  Then A  
is the set of maximal atoms in a molecule i f  and only if the following conditions hold for 
every non-negative integer J:
1 . For every non-negative integer J , all the atoms w[z,ct] x v[j ,p\ x  w[k,e] at level J  
in A ,  if  there are any, can be listed by decreasing i and increasing k.
2 . Suppose that u[i,a] x v[j,p] x  is a lowest atom above level J  in A  and 
u[l, a]  x  v[m, t ] x  w[n,co] is an atom at level J  in A. I f  I <  i, then n >  k.
3. Let all the lowest atoms Xs =  u[A,ais] x v[js,Ps\ x  u;[A;s,e s] above level J  in A ,  if  
there are any, be listed as Xi, • • •, X$ by decreasing is and increasing ks; let all the
atoms jit =  it|If, o’*] x v[mt ,Tt] x u)[nt,cot] at level J  in A ,  if  there are any, be listed
as pi,  • • ■, {It  by decreasing lt and increasing n t .
(a) For 1 <  s <  S, there exists pt such that It > is and nt > &s_i.
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(b) I f  lt > is and n t > k8- i  (1 < s < S), then rt = - ( - ) lsa s = —(—)Je3~i; 
i f  h > h ,  then rt =  - ( - ) n Q!i;
i f n t > ks , then rt = ~~{~-)J£S;
if  J  is the greatest dimension of second factors of atoms in A ,  then Ti =  ♦ • • =  
Tt -
(c) I f  1 <  t  <  T  and if there is no Xs such that is > It and ks > n t- \ ,  then
Wt-1 =
(d) Suppose that n t < ks. I f  Zt+1 < is (X < t < T) ,  or i f  s = S  and t  = T,  then 
Ut ~  - ( - y s+JaS'
(e) Suppose that lt < is. If  n t - 1  <  ks (1 < t < T )  or i f  s = t  — 1, then 
crt =  - ( - ) it+J£s-
(f) Suppose that is — lt . I f  ks > nt- i  (1 < t < T),  or if  s — t  = 1, then a s =  <7*.
(g) Suppose that ks = n t . I f  is > Zt+i A < t < T) ,  or i f  s — S  and t — T ,  then
£s OJt ■
(h) I f  1 <  t < T  and is — lt+ 1  and ks =  nt, then a s = &t+i or es = cot .
Note: By induction, it follows easily from condition 1 and condition 2 in the proposition 
that, for every integer J  less than the greatest dimension of second factors of atoms in 
A , all the lowest atoms u[zs,o:s] x v[jSJl3s] x n;[A:s,e s] above level J  in .A can be listed 
by decreasing i s and increasing kSi as required by the assumption in condition 3 of the 
proposition.
Proof. Suppose th a t A  is the set of maximal atoms in a molecule A. Then an atom 
u[i,a\ x v\j,/3] x in A  is at level J  in A. if and only if it is at level J  in A;
u[i, a] xv\j ,{3\  xw[k,e]  is above level J  in A if and only if it is above level J  in A; while 
it[i, a] x v\j ,p]  x iy[fe, e] is lowest above level J  in A  if and only if it is lowest above level 
J  in A. So the necessity follows from the necessity part of Proposition 3.1.2.
Conversely, suppose th a t a finite and non-empty set A  satisfy conditions 1 to 3. It 
follows from condition 1 and 2 th a t A  is the set of maximal atoms in a sub complex A.
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As in the proof of the necessity, an atom u[i, a] x u[j, (3] x w[k, e] in A  is at level J  in A  
if and only if it is at level J  in A; u[it a] x v[j,/3] x ?n[A;, e] is above level J  in A  if and 
only if it is above level J  in A; while u[i,a] x v[j,fi] x is lowest above level J  in
A  if and only if it is lowest above level J  in A. Therefore the sufficiency follows from the 
sufficiency part of Proposition 3.1.2.
This completes the proof □
3.2 C onstruction  of M olecules
In this section, we propose an approach of constructing all the molecules in u x v x w 
based on Proposition 3.1.3. The justification will be given in the next section.
We start at the top level and go down.
First choose top level J  and a fixed sign /? associated with the top level; then choose 
a list of atoms of the form u[is, a s] x u[J, 0\ x w[ks, e j  for 1 <  s < S,  where S  >  1, such 
tha t ii > • • - > i§ and ki < • • • < kg and ea- i  =  —(—)ls+Ja s for s > 1.
For an integer J  with 0 < J  < J , suppose tha t the atoms above level J  are already 
constructed. Suppose also tha t the lowest atoms above level J  are rt[zs,a;s] x v[js,/3a] x 
u;[/cs, e j  with 1 <  s <  S  such tha t A >  • • • >  is and ki < • • • <  ks. By condition 
1 in Theorem 2.4.1, the atoms at level J , if there are any, can be listed as a sequence 
u[lt , a t\ x v[J,rt] x w[nt,Lot] with 1 < t  < T, where T  > 1, such th a t A >  • • • >  I t  and 
n\ < • • • <  nT .
We are going to give all possibilities for the sequence of atoms at level J .
We first determine the possibilities for the sequence (A, ^ i, * • • , h ,  nr)  working from 
left to right.
1. We now determine all the possibilities for A and n i.
We determine A as follows.
(a) If S  = 1, then there may or may not be atoms at level J; if there is a t least 
one atom at level J , then A >  0.
(b) If S  > 1, then there must be at least one atom at level J  and A > A-
For a fixed li, we determine ni  as follows.
(a) If l\ >  i\ and s s — (—)U+Ja s for every s, then ni > 0.
(b) If li >  and if there exists s such tha t es =  — (—Ys+Ja s, then 0 <  n\ < kSl,
where Si is the least s with es = — (—)Zs+Ja s.
(c) If li < ii and es — (—y s+Ja s for every s with s > 1, then n\ > k\.
(d) If li < and there exists s with s > 1 such tha t es ~  — (—)*S+JQ!S, then
ki < ni < kS2, where S2 is the least s with s > 1 and £s = —(—y s+Ja s.
2. Suppose th a t t 0 > 1 and th a t lt and nt for all t  < to are already constructed. We
are going to determine all the possibilities for ltQ and n*0.
We determine as follows. There are various cases.
(a) If nt0- 1  > ks and ito_i =  0, then there are no more atoms at level J .
(b) If n to~i > ks and lto - 1  > 0, then there may or may not be another atom at
level J ; if there is another atom at level J , then 0 <  ltQ < lt0-i-
(c) Suppose tha t nt0_i =  k s ■ Then there may or may not be another atom at level 
J . Suppose also tha t there is another atom at level J . If £s =  (—)ls+Jas,  then 
0 <  ho < ho-u  if £s =  ~ { - ) is+Jas,  then 0 < ltQ < is -
(d) If S  > 1 and k s - i  < n to- i  < ks, then there may or may not be another atom
at level J ; if there is another atom at level J , then 0 < k 0 < lt0- 1 -
(e) If S  =  1 and n^0_i < ki, then there may or may not be another atom at level
J ; if there is another atom at level J , then 0 < lt0 < ^0-i*
(f) Suppose th a t 1 <  s < S  and n to - 1  =  kB. Then there must be another atom
at level J. Moreover, if es = (—Ys+Ja s, then s^+i <  lto < lt0 ~i; if £s =
- ( - ) is+Ja s, then is+x < ltQ < is.
(g) If 1 <  s < S  and fc5_i <  n to_! <  kst then there must be another atom at level 
J  and ■'C ltQ
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(h) If S  > 1 and n to - 1 < ki , then there must be another atom at level J  and
^2 ^  t^o~ 1 *
For a fixed lto, we can determine n to as follows.
(a) If lto > ii and es = (—Ys+Ja s for every s, then nto >  n to_i.
(b) If lto > ii and there is s such th a t es = — (—)?5+ jQ!sj then nt0~i < n to < kS3,
where s3 be the least s with es = ~ ( ~ Y S+Ja s.
(c) If lto <  is,  then n to > m a x ^ - i ,  ks }.
(d) If S  > 1 and iSA < lto < iS4~i for some 5 4 , and if es =  (—)*s+,/a:s for every s
with s > S4 , then n to > max{/cS4„ lj n to_i}.
(e) If S  > 1 and iS4 < lt0 < iS4- i  for some 5 4 , and if there is s such th a t s > S4 and
£s — max{A:S4_i,n<0_i} < n to < kS5, where s5 is the least s
with s >  S4 and es = —(—Ys+Ja s.
This completes the construction of the sequence • • • ,
We now determine the signs at , Tt and a;t for each t.
We can determine rt for each t, as follows.
1. If lt > i\, then r* =  — (—)tlcui.
2 . If s > 1 and is < lt < is- 1 , then rt — — (—)isa s.
3. If It < is (in this case, we have n t > ks), then rt — — (—)JSs-
We now determine signs at and Ut for each t.
We first determine <Ti.
1. If li > ii, then <71 is arbitrary.
2 . If li — ii, then <j\ =  oq.
3. If h < ii, then cf\ — — (—
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We next determine Wt-i and at for 1 < t  <  T. Note th a t there can be at most one 
value of s such tha t is > lt and ks > nt- \  by the construction of It. There are various 
cases, as follows.
1. If there is no s such th a t is >  It and ks >  n t - 1 , then is arbitrary and at = 
— (~ ) li+Ju t - 1  for a fixed u t-i .
2. If there exists s such th a t is > lt and ks > n t - 1 , then cot-i = —( ~ y s+Ja s and 
o-t =  ~ ( - ) k + J £ s .
3. If there exists s such th a t is =  lt and ks > n t~i, then Lut - 1  =  —(—)l3+Ja s and 
a t ' ■ .
4. If there exists s such tha t is > lt and ks — nt- i ,  then u)t~i =  es and at =  — (—yt+J£s.
5. Suppose th a t there exists s such tha t is = lt and ks = n t- 1 . If £s =  (—)ls+JQ!s, then 
Ut- 1  is arbitrary and at = —(—)lt+Jut - 1  for a fixed u t- I f  s s = — (—)la+Ja s, then 
u t- i  = es and at = a s.
Finally, we determine u t -
1. If nT > k s : then ut  is arbitrary.
2. If ut  — ks,  then ut  =  £t -
3. If nT < k s , then ut  =  —(—)%S+Jas.
This completes the construction of all the possibilities for the sequence of atoms at 
level J. Therefore, by induction, we can construct all the molecules in u x v x w.
R e m a rk  3 .2 .1 . In a subcomplex as constructed in the last section, we verify tha t the 
perm itted value of lt and n t form non-empty intervals of integers for each t.
By the construction of atoms at level J , it is evident th a t a lowest atom above level 
J  and an atom at level J  satisfy condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1.
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1. It is evident th a t the perm itted value of li and ni  form non-empty intervals of 
integers.
2. In the construction of ltQ, it is evident tha t the perm itted values of lto form a non­
empty interval of integers in (c) part two and (f) part two. If ra*0_i <  k$} then we 
have lto- 1 > is >  0. Therefore the permitted values of lto in (b), (c) part one, (d) 
and (e) form a non-empty interval of integers. Finally, if s < S  and nto- 1 <  kS} 
then we have lto- i > is >  zs+i -f 1 by condition 1 for u[iBt ckJ x v[jsy (3S] x w[k81 es] 
and crto_i] x u [J,r] x u;[nto_i, ajio_i]. This implies th a t the perm itted values
of lto form a non-empty interval of integers in (f) part one, (g) and (h).
3. In the construction of n io, it is evident tha t the perm itted values of n to forms a 
non-empty interval of integers in (a), (c) and (d).
Suppose th a t lto > iSA for some s±. Suppose also th a t there is s with s > S4 such 
th a t €s = —(—Ys+Ja s. Let S5 be the least s with s >  54  and £s =  —(—y s+Ja s. 
We claim th a t n to - 1 < k S5 which implies th a t the perm itted values of n to forms a 
non-empty interval of integers in (b) and (e).
Indeed, since Z*0_i >  Z*0 >  iSi > iS5, we have n to~ 1 <  k S5 by the construction of 
lt0~i and 7it0_i. If 7iio_i =  kS5, then ltQ < iSb < iS4 by the construction of ^0; this 
contradicts the assumption on lto. Therefore we have ntQ- 1 <  kS5, as required.
Therefore, the perm itted value of lt and nt form non-empty intervals of integers for each
E x a m p le  3 .2 .2 . The the molecule in Example 2.1.5 is really constructed by the approach 
in this section. The construction of the example involves most of the above cases.
3.3 Justification
In this section, we prove th a t the construction in the last section indeed gives molecules 
in u  x v x w.
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L em m a 3.3.1. In a subcomplex as constructed in the last section, for every level J,  the 
atoms u[lt,(Tt] x v[J,Tt\ x with 1 < t < T  at level J  satisfy li > ■ • • > I? and
n i  <  ■ • • <  n r -
Proof  By induction, it suffices to verify tha t lto < k 0- i  and n tQ > n tQ- 1 in the construction 
of lto and n to.
In the construction of ltoi we have already required th a t lto <  Zto_i except in (c) part 
two and (f) part two. Now if n tQ- 1 =  ks for some s , then is < lto- 1 by the earlier part 
of construction (or, more precisely, by the induction hypothesis); hence lto < lto^i  in (c) 
part two and (f) part two, as required.
In the construction of ntQ, we have already required th a t ntQ > n tQ~ 1 in all cases.
Therefore, the atoms u[lt , a t] x v[J,rt] x w[nt,ujt] at level J  as constructed can be 
listed by decreasing lt and increasing nt for each level J , as required.
This completes the proof. □
L em m a 3 .3 .2 . In a subcomplex as constructed in the last section, all the atoms con­
structed satisfy condition 1 in Theorem 2.4-1- Hence all the lowest atoms u p s,a:s] x 
v[js, Ps] x w[kS: e j  above level J —1 can be listed such that i\ > • • • > is  and k± <  ■ • ■ < ks-
Proof. We first show th a t all the atoms constructed satisfy condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1.
It is evident tha t all the atoms at the top level J  satisfy condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1.
Suppose th a t J  < J  and th a t all the atoms above level J  satisfy condition 1 in Theorem
2.4.1. We are going to show th a t all the atoms above level J  — 1 satisfy condition 1 in 
Theorem 2.4.1.
It follows from the Lemma 3.3.1 tha t a pair of atoms at level J  satisfy condition 1 in 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let u[i, a] x v[j, p] x w[k, e] be an atom above level J  and u[l, cr] x v\J, oj] x 
w[n,uj] be an atom at level J. If a] x v[j,p] x is lowest above level J , then it
is evident th a t u[i,a] x v[j,p\  x io[fc,e] and u[Z, cr] x v[J,cv] x w[n,co] satisfy condition 1 
in Theorem 2.4.1 by the construction of atoms at level J.  If up, a] x v[j}P] x w[k,e] is 
not lowest above level J , then there is a lowest atom u[i',a'] x ufp',/?7] x w[k',el] above 
level J  with i' > i, j 1 < j  and k' > k] hence condition 1 for u[i,a] x v[j,P\ x w[k,e] 
and up,cr] x v[J,oj] x w[n,w] follows easily from condition 1 for u[z, a] x v[j ,p\  x w[k,e]
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and up, cr] x t>[J, w] x tu[n, o>]. Thus all the atoms above level J  — 1 satisfy condition 1 in 
Theorem 2.4.1.
Therefore, all the atoms satisfy condition 1 in Theorem 2.4.1.
Now let up, a] xv[j ,  p]xw[k, e] and up', a ']xv[ j f  p ']xw[kl, s'] be a pair of lowest atoms 
above level J. By the definition of lowest, we have i i' and k ^  k1. Moreover, it follows 
easily from condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes for up, a] x v[j,p] x  w[k,e] 
and up', a'] x u [ / ,  /?'] x w[k', s'] tha t i > i1 if and only if k < k'. Hence all the lowest atoms 
u p s,o:J x v[js, p s] x  u /p c^sj above level J  can be listed by decreasing is and increasing 
ks, as required. □
L em m a 3.3.3. In a subcomplex as constructed in the last section, let all the lowest 
atoms u p s, d j  x v[js, p s] x  £s] above level J  —1 be listed such that ii > • • • > ig and 
k\ < • • • <  k§. Then m in{js_i, j s} = J  and s s_i =  -~-(--)is+,7d s for every 1 < s < S.
Proof  Let u p s_ i,d s_i] x u [p s_ i,^ s_i] xuj[^s- i ,£ s-i] and u p s, a s] x  v[js, p s] x  w[ks, s s] be 
a pair of consecutive lowest atoms above level J — 1 . We first show th a t min{ j s~ i , j s} — J-
Indeed, suppose otherwise th a t m in{js- i ,  j s} > J • Then we can see th a t ups_i, d 5_i] x 
u[7s_i, x u;[A:s_i, es_i] and u p s, d s] x v[js, p s] x  u;p;s, s j  are lowest atoms above level 
J  and they are consecutive in the list for lowest atoms above level J . It follows from the 
construction tha t there is an atom u[l,cr] x v[J, p] x w[n, u>] at level J  with I > i s and 
n > Ais-i- Since u p s_i, d s_i] x u [js_i, p s_i]xw[ks-i ,  s s_i] and u p s, d s] x u [ ;s, f}s] xu;[^s,4 ]  
are lowest atom above level J  — 1, we have is- i  > I > is and ks- i  < n  < ks. This 
contradicts the assumption tha t ups_i, d s_ J  x u[ps_i, p s~i] x rupc^ijSs-i] and u p S3 d s] x 
v [jsiPs] x u>[fos,s s] are a pair of consecutive lowest atoms above level J  — 1.
Now we are going to show th a t s s_i =  — (—)®a+Jd B for every 1 < s < S. Note th a t 
either u p a_ i ,d s_i] x u[js_ i,/?5_i] x u>[fca_i, s s_ J  or u[zs,d s] x v[js, p s\ x  u ;fc ,e s] is an 
atom at level J  by the first part of the lemma. Now there are several cases, as follows.
If both u[is^ i , a s- i \ x v [ j s- i , p s- i ] x w [ k s- i , i s-i\  and up5, d j  x  v[js, p s\ x  u;[&s, s s] are 
atoms at level J , then, by the construction of the signs for atoms at level J,  it is evident 
th a t s s_i — — (—)ts+Jd s for every 1 < s < S, as required.
Suppose th a t u p s_i, d s_i] x v[js- i ,  /3fl-i] x u;pcs_i, ss_i] is an atom above level J  and
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u[zs, d s] x v[js, Ps] x w[ks, es] is an atom at level J. Then ups, d j  x v[js, p s] x w[ks, i s] = 
u[lt t crt] x v[J,Tt] x w[nt ,(jt] f°r some t  in the construction. If t  = 1, then we have 
u p a_i,ara_i] x u [js-i,/3s-i] x w[ks- u i s~i] -  upijOJi] x v \ ju pi] x ™[&i,£i] and £s_i =
— (—)is+Jds by the construction, as required. If t > 1, then it is easy to see th a t s > 2 
and u[5B_2,d B_2] x v[js- 2 ,Ps- 2 ] x iy[^a_2,e a- 2] =  « |V ij  crt-i] x u[J,Ti_i] x ^ [ 7^ - 1 , wt_ J
by the first part of this lemma; thus we have e5- i  — — (~ )l5+Jds by the construction of
signs, as required.
Suppose tha t « p a_i, d 5_i] x up's_i,/3s_i] x is an atom above level J  and
ups, d s] x up's, Ps] x w[ks, e j  is an atom at level J.  By an argument similar to the above 
case, one can also get ea_i =  — (—Ys+Ja s for every 1 <  s <  5, as required.
This completes the proof. □
By Proposition 3.1.3 and the remark after the statement of the proposition, it is easy
to see th a t every molecule can be constructed as above. Now we are going to prove tha t 
every sub complex of u x v x w constructed as above is indeed a molecule.
P ro p o s it io n  3 .3 .4 . Let A be a subcomplex whose maximal atoms are as constructed 
above. Then A is a molecule.
Proof. Let A  be a set of atoms as constructed above. It suffices to show tha t A  satisfies 
all the conditions in Proposition 3.1.3.
By Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, it is easy to see tha t conditions 1 and 2 hold.
Now let all the lowest atoms As =  u p a,ora] x v \ j s^ps] x iu[fta,e a] with dimension of
second factors greater than J  in A , if there are any, be listed as Ai, ■ ■ •, \ s  by decreasing 
is and increasing ks\ let all the atoms fit = u[lt ,o-t] x v[mt,Tt] x w[nt,u)t] with dimension 
of second factors equal to J  in A,  if there are any, be listed as ^ 1 , • ■ *, {It  by decreasing lt 
and increasing n*. By the construction of lt and nt for all t, we can see th a t condition 3a 
hold. Moreover, by the construction of signs at and tot, it is easy to see th a t conditions 
3c to 3h hold. To complete the proof, we need only to verify condition 3b.
Suppose th a t k  > is and n t > ks- i  (1  < s < S). Let s be such tha t i$ < lt <
i§—i- By the construction, we have rt =  If s = s, then rt — —(— =
— (—)ls[~ (“ )ts+J+1]£S“ i ~  — )j £s-i,  as required, since es_i — —(—)ls+J+1a s by Lemma
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3.3.3. Suppose th a t s < s. Then lt > i§ >  ■ • • >  is and n t > ks- i  > ■ • • >  kg. Hence 
£5 =  ( —)h+j QZs, • ■ ■} £ 3 - 1  — (—Ys~1+Ja s- i  by the construction of signs. It follows th a t
n  = - ( ~ Y ‘ai.
=  - { - ) i3{ - ) ' s+J£s 
=
=  - R R - i
=  —(—)’“a ,
as required by condition 3b.
The other parts of condition 3b can be seen easily from the construction of the sign 
rt for each t.
This completes the proof.
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C hapter 4 
M olecules in th e Product o f Four 
Infinite-D im ensional G lobes
In this chapter, we study molecules in the product of four infinite dimensional globes. 
Similar to the results for molecules in the product of three infinite dimensional globes, 
we are going to give some equivalent descriptions for the molecules in the product of four 
infinite dimensional globes. The discussion is in parallel to tha t in chapter 2. There are 
some new features because of the two ‘middle’ factors.
In this chapter, all the subcomplexes refer to finite and non-empty subcomplexes in 
the w-complex m  x u2 x n3 x u4, and all the integers refer to non-negative integers.
Recall th a t the ca-complex u1 is equivalent to the infinite dimensional globe u. It is 
easy to see th a t this equivalence induces an equivalence u x v x w to u1 x vJ x w K of co- 
complexes sending every atom u f  x v j  x wsk to (—)Jo:] x v J [j, (—)J/3] x w K[k, (—)Ke). 
Thus all the results for the molecules in the product of three globes can be generalised to 
the molecules in the product of three ‘twisted’ infinite dimensional globes u1 x vJ x w K. 
In particular, a pairwise molecular subcomplex in u1 x v J x wK is defined as the image of 
a pairwise molecular subcomplex i n u x ^ x y j  under the above equivalence of w-complexes 
and a sub complex of u1 x v J x wK is a molecule if and only if it is pairwise molecular. 
We are not going to make any more comments of this kind.
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4.1 T he D efin ition o f Pairwise M olecular Subcom ­
plexes
In this section, we define projection maps and give the definition of pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes of u\ x U2 x w3 x «4. Some proofs are omitted because the arguments are 
very similar to tha t in Chapter 3.
For an atom A =  u i[q , cq] x u2[i2,012] x 0:3] x u4[£4, 0:4] in ui x u 2 x u$ x u4, let
IInt(tt^:l[z2>ck2] x wj1 [£3,0:3] x U41 [£4,0:4]), when i i > h ;0, when j  < J.This gives a map sending interiors of atoms in iq x u 2 x us x u4 to interiors of atoms in 
uT2 x U31 x uff or the empty set.
Since interiors of atoms are disjoint, it is clear tha t the map Ff f  can be extended 
uniquely to a map sending unions of interiors of atoms in Ui[q, cq] x u 2 [i2, a 2] x ^[£3, a$] x 
u4[£4, ck4] to unions of interiors of atoms in u f  x U31 x uJ1 by requiring it union-preserving.
We can similarly define a map F ff  sending unions of interiors of atoms in u\ x u 2 x 
Us x U4 to unions of interiors of atoms in iq x us' X u42, a map F ^3 sending unions of 
interiors of atoms in iq  x u 2 x u3 x u4 to unions of interiors of atoms in ui x u 2 x u43 and 
a map F ff  sending unions of interiors of atoms in u\ x u 2 x Us x u4 to unions of interiors 
of atoms in iq x u 2 x u3.
It is easy to see tha t every atom in iq x u2 x us x u4 can be w ritten as a union of 
interiors of atoms. It follows tha t Ff f ,  F ^2, F ^3 and Ff f  are defined on subcomplexes of 
iq x u 2 x us x u4 and preserve unions.
We shall prove tha t Ff f  sends atoms to atoms or the empty set so tha t it sends 
subcomplexes to subcomplexes for every s. We need a preliminary result.
L em m a 4 .1 .1 . Let A =  tq[q ,a:i] x u 2 [i2 )a 2] x W3 [£3,0:3] x w4[£4, a 4] be an atom in iq  X
U 2 X U s  X U 4 .
1. I f  i\ +  i2 +  £3 +  U <  P, then df A =  A.
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2. I f  ii +  i2 +  z3 +  i i  > p, then the set of maximal atoms in dJX consists of all the 
atoms Ui[li,ai\ x u 2 [l2 ,cr2] x ^ 3 ^3 , 0 3 ] x w4 [/4 ,<t4] such that l± < i\, l2 < i2, h  <  3^; 
^4 £  Hi where the signs <t1; a2, a 3 and <j4 are determined as follows:
(a) i f l i  =  i 1} then 0 1  =  0 7 ; I f l i  < i\, then 0 7  =  7 ;
(b) if  l2 = i2, then a 2 =  a 2; I f  l2 < i2, then a2 =
(c) i f l 3 = i3, then cr3 = a 3; I f  l3 < i3, then a3 ~
(d) if  I4 =  i4 , then <r4 =  o;4; I f  I4 < z4; then 0 4  — (—)h+k+*a jm
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 .2 . Let A =  Wi[ii,aii] x u 2 [i2, a 2\ x ii3 [z3 ,a;3] x u4 [z4, er4] be an atom in 
Ui x u 2 x u 3 x U4 . Then
In particular, the maps Ff f ,  F f f ,  Ff* and Ff f  send atoms to atoms or the empty set.
Proof. The arguments for the four cases are similar. We only prove the second one. The 
proof is given by induction on dimension of atoms.
For an atom A =  07] x u 2 \i2, a 2\ x ifc3[«3, 0 :3 ] x it4[i4, a 4] in U \  x u 2 x u 3 x u4} if
when > Ip
when ii < Ip
when Z3 <  / 3;
nx[z1} 07] x u 2 [i2 , a 2] x u3[i3, o:3], when ?4 >  J4;
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dim A =  0, then ii = i2 = i3 = =  0; hence
W )
F j 2 (Int A)
Int(u![ii, a j  x w32 fe, or3] x u%[i^ 0 4 ]), when I 2 =  0 ;
ui[ii, aq] x U32 [«3 , ct3] x u ^[ i^  aq], when I 2 =  0 ;
when I 2 > 0
when I 2 >  0
as required.
Suppose th a t p > 0  and tha t the proposition holds for every atom of dimension less
atom. If i2 < I2, then it is easy to see th a t F j 2 (A) =  0, as required. If i2 > I2, then we 
have
holds automatically; so F j 2{ A) =  ni[ii,Qfi] x U32 [13 , 0 :3] x as required. Suppose
tha t i2 =  I 2. Then d7X is the union of atoms iti[Zi,<7 i] x u 2 [l2 ,o 2] x t/3 [Z3 , cr3] x 1x4 ^4 , <74] 
with li +  l2 +  I3 +  I4 =  P ~  1 such tha t
1 . if li — ii, then oq =  0 7 ; if h  = i\ — 1 , then cq =  7 ;
2 . if l2 =  i2t then a 2 = a 2; if l2 =  i2 — 1 , then <r2 =  (—)ll7 ;
3. if h  = i3, then cr3 =  aq; if / 3 =  z3 -  1, then cr3 =  ( - ) u+/27 .
4. if I4 — «4 , then £74 =  0 :4 ; if £4 =  it — 1, then 0-4 =  (—)u+^2+»3 _^
then p. Suppose also th a t A =  Ui[q, aq]x it2 [i2, 0 :2] xw3[i3) cc3] x u 4[i4, aq] is ap-dimensional
W )
= FTU2( I n tA U 0 -A u a +A)
D F ^ ( d + x )
D F j 2 {ui[i 1, 07] x u 2 [i2 -  1, ( - )h ]  x u 3 [z3, a 3] x u4 [z4, a*]) 
=  ui [q , 0 7 ] x ul2 [z3, a 3] x u [ 2 [«4, df4]
since u[i, or] x v[j — 1 , (—)l] x iy[A, e] is an atom of dimension p — 1 ; the reverse inclusion
1 0 1
It follows easily from the inductive hypothesis and Theorem 2.5.12 th a t F f 2 (d7 X) = 
$7 (ui[ii, g?i] x U32 [z3 )a 3] x U42 [i4, ck4]) for every sign 7 . Therefore
W )
=  F% (Int A) U F% (d-X)  U Ff f  (d+X)
=  I n t ( w i[ i1} « i ]  x  U32[«3, a 3] x ^ 2[z4, o j )  U cki] x ul2[is, 0:3] x  u{2[U, ck4])U
d+ (w i[ ii , a 4] x  U32[z3,q;3] x  U42[z4 )a 4])
=  ui[ii,a;i] x U32 [«3 , a 3] x u42 [z4 , a 4], 
as required.
This completes the proof of the proposition. □
We now define the concept of pairwise molecular sub complexes as follows.
D e fin itio n  4 .1 .3 . Let A be a subcomplex of u\ x u 2 x u 3 x u4. Then A is pairwise 
molecular if
1. There are no distinct maximal atoms ui[ii, au] x u[i2, a 2] x u[i3, a 3] x u[i4j a 4] and 
u iK> a il x u \^ 2 i x “ 3] x ^ 4] in A suc^ ^ a t  ii < if±J i2 <  i'2  ^ is < i '3 and
U <  ^4 ■
2 . F j^(A) is a molecule in x x ^  or the empty set for every integer A.
3. F ; 2 (A) is a molecule in it4 x W32 x U42 or the empty set for every integer I 2.
4. F ^ 3 (A) is a molecule in x u 2 x U43 or the empty set for every integer / 3.
5. F f f ( A) is a molecule in x u2 x n 3 or the empty set for every integer / 4.
Note. The reason th a t a subcomplex satisfying the above conditions is said to be
pairwise molecular is made clear in the following Proposition 4.1.6.
One of the main result in this chapter is as follows.
T h e o re m  4.1 .4 . A subcomplex in u\ x u 2 x u 3 x u4 is a molecule i f  and only i f  it is 
pairwise molecular.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .1 .5 . Let A be a subcomplex of u\ x u 2 x u,3 x u4. Then F ^ f T ^ A ) ]  =  
F ^ F ^ A ) ]  for all s and t with 1 < s, t  < 4 and s ^ t .
1 0 2
Proof. Let A be an atom in u\ x u2 x u3 x u4. It is evident from the definition that 
J ^ [ i^ (A )]  =  Fff [-F^(A)] for all 5 and t with 1 < s ,t  < 4 and s ^  t. Since Fff and F% 
preserve unions, we can see that FJ** [i^ 4 (A)] =  ^ [ - ^ ( A ) ] ,  as required.
□
For every finite non-empty sub complex A of u\ x u2 x u3 x U4, the sub complex 
F “‘ [F“‘(A)] =  F%[Fp( A)] is denoted by f££*(A ).
P ro p o sitio n  4 .1 .6 . Let A be a subcomplex of ui x u2 x u3 x u±. Then A is pairwise 
molecular if and only if the following conditions hold.
1 . There are no distinct maximal atoms ui[ii, oq] x u2[i2i CK2] x ^3^35 ^3] x ^4^4, <*4] and
qiJl] x 142^ 2) ^2] x x in A such that i± <  i'l} i2 < i2, is < i3
and Z4 < 24.
2 . IfFjf(A) =£ 0 , then Fff (A) satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes 
in u t2 x W31 x W41 ■
3 . If Fj*(A) 7^  0 , ihen i ^ 2(A) satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes 
in u\ x ul3 x u j .
4 . If F j  (A) 7^  0 , £hen  F ^ 3 (A ) satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes 
in Ui x u2 x w j .
5 . IfF?;(A) 0 , then Fff( A) satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes 
in Ui x u2 x u3-
6. Fjfj^{A) is a molecule in ul1+l2 x ull+l2 or the empty set for every pair of integers 
Ii and I2.
7. F^j“3 (A) is a molecule in u2 x ul1+l3 or the empty set for every pair of integers Ii 
and J3.
8. Fj*f44 (A) is a molecule in uT2 x u^ 1 or the empty set for every pair of integers I\ 
and I4.
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9. Ff*j*  (A) is a molecule in Ui x u ^ +Is or the empty set for every pair of integers I 2 
and I s .
1 0 . A) is a molecule in u\ x u %2 or the empty set for every pair of integers I 2 and
h -
1 1 . Ff*f4 4 {A) is a molecule in U\ x U2 or the empty set for every pair of integers / 3 and
h -
Proof. Suppose that A is pairwise molecular. Then Ff f (A) is a molecule or the empty 
set for every s. It follows from definition of F f f ^  and Theorem 2 .1.6 that conditions 1 
to 11 hold.
Conversely, suppose that A satisfies condition 1 to 11. By the definition of F ^ff^  , we 
can see that F ff [Fff (A)], Ff f  [FJ*4(A)] and Ff^[Ff 4 (A)] are molecules in the corresponding 
(twisted) products of two globes or the empty set. Since Ff f (A)  satisfies condition 1 for 
pairwise molecular subcomplexes, it follows from Theorem 2 .1.6 that F^4(A) is a molecule 
in Ui x U2 x us or the empty set. Similarly, we can prove that F f 4(A), F f 4 (A) and F f f ( A) 
are molecules in the corresponding (twisted) product of three globes or the empty set. 
This shows that A is pairwise molecular, as required.
This completes the proof. □
We end this section by a proposition which is used later in this chapter.
P rop osition  4 .1 .7 . Let A and Ar be subcomplexes ofui  XU2XW3XU4 satisfying condition 
1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  F ff  (A) =  F ff  (A') for every s and every I s with 
1 <  -5 <  4, then A = A1.
Proof. It suffices to prove that A and A' consists of the same maximal atoms.
Let ui[A>an] x x ^3[^3j ^3] x ^4^45^4] be a maximal atom in A. It is easy
to see that wi[*i,o;i] x U2[i2>a&] x «3 [*3,0:3] is a maximal atom in Ff44(A) =  Ff44 (Af). 
Thus A 1 has a maximal atom ui[A,o;i] x «2 [*2,0*2] x ^3 [*3,0*3] x U4[£4, 04] with i'A > £4. 
Since ui[£i,a:i] x u2[22,«2] x **3[*3>0:3] <j- Fif+i(A) =  Fff+1(A'), we have iA =  i4. One can 
similarly get a maximal atom ui[£i, ai] x u2[?2, a 2] x u3[z3, ckJ] x u4[£4, a 4] of A1. It follows
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from condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes that a'A =  0:4 and ofz =  a 3. This 
shows that ai] x n2[«2, <^2] x ^3^3, a 3] x u±[i^0:4] is a maximal atom in A'.
Symmetrically, we can see that every maximal atom in A' is a maximal atom in A. 
This completes the proof that A =  A1. □
4.2 M olecules Are Pairwise M olecular
In this section, we prove that molecules in % x ii2 x m3 x «4 are pairwise molecular. 
The argument is different from that in section 2 of chapter 2. We show that F ff  sends 
molecules to molecules or the empty set for every value of s without introducing (see 
section 2 of chapter 2).
We first show that molecules satisfy condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
P ro p o sitio n  4 .2 .1 . In a molecule ofui x n 2 x u 3 xr^, there are no distinct maximal atoms 
ai] x n2[i2, or2] x u3[i3: a 3] x 1*4^ 4, a 4] and ui[i[, cti] x u2[ir2, Oi2] x u3[ir3, otg] x u±[i'Al 04] 
such that is < i's for all 1 < s < 4 .
Proof. Suppose otherwise that there are maximal atoms A =  x x
u3[z3, a 3] x ii4[z4, CK4] an(i  A' — ui[i'1} a'J x u2[i2, a'2] x u3[i3, c/3] x 114^ 4, CK4] in the molecule 
with A ^  A' such that i3 < i's for all 1 < s < 4 . By decomposing the given molecule, one 
can get composite of molecules A # nA' or A '#nA such that A C A, A ^  A', A' C A1 and 
X <jL A. We may assume that the given molecule is decomposed into A #nA'. We now 
consider two cases, as follows.
1 . Suppose that n > i\ +  z2 +  i3 +  £4. Then, by Lemma 1 .4 .16, we have A C d+A =  
d~A' C A T h i s  is a contradiction.
2 . Suppose th a t n  < ii +  i2 4- i3 +  H- Consider the (natural) homomorphism F  : 
ui x U2 x u 3 x 114 —x Ui± x Ui2 x Uiz x m A. Since A # nA' exists, we know th a t F (A # nA') = 
F ( A) j f nF(A')  exists. On the other hand, one can see th a t x Ui2 x x uiA C F ( A) n  
F(A') C F{A) n F{A'). Therefore dim[F(A) n  F (A ’)] > h  + i2 + i3 + u  > n. Since 
dim[d+F(A)] <  n, one gets d+F(A) ^  F (A) f] F (A 1). This contradicts tha t F ( A # nA') =  
F (A )# nF (A !) exists.
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This completes the proof.
□
We next show that Ffs sends molecules to molecules or the empty set for every value 
of s. The arguments for different values of s are similar. We only give the proof for s =  2.
Lem m a 4 .2 .2 . Let A =  Ui[ii,cxi] x u2[i2,a 2] x u3 [i3) a 3] x ^4(24,0:4] be an atom in the 
u)-complex u\ x u2 x u3 x u4 and A, A' 6 A4 (ui x u2 X u3 x U4). Then
1. F “2 (A) € x u!i  x O  U {0};
a. I f  A#„A' is defined, then F % (A # nA') =  ^ (A J U F ^ A ') ;
3 . Fj*(A) ^  0 2/ and only if there is a maximal atom Wi[£i, cki] x  “ 2] x ^3^3, <23] x  
U4[z4, aq] in A swc/i that i2 > I2;
1d l_ iF f  2(X) when p >  I2 and i2 > I2}0 when p < I2 or i2 < I2;Proof. The proof of the first three conditions is a trivial verification from the definition 
of F ff . We now verify condition 4 .
If p < I 2 or i2 < I 2, then it is evident tha t Ff f (dJA) =  0 by the definition of F f \  
Now, suppose tha t p > I 2 and i 2 > I2. Then Fff(X)  = Ui[ii,o:i] x Ug2^ , ^ ]  x 
W42 [z4 , 0 :4]. By proposition 4.1.1, the set of all maximal atoms in d^X consists of all
Ui[Zi,(7 i] x u 2 [l2 ,a 2] x  u3 [Z3 , 0 3 ] x W4 P4 ,cr4] with ls < is for all 1 <  s <  4 such th a t
h F  h  + h  + h  = P, where the signs as (s =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4) are determined as follows:
1. If li =  A, then ct\ =  oti\ if h < ii, then ai — 7 .
2 . If l2 =  i2, then a2 =  a 2; if l2 < i 2, then a2 — { - ) hrT-
3 . If l3 =  is, then cr3 =  a 3; if Z3 < z3) then u3 =  ( - ) il+Za7.
4 . If Z4 =  24, then <r4 =  aq; if I4 < i4, then £74 =  (—
From this description and the formation of dp_l2(ui[ii, aq] x m32[z3, q:3] x  ^£2[^ 4, 0:4]) in u% x 
U32 x u42 (Theorem 2 .5 .12), it is easy to see that Fffidf A) =  dJ_l2Fff(A), as required. □
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L em m a 4.2 .3 . Let A be a molecule in u\ x u 2 x u 3 x n4. If A is decomposed into 
A =  A '#nA" and if Fff{A') ^  0 and i^ ^ A ')  ^  0 , then n > 12-
Proof. Let / j 22 : M (w i x u 2 x u 3 x n4) —» A4(ui x n j2 x n3 x u4) be the natural homo­
morphism of w-categories sending every maximal atom ui[ii, ori] x u 2 [22, £*2] x ^ 3 (^ 3 , CK3] x 
n4 [z4, o:4] in u\ x u 2 x n 3 x n4 with i2 < I 2 to iii[ii, ori] X u 2 [i2, o:2] x n 3 [2 3 , a 3] x n 4 [z4, ar4], and 
sending every maximal atom ui[ii, aq] x n 2 [i2, ck2] x u 3 [i3, ck3] X n4 [z4j a 4] in n 4 x n 2 x n 3 x n 4 
with i2 > I 2 to u i[ii, ai] x uh x  n3[^ 3, a 3] x  n 4 [i4, oq]. Then f f f ( A) =  / j / ( A ') # „ / “22 (A'') is 
defined. Thus d + /£ (A ') = d~fff{A!')  =  f f f (A' )  n  f f f (A") .  Since F«2 (A') ^  0 and 
Ff f (A")  ^  0, we know tha t there are maximal atoms A' =  ai] x ^ [z ^ c ^ ]  x 
143(13 , a y  x u 4 [24 , 0 :4] and A" =  c//] x ^KjCk?] x n 3 [2 3 , 0 :3 ] x n 4 [2 4 , 0 4 ] in A' and
A" respectively with i '2 > I 2 and i'J, > I 2 such tha t f f f (X' )  and f f f { \ " )  are maximal 
atoms in f f f ( A ’) and f f f (A")  respectively. If / / 22 (A') is not maximal in f f f  (A), then it 
is easy to see th a t there is a maximal atom in f f f ( A lr) containing f f f ( A7); it follows th a t 
n  >  dim d~ f f f  (A") = d im (/“2 (A') n  / £ ( A'1)) >  dim / “a(A#) >  I2. Similarly, if f% (A") is 
not maximal in f f f ( A), then n  >  / 2, as required. In the following proof, we may assume 
th a t both f f f ( A') and f f f (X")  are maximal in f f f (A) .  Now there are two cases as follows.
1 . Suppose that f¥f(X)r \ f f f { \n) ^  0 . Then it is easy to see that n > dim df  fff  (A1) ~  
dim(/]i22(A/) fl fff(A")) > I2, as required.
2 . Suppose th a t f f f ( A') Pi ///(A ") =  0, then we must have 2  ^ =  il{ ~  0, 23 =  23 =  0 or 
^4 =  i'i — 0. We may assume tha t i[ =  i'{ — 0. Thus a'x =  —a ’{. In this case, consider the 
natural homomorphism f ^ 2 : M ( u i  x  u 2 x  n 3 x u4) —y M (u G x  u j2 x t i3 x w4). It is easy 
to see th a t fo j 2 2 {A) and fo j 2 2 {A') are maximal in /o}2U2 (A). It follows th a t 23 ^  23 and 
i\ *  i'l and hence / « « (A') n  + 0. Since (A) =  f S g , W )#»IX % *(A ")
we can see th a t n  >  dim d + f ^ j ™2 (A;) =  d i m ^ j ^ A ')  fl f o j 2 2 (A")) >  h ,  as required.
This completes the proof. □
P rop osition  4 .2 .4 . Let Fff : M (ui x u2 x u3 x it4) —> C(u\ x u1^  x n42) be the map as 
above. Then
1. Ff f ( M( u i x u2 x u3 x U4)) C M.(ui x u32 x u1^ ) U {0};
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2. For every molecule A in u\ x u<i x u% x u$, we have
Proof. We are going to prove the first two conditions by induction and then prove the 
third condition.
By Lemma 4.2.2, it is evident tha t the first two conditions hold when A is an atom. 
Now suppose th a t q > 1 and the first two conditions hold for molecules which can be
can be w ritten as a composite of q atoms. Since q > 1, we have a proper decomposition
of less than q atoms. According to the induction hypothesis, we know th a t the first
proposition hold for A. There are two cases, as follows.
1 . Suppose th a t F f f ( A f) — 0 or Fff (A")  =  0. We may assume th a t Fff(A' )  = 0. In 
this case, we have Ff f (A)  = Ff f(A").  Thus F f f ( A) e  M ( u i  x ug2 x « J !)U {0} as required 
by the first condition. Moreover, if p ^  n, then
*/?(<? A)
=  F % (dlA .')U F % (<F pA")
rv_h F% (A") when p > I 2  and (A") j t  0,
0  when F ^ 2 (A") =  0  or p < / 2,
d l _ j F f f  (A) when p > I 2 and F% (A) + 0,
0 when _F^ 2 (A) =  0 or p < I 2,
0 when p < I 2 or F f f ( A) =  0.
3. I f  A f f nA' is defined, then
F ff  (A) # n- h F% (A') when F ff  (A) +  0 and F% (A') ^  0,
F% (A #„A') =   ^ F “2 (A') 
F%{ A)
when F%(A) =  0,
when F f f ( A r) =  0.
w ritten as a composite of less than <7 atoms. Suppose also tha t A is a molecule which
A =  A'ffnA"  such tha t A' and A” are molecules which can be w ritten as composites
two conditions hold for A' and A". We must show th a t the first two conditions in the
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as required by the second condition. Suppose tha t p — n >  I2. Then F^2 (d+A') = 0 . So 
Ff*(d~An) — 0. Hence, by the hypothesis, one gets F^2 (A") =  0 . Therefore F ^ 2 (A) =  0 
and Fj*(d7A) — 0 , as required by the second condition.
2 . Suppose th a t F ^ (A ')  /  0 and F ^ ( A n) ^  0 . By Lemma 4.2.3, we have n  > I 2- 
Since F% (A) =  F% (A') U F%(A") and
=  A')
=  F ^ (d ~  A")
=  d~_l2F ^ (A "),
we can see th a t F “22 (A ')# n_ftF^2 (A") is defined, and F “22 (A) =  A/“2 (A ')#„_/2F “22 (A"). So 
(A-) is a molecule, as required by the first condition. We now verify th a t A satisfy the 
second condition. If p < I 2, then F ^ id ^ k )  = 0, as required. If p = n  > I-2, then
^ rT (^ A )
=
=
=  (A);
and similarly we have F “*(d+A) =  d+_l2F;2 (A). If I 2 < p < n, then
fy («S A )
=  *?(< ?A ')
=  (A1)
=
If p >  I 2 and p > n, then
*?(<SA )
=  F% (d],A'#nd-yA")
= F ”2 (d J A ')u F “2 (^A ")
=  ^ _ ;!F “2(A ')U ^ _ /2^ ( A " )
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and
=  d i_h F%( A')
=  d~_h F%{ A")
=  K - , A - h F?;( A"), 
thus dp_l2F"*(A ')# n_7jdp_j2FJ*2 (A") is defined and
i ^ A )
=  < ?-/,*?  { m n~ i^P- h K 2 (A")
=  ^ - i J ^ ? ( A ') # n - / 2^ ( A " ) ]
Therefore A satisfies the second condition.
Finally, condition 3 can be easily verified by using condition 2  and the fact th a t F  
preserves unions.
This complete the proof.
In particular, we have th a t F ff  sends molecules to molecules in u\ x zz32 x u { 2 or the 
empty set.
We can similarly prove tha t F ff sends molecules to molecules in the corresponding 
(twisted) product of three infinite dimensional globes or the empty set for every value of 
s. Thus we have proved the main theorem in this section.
T h e o re m  4 .2 .5 . Molecules in u\ x U2 x u 3 x  U4 are pairwise molecular.
We finish this section by a property of molecules in U\ x u 2 x  tz3 x zz4. It can be proved 
from the results later in this chapter. But the proof here is also interesting.
P ro p o s itio n  4 .2 .6 . Let A be a molecule in « i  x  « 2 x  ^  x  u4. Let Ai =  ifci[«i,ci!i] x  
u 2 [i2 , a2] x  u 3[z3, a 3] x  n 4[z4, a 4] and X2 =  ui[iu  -gu] x  u 2 [i2, ot2] x  u 3[z3, a 3] x  zz4[z4, o 4]. I f  
Ai C  A and X2 C  A, i/zen there is an atom X' = Ui[i[, C/J x  u 2 [i2, a 2] x  u 3 [i3, a;3] x  u 4 [z'4 , aJJ 
in A zuzt/z z7 >  A =  z2 szzc/z that A7 D Ai a n d  A' D X2.
1 1 0
Proof. If A is an atom, then the required property holds automatically.
Suppose tha t the required property hold for every molecule which can be written as 
a composite of less than q atoms. Suppose also tha t A can be written as a composite of 
q atoms.
It is easy to see tha t there is a composite of molecules A i f f nA 2 with Ai C Ai and 
A2 C A2 such th a t both Ax and A2 can be written as composites of less than  q atoms. By 
applying the natural homomorphism f f f  : M (u \  x u 2 x n 3 x u4) —> x u 2 x us x «4)
of to-categories, one gets
C (  Ai #»A 2) =  / “'(A i)#™ /"1^ ) ) .
This implies th a t
/ “‘(A1 n A 2) =  / “‘(A1) n / “‘ (A2)).
Since / “‘(Ai) =  / “‘ (A2) C / “1( A i ) n /" ‘(A2 ) ) 1 we have / “'(Ai) =  # ( A2) C Z? 1 (Ax n  A2) .
It follows th a t A3 =  Ui[?i5 Pi] x u2 [i2, <*2] x [z3 , 0 :3 ] x u4 [i4, o;4] C Ai n  A2 for some sign p. 
Now if Pi ~  —a, then one can get an atom in A4 as required by applying the induction 
hypothesis on Ai and A3 in A4; if p\ — a, then one can get an atom in A2 as required by 
applying the induction hypothesis on A2 and A3 in A2.
This completes the proof. □
4.3 P roperties o f Pairw ise M olecular Subcom plexes
In this section, we study some properties of pairwise molecular subcomplexes in Ui x u 2 x 
us x u4. In the next section, we are going to prove tha t some of these conditions are 
sufficient for a subcomplex of ui x u 2 x u 3 x u4 to be pairwise molecular.
L em m a 4.3 .1 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of ui x u 2 x u$ x w4. Let 
^iIAl, Oil] x ^ 2 ^ 2 , <^2] x n 3 [z3, a 3] x w4 [z4, a 4] and ni[ii, a^] x u 2 [i'2, <^2] x ^ 3 ^ 3 5  a'3] x w4[«4, o:4] 
be a pair of distinct maximal atoms in A. I f i s — i’s and a s = — cd, for some 1 <  s <  4, then 
for every t  with t =L s, there is a maximal atom up li, ap  x u 2 [l2, <j2] x us[h, cr3] x u4 |74, <j4] 
in A such that ls > i s = i's, lt > min{A,*J} and ur[lr,a r] D ur[ir, a r] H ur[i’r, ot'r] for all 
r e  {1 , 2 ,3 ,4}  \  {s, t}.
Ill
Proof. Let A =  2x1(24, oi] x 2x2(22, ^2] x 2x3(23, CK3] x 2x4(24, 04] and A' =  2x1(21, o;^ ] x 2x2(22, ^2] x 
2x3(23, 0:3] x 2x4(24, 04]. The arguments for various cases are similar, we give the proof for 
s = 1 and t  = 4 . Let I4 =  m im lft,^} . Since A is pairwise molecular, we can see tha t 
ft*4 (A) is a molecule in « i x «2 x «3. Since F f f ( A) — 2x1(21,01] x 2x2(22,<*2] x ^3[^ 3? <^ 3] 
and ft^4(A) =  u i^ c ^ i ]  x 2x2(22 >0*2] x ^3 [23,03], it follows easily from Lemma 2.4.4 tha t 
there is a maximal atom 2x1 f t ,  oft x 2x2f t ,  02] x 2x3 f t ,  <73] such tha t li > ft =  ft, u2[l2, 02] D 
2x2(22,0:2] fl U2[i2,ot2] and ta3[Z3, C3] D 2x3(23, 0:3] fl 2x3(23,03]. Therefore A has a maximal 
atom iti f t ,  f t]  x 2x2ft,<72] x 2x3ft, f t  x 2x4ft, f t  such tha t ft > ft =  ft, 2x2f t , f t  ^  
2x2 f t ,  oi2] H u2[i'2, 0*2], f t  f t  <73] L) 2x3(23, 03] n  2x3[23, eft] and ft >  ft, as required.
This completes the proof. □
The following definition of adjacency for a pair of maximal atoms in a subcomplex of 
Ui x u2 x ix3 x 2x4 is inspired by Propositions 2.3.3 and 2.3.11.
D e fin itio n  4 .3 .2 . Let A be a subcomplex of u\ x u2 x 2x3 x 2x4. Let 1 <  s < £ <  4. A pair 
of maximal atoms 2x1(21, oq] x 2x2(22, f t  x 2x3(23, a 3] x 2x4(24,04] and 2x1(24, eft] x f t f t ,  a 2] x 
2x3(23, eft] x 2x4[24,aft] are (s, t)-adjacentif max{iS) ftl+m axft* , 2J} >  max{ft+2i, f t+ ij}  and 
if there is no maximal atom 2x1(71, /?i] x 2x2(72, f t  x 2x3(73, f t  x 2x4(74, ft]  with j r > min{2r , 2J.} 
for all 1 <  r < 4 such tha t m in{ft,ft} +  > min-fftjft} +  m inftt, 2J} and
min-jY,,, j s} +  m inftj, f t  >  min{ft, f t  +  m h f t f t f t .  A pair of maximal atoms 2x1(24, o j  x 
2x2(22, £*2] x 2x3(23, a 3] x 2x4(24, 04] and 2x1 [ft, Oj] x 2x2(2^ , oft] x 2x3(23, aft] x 2x4(24, aft] are adjacent 
if they are (s, t )-adjacent for all 1 <  s < t  <  4 such th a t max{iS!i's} +  m axjij, i(} > 
max{ft +  ft, i's +  ft}.
E x am p le  4 .3 .3 . Suppose tha t A =  2Xi[5,Oi] x 222(0,0:2] x 2x3(1,0:3] x 2x4(1,04] and /x =  
2x1 [0, f t]  x 222[5, f t]  x 2x3[1, ft]  x 2x4(2, ft]  are a pair of maximal atoms in a subcomplex. If 
A has a maximal atom v =  2x1 [1, £1] x 2x2(1, £2] x 2x3(2, £3] X 2x4(1, £4], then A and /x are not 
(1, 2)-adjacent.
The following proposition shows tha t the definition of adjacency is in consistent with 
tha t in Chapter 2.
1 1 2
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .4 . Let A be a subcomplex of u\ x u 2 x u3 x w4 satisfying condition 1 
for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. TTien a pair of distinct maximal atoms lAift, ai] x 
^ 2 ^2 3  CK2] x ti3 ^ 3 : CU3] x ua[U} ^ 4] and ^iK.> ai] a>2 [ Xw3 ^3 3  a s] x ^ iK ,  ° 4 ] are adjacent
if and only i f  there is no maximal atom u i[ j i ,f t]  x ^ [ f t j f t l  x ^ 3  [7*3 , ft]  x 144 [74, f t]  with 
j r > min{zr ,zj.} for all 1 <  r  <  4 such that
4 4
^ min{zr , z'}
7’=1 r = l
and
4 4
min{zr , zj,}.
r = l  r = l
Proof The proof is a straightforward verification from the definition of adjacency. □  
The concept of projection maximal can be defined in the similar way as th a t in chapter
2 .
Let A be a subcomplex of «i x « 2 x ^  x u4 satisfying condition 1 for pairwise 
molecular subcomplex. Let be a fixed non-negative integer. A maximal atom 
u ip i, cui] x U2 \i>2 3 Q!2] x 143 [13 , CK3] x 144 [£4, a j  in A is (ur, I r)-projection maximal if ir >  I r and 
there is 110 maximal atom uilft, f t]  x u 2 [i2, f t ]  x u 3 [z3, f t]  x zftz^, f t ]  such th a t IT < i'r < ir 
and i’s >  is for all s G {1,2,3,4} \  {r}.
Evidently, if a maximal atom A in A is ( u , p r o j e c t i o n  maximal, then F f f { A) is 
maximal in F f f  (A). Conversely, for every maximal atom p  in Ff f  (A), there is a maximal 
atom p'  in A such th a t Ff f  (p1) = p. The following proposition implies th a t p' is actually 
(t4r, Ir)-projection maximal.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .5 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of U\ x w2 x « 3 x u 4 and 
A be a maximal atom in A. Let 1 <  r  < 4. Then A is (ur> Ir)-projection maximal if  and 
only if  Ff f (X) is maximal in F f f ( A).
Proof. The proof is similar to tha t in Proposition 2.3.5. □
L em m a 4.3 .6 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex in U] x «2 x w3 x 144. Let 
A =  ui[zi, eft x i42[i2 , <*2] x ^3 [f t <*3] x M f t  ^4] and p  =  zftft, f t]  x u2[j2, ft]  x u3[j3, ft] x 
U4[j4, ft]  be a pair of (s, t)-adjacent maximal atoms in A for some 1 <  s < t <  4 . I f i s > j s
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and i t < j t , then for r E {1, 2,3,4} \  {s, t} there is a pair of (s^t)-adjacent and (ur , I r)~ 
projection maximal atoms x x 113^ 3 , CK3] x u^fi'^ a!f[ and « ib ij/?i] x
X ^ 3  >£3] x such that u s[j{s,P's\ = UsHstPs], «*K, oJ] =  ut [it , a t] and
min{£j,, j'r} = m in jv , j r}, where =  min{«r , j r}. Moreover, for f  E {1,2,3,4} \  {r, s, t}, 
if  s < f  < t, then m inlij,,^} =  min{if , ^V}.
Proof. Let A7 — uib'1 ,o;/1] x u ^ l2 i o ^  x ^ 3 ^ 3 , g/3] x 114(14 , 0 4 ] be the (ur , I r)-projection
maximal atom such th a t i's > is> i[ > it and i'f  > iT. Let p! — Ui[ji,P[\ x 112[7*2 >^2] x 
u 3 [fsiPs\ x be the (ur , I r )-projection maximal atom such th a t j'$ > j s, j[ > j t
and j t  > j'f . It follows easily from Lemma 4.3.1 and the adjacency of A and p  th a t A7 and 
p' are (s,i)-adjacent and th a t us[j',/%] -  us[js,Ps], ^ tK X ]  =  Hiin{z;,j7} =  Ir
and min{if, j t }  > min{?f , j f}.
Moreover, if s < f  < t, we show that min-fzj,,^} =  min{if, j f } by contradiction. The 
arguments for various choices of r, s and t are similar. We give the proof for s — 1 , 
t =  4 and r — 3 . In this case, we have f  =  2. Suppose otherwise that m in ]^ ,^ }  > 
min{i2,i2}- Then T^3(A7) and Ff^(p') are maximal atoms in Ff^(A). Note that Fff(X') =  
ui[A> a i] x ^2^2,02] x [14,014] and Fjg(p') =  uib'i,/?i] x x ua\3'ai P’a\- Since
Ff*(A) is a molecule in ui x u2 x U43, it follows from condition 4 in Theorem 2 .4.1 that 
there is a maximal atom ui[li,ai] x 112 [£2 >02] x ^ V a^ a] in ^ /J3(A) such that li > ji ,
l2 — m in l^ , j/,} — 1 ^  min{i2)j2} and £4 > i±. Thus there is a maximal atom v =
ui[ii,oi] x v,2[l2i&2] x W3[£3, CJ3] x U4[£4,(74] in A such that £3 > I3. This contradicts the 
assumption that A and p  are (1,4)-adjacent.
This completes the proof. □
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .7 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of ui x u 2 x u% x U4 . Let 
A =  ui[£i, cri] x u 2 [i2, ot2] x ^ 3 ^ 3 , 0 :3] x 114^ 4 , 0 :4] and A7 =  ui[i^  a^] x n2[«2j <*2] x M3 [£3 , ctg] x 
^ 4 ^4 , 0 :4] be a pair of distinct maximal atoms in A. I f  l < s < r < t < 4  and A and A7 
are (s, t) -adjacent, and if is > i*st min{£r ,ij.} > 0 and i't > it, then A has a maximal atom 
Ui[£i,cri] x u 2 [l2 ,o-2] x iA3 [£3 ,<J3] x w4[£4, <t4] such that ls > i[, lr — m in{v,ij.} — 1 , £t > it 
and If > m in{if , i'f }, where f  E {1,2,3,4} \  {r, s, t}.
Proof. The arguments for various cases are similar. We only give the proof for the case
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s = 1 , r =  3 and t  = 4.
Let Is — m in{?;33 4}- According to Lemma 4.3.6, we may assume tha t A and A' are 
(u3) A)-projection maximal so th a t F f f ( A) and i ^ 3 (A;) are maximal atoms in F ^ ( A).
Now F ^ 3 (A) =  x u 2 [A ,a2] x W43 [i4 , a 4] and F^(X' )  — a[] x x
n 43 [i4 ,o;4]. It is easy to see th a t Ff*(X) and jFJ*3 (A') are adjacent in F ^ ( A). According 
to condition 4 in Theorem 2.4.1, there is a maximal atom ui[A, <Ti] x  u 2 [l2, 0 2 ] x n43 [A, cr4] 
such th a t li > i;1} l2 =  min{i2 >i2} — 1 and A > A- This implies th a t there is a maximal 
atom u.i[/i,cri] x u 2 [l2 }a2] x  U3 ^3 ,tj3] x u4 [A,cr4] in A as required.
This completes the proof.
□
We also need to extend the concept of projection maximal to maximal atoms in 
U\ x u 2 x us x U4 with respect to two factors, as follows.
Let 1 <  s < t < 4. Let I s and A be fixed non-negative integers. A maximal atom 
ui[A, cki] x u 2 [i2 , 0 :2] x u 3[i3, a 3]x u 4[i4, <a4] in A is (usi ut] I s, It)-‘projection maximal if is > I s 
and it > It, and if there is no maximal atom ui[i[, c^] x u 2 [i'2i ^  x w3 ^3) ct3] x <*4] 
such tha t i's > I s and i't > I t and such tha t i'r > ir for all r  G { 1, 2, 3,4} \  {s,t}  and 
i'r > ir for some r  G { 1, 2, 3,4} \  {s , it}.
Evidently, if a maximal atom A in A is (us, up, A, A)-projection maximal, then Ff f j f ^X)  
is maximal in F f f ’^ ^A ). Conversely, for every maximal atom p  in F ^f,^ t (A), there is a 
maximal atom p! in A such th a t p') = p- The following Proposition implies th a t
p' is actually (us> ut; A, A)-projection maximal.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .8 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o f u i  x u 2 x u 3 x u 4 and X 
be a maximal atom in A. Let 1 <  s < t < 4. Then X is (us, up, I s, A )-projection maximal 
i f  and only if F^f™ (A) is maximal in (A).
Proof. The argument is similar to tha t in Proposition 4.3.5. □
L em m a  4.3 .9 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex in u\ x u 2 x u 3 x u4. Let 
X =  ui[A, a x] x u2 [i2, a 2] x u 3 [i3, a 3] x  u4 [i4, ctq] and p = Ui\ju /3i] x u 2 [j2, /A] x us[js, /A] x 
u4 [74,^ 4] be a pair of (s^t)-adjacent maximal atoms in A for some 1 <  s < t  <  4. I f
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is > js and it < jt> then there is a pair of (s,t)~ adjacent and (us,Ut; !§> It) -projection 
maximal atoms ui[i[,a[] x u ^i^o i'^  x x u4[z4,a:4] and u i[ jl ,(I'1] x u2[jr2,f3l2] x
^3[js, Psl x ui[j'^ Pi] such that P's] = us[js, j3a], ut[i't , a ’t] =  ut [it , ott] and m in { 4  jj}  > 
I s and m in {^ ,j|}  >  1%, where s and t are distinct elements in {1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } \  {s,t}  and 
Is — m in{is>js} and It = Moreover, if s < s < t, then min{it, j~} =  I s; if
s < t  < t, then m in{^, =  I j.
Proof. Let A' — Ui[i[, o^] x u2[i2, °41 x U3K» ^ 3] x °4] be the (u s> u t\ Is, /^-projection 
maximal atom such th a t i’s > is and >  2*. Let p1 =  x *^ 2 [j?2 j x ^3\j3 iP 3 ] x
uA\jiiPi] be the (ug} v>t\Is, /^-projection maximal atom such tha t j '  >  j s and j[ > j t . It
follows easily from Lemma 4.3.1 and the adjacency of A and p  th a t u s[jls, /?'] =  us[js, /?,], 
ut [i't , aj] — ckJ, min{zt, j'l} >  I s, min{zt j i j  > and A' is adjacent to p as required. 
The second part follows easily from the adjacency of A and p  and Lemma 4.3.7.
This completes the proof. □
P ro p o s it io n  4 .3 .10 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex in U\ x u 2 x u 3 x zi4. 
Then the following sign conditions hold.
Sign conditions: for a pair of adjacent maximal atoms oq] x u 2 [i2 > <^2] x 2*3 [23 , 0 :3] x 
n 4 [z4 , a 4] and Ui[ii,Q;i] x u 2 [i2 ,a 2] x ^ 3 (23, 0 4 ] x w4 [24 , 0 :4] in A, let lr = m in { v ,2/r} for 
1 <  r <  4.
1. I f  A and p  are (1,2)-adjacent, and if  A — A < i[ and I2 =  i 2 < A, then a!2 = 
~ ( ~ ) h ai;
2. I f  A and p  are (1 ,3)-adjacent, and if A = A < i[ and £3 =  i f3 < i3, then Og =
3. I f  X and p  are (1, A)-adjacent, and if  A =  h  < and A = i4 <  1 4 , then a 4 =
~ ( ~ ) h+h+l3 a i;
4 ■ I f  X and p  are (2 ,3)-adjacent, and if  A = i2 < i2 and l3 = i'% < i3, then a '3 ~
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5. I f  X and p, are (2 ,4)-adjacent, and if l2 ~  i2 < i2 and I4 = z4 < z4, then a '4 = 
- ( - ) i2+i3a 2;
6 . I f  X and jj, are (3,4)'-adjacent, and if  l3 — z3 < i's and I4 = ilA < z4; then a 4 =
Proof. The arguments for the above cases are similar. We only give the proof for case 3.
Let A =  ui[£i,a:i] x u 2 [i2 ,a 2] x u3[«3 ,a '3] x w4[z4,o;4] and X1 =  x u 2 [i'2 ^a!^ x
^ 3[^35 ^ 3] x ^ 4 ^ 4 ) °4] b 6 a Pair °f (1) 4)-adjacent maximal atoms in A. Suppose th a t z'x >  z4 
and z4 <  z4. Let m in j^ ,^ }  — h  min{z3 ,z3} =  Is. We must prove a'A =  — (—)l2 +l3 a i. 
According to Lemma 4.3.9, we may assume that A and A' are (u2, zz3; / 2, / 3 )-projection 
maximal atoms.
It is evident th a t F ^ 2J^(X)  =  ^ i[A ,ai] x ulf +is[z4, a 4] and (X') = u ^ , ^ ]  x 
n4+i3[z4, Q ]^, and they are maximal atoms in the molecule F£2£ 3 (A). Moreover, by the 
adjacency of A and A', we can see th a t Fffj ^ 3 (A) and A') are adjacent maximal
atoms in F ^ 2j™3(A). According to the formation of molecules in u x wl2+l3, we get o;4 =  
— (—)l2+lsoii, as required.
This completes the proof. □
4.4 A n A lternative D escription for Pairw ise M olec­
ular Sub com plexes
In this section, we give an alternative description for pairwise molecular subcomplexes of 
Ui x u 2 x us x u4, as follows.
T h e o re m  4.4 .1 . Let A be a subcomplex of u± x u 2 x n3 x u4. Then A is pairwise molecular 
i f  and only if
1 . There are no distinct maximal atoms zzi[zi, a i] x u 2 [i2 , 0 :2] x u3[z3, a 3] x zz4 [z4, a 4] and 
u\[i[, ai] x u 2 [z'2, c^y x tz3 [^ 3 , CK3] x zi4 [z4 , a 4] in A such that i± < i[, i2 < i‘2, is <  i's 
and z4 <  i'4 .
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2. Sign conditions: for a pair of maximal atoms Ui[zi,ai] x u2[i2, a 2] x zz3 [z3 , a 3] x 
«4 [z4 , a 4] and x u2[i'2,a'^  x ^ 3 ^3 5  <^3] x u4 [z4, aJJ in A, let lr =  min{zr ,zj.} 
for  1 <  r <  4.
(a) I f  X and p are (1 ,2)-adjacent, and if  lx =  ix < i'x and l2 — i'2 < i2, then 
« 2  =
(b) I f  X and p  are (1 ,3)-adjacent, and if lx =  i x < i[ and Is =  z3 < z3, then 
a'3 = - ( - ) h+ha x;
(c) I f  X and p are (1,4)-adjacent, and if lx = ix < ix and I4 =  z4 <  z4, then
0 / 4  —  — ^ y i + h + h a i -
(d) I f  X and p are (2 ,3 )-adjacent, and if  l2 =  z2 <  i'2 and l3 = z3 <  z3, then 
« 3 =  ~ { - ) h a 2;
(e) I f  X and p  are (2,4) -adjacent, and if l2 =  z2 < i2 and I4 = i\  <  z4; then
“ i  =  - ( - ) ' 2+i3a2;
(f) I f  X and p  are (3 , 4) -adjacent, and if l3 = z3 <  z3 and I4 =  i'A < z4, then 
0I4 — - ( - ) lsa 3.
3 . Let X — u x[ix, Qii] x zz2 [z2, a 2] x w3 [z3, a 3] x 144^4 , ar4] and Xr = ui[ii, a[] x u2[z25a'2] x
zz3[z3, a 3] x U4K, a4 ] be a pair of distinct maximal atoms in A. I f  is =  z' and 
a s =  —a ' for some 1 < s < 4, then for every t E {1, 2, 3, 4} \  {s}, there is a 
maximal atom u x[lx, <74] x u 2 [Z2, <j2] x zz3[/3, <73 ] X 144^4 , cj4] in A such that ls > is =  i's, 
It > min{zi, zj} and <7r] D 'Lbf [if j Qz<p j f"l Ujrp j o^ip j J'dT' dhli t* ^ ^
4 - Let X =  Qii] x iz.2^ 23 012] x 143(^ 3,a$\ x 144^4,0:4] and X* = U\[i i ,a i ]  x u 2[i25a y  x
n3[z3, a ,3 ] x u 4 [i'i , a 4] be a pair of distinct maximal atoms in A. For l < s < r < t < 4 ,  
if  X and X' are {s,t)~ adjacent, and if  is > i’s, min{zr ,^.} >  0 and i't > it, then A 
has a maximal atom ux[lX}ax\ x  u 2 [l2 ,a 2] x  zz3[73,(73] x zz4[/4,<T4] such that ls > i'x, 
lr =  min{zr , i’r} — 1, It > it and I? >  min{zf , zl} for f  E {1,2, 3,4} \  {r, s, i}.
N o te  4 .4 .2 . In condition 4, we have a similar relations for the signs oT, a ' and at as 
tha t in Note 2.4.2. For instance, if s =  1, r = 2  and t  =  3, then we have a 2 =  —(—)zia[ 
and a t — — { - ) h a2.
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In the last section, we have proved tha t the four conditions in this theorem are nec­
essary for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. We now prove the sufficiency. The proof is 
separated into several lemmas.
L em m a 4.4 .3 . Let A be a subcomplex satisfying the four conditions in Theorem 4-4-L Let 
A =  ni[zi, cti] x u2[z2, o 2] x zz3[z3, at3] x u4[z4 , a 4] and p — ui[ji, Pi] x u 2 [j2, P2] x u 3 [j3, p3\ x 
Ui[j4 ,P4 ] be maximal atoms in A. I f i s =  j s and a s — ~PS for some 1 <  s < 4, then there 
is a maximal atom v =  ixi[Zi,<7i] x u 2 [l2 ,a 2] x zz3[Z3,<73] x cr4] in A with ls > is = j s 
such that lt > m m {itJ t }  and ixt [Zt , at] D ut [it , a t] fl ut[ju Pt] for all t  E {1, 2,3,4} \  {s}.
Proof. We first prove the lemma when A and p  are adjacent. The arguments for various 
cases are similar. We only give the proof for s — 1, i2 > j 2 and z3 <  j 3.
If z4 =  y-4 and a 4 =  —P4, then we can get the required p  simply by applying condition 
3 in Theorem 4 .4 .1. We now suppose th a t z4 ^  j± or th a t z4 =  j'4 and 0:4 =  P4. In this 
case, we have u ^ i^o n ]  n u ^ ^ P H  =  u4 [24,04] or u4[z4,o4] n u 4[74,A J =  tqtlyA,/y. We 
may assume th a t zz4[z4, o 4] n  1x4 [74, Ai] =  ^4^4,054]- According to condition 3 in Theorem 
4.4 .1, we can get maximal atoms A' =  u i ^ o ^ ]  x u2\i2, a 2\ x u3[i3, ck3] x  124(24,04] such 
th a t i[ >  i x =  j i ,  i‘2 >  j 2l u3[z3,q:3] C u3[23)o 3] and iz4[z4,a4] c  2x4(24,04]. Similarly, 
we can get maximal atoms p' =  x u2[j2,p 2] x zz3[j3,/?3] x such tha t
j i  > H =  j i ,  j 3 > is t u2\j2,p 2\ C u2\j2iP,2] and 224(24,04] C 224 [?£,/%].
Now, suppose otherwise th a t A does not have a maximal atom v = 2Xi[Zi,<7i] x 
u2^2?^2] x 2x3^3,03] x 2x4^4,04] as required. Then i2 =  j 2 and a '2 =  —/?2, and j'3 — z3 
and p'3 = —a 3. By applying condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1 to p  and A', it is easy 
to see th a t z3 =  z3; thus a 3 =  a 3. Similarly, we have j 2 =  j 2 and P2 = p2. 
By applying condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1 to X1 and p1, we get a maximal atom 
v” — u x[l", oq] x u2[12j(T2] x 2Z3[Z3,(73] x 2x4^4,04] such tha t V{ > min-fzi,,?}} > i x = j x, 
l2 > i‘2 =  32 =  32: I3 >  *3 =  33 = *3, u ^ & f ]  D 2x4 [24,04]- By the hypothesis, we have 
I's — is and £3 =  — ck3- By applying condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1 to A and i / \  we can get 
a maximal atom A" =  u x[ix, a ”] x u2[i2, a 2\ x u3[i3, a 3] x 2x4(24, oj] such th a t i'[ > i \ =  j i ,  
i2 >  min{z2, Z2} > jz, i3 > 3^ and i'i > H- This contradicts the adjacency of A and p.
The other cases can be proved similarly.
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Now we give the proof for the general case by induction.
1. Suppose th a t Ylt=i min{zr , j r} is maximal among the non-negative integers 
Y%=i min0r> j'r} with ux[iru  a 'J  x u 2 [i'2, a ’2\ oQ x « 4 R , ck4 ] and « i [ j y  f3[] x u 2 [j2 , j3'2] x
^ 3 [j'3 > ^ 3] x running over all pairs of distinct maximal atoms in A. It is evident
th a t A is adjacent to /z, hence the lemma holds for A and /z.
2. Suppose th a t q >  0 and the lemma holds for every pair of distinct maximal atoms 
ai] x u 2 [i2i ai] x zz3 [z'3, a ’3] x u4[^, aj] and Ui[j[, P[] x u2[jy $>] x us[f3, j3rs] x zi4 [j4 7 /%]
with J}r=l m n^ {i'r, j'r} > Q- Suppose also tha t X^Li min(v , jr}  =  Q-
If A and /z are adjacent, then the lemma holds by the first part of the proof.
Suppose tha t A and /z are not adjacent. According to Theorem 4.3.4, there is a 
maximal atom 1/  =  ui[Ji,<7i] x n y /y ^ y  x ugpyerj] x u4 [Z4, <74] with l'r > minjj,., j r} for 
1 < r <  4 such th a t
4 4
^ m i n  {irpr} > y^min{zr,jr}
r = l  r = l
and
] P m i n { j ry r} >  J ^ m in { z r, j r}.
r = l  r = l
By possibly multiple applying the above argument, condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1, and 
the induction hypothesis, we can get either a maximal atom fi — ui[Zi,oi] x zz2 [72 , 0 2 ] x 
^ 3 [Z3 , (73] x ZZ4 [^ 4 , <74 ] as required, or a pair of maximal atoms X' = ui[zi, ai] x u 2[i2j a^] x 
n 3 [z'3, a y  x n 4[zy a y  and p! =  u ^ ,  $ ]  x?z2[jy $>] x ^ 3 [j3, Psi x ^4 [ii, P'A] with i's = i s =  j s =  
j '  and a's =  -j3's such tha t min{ i u j t } < m injzi,^}  and u t [it,ott] f i u t [jt ,Pt] C u t [irt ,a 't] n 
u t[3t,Pt\ for a11 t  e  {!> 2 , 3 , 4 }  \  {s}, and such tha t m in ( v ,  jr}  <  m in{i', j'r }. 
It follows from the induction hypothesis tha t the lemma holds for A and /z.
This completes the proof.
□
Note th a t the proof in Proposition 4.3.5 uses only the definition for projection maxi­
mal, condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes and Lemma 4.3.1. By condition 1 
and condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1, we have the following two propositions.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .4 . Let A be subcomplex ofu\  x u 2 x  zz3 x iz4 satisfying the four conditions
1 2 0
in Theorem 4 -4-1 and X be a maximal atom in A. Let 1 <  r  <  4 . Then A is (ur, I r)~
projection maximal if and only if F f f  (A) is maximal in F f r (A).
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .5 . Let A be a subcomplex of «i x w2 x «3 x satisfying the four
conditions in Theorem 4 -4-1 and X be a maximal atom in A. Let 1 <  s < t  <  4 . Then A
is (usjUt'jIs, It)-projection maximal if and only if Fff'^^X) is maximal in F f f '^^A ).
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .6 . Let A be a subcomplex of u\ x  u2 x u3 x  U4 satisfying the four 
conditions in Theorem 4 -4 -P Let h  and 13 be fixed non-negative integers. Then
1. Every maximal atom Ui[ii, Gi] x x 143^ 3, G3] x 244(24,0:4] in A i2 — I2 
and is = Is is (222,223;I2, h)-projection maximal.
2 . For every maximal atom Ui[A, «i] x u2[i2, a 2] x 223(23, ck3] x 244(24,0:4] with i2 > h  and 
23 >  I3> there is a (222, 223; I2, 1$)-projection maximal atom 22i[A,/?i] x 222[j2,/?2] x  
us[js, @3} x  144[74, A ] such that ^ [i^ a q ]  C u i\jup i]  and 224[24,0:4] C uA[jA,(3A].
3 . All (222,223;I 2, h )  -projection maximal atoms , if  exist, can be listed as A ^ ,
A ^  with A =  i4 i[i^ ,o ;^ ] x 222 [4^, a 2 ]^ x w3[4^>a 3^ 1 x u4[4 ^> a 4^] such that 
4 ^ — ” * ^  AS) and i ^  <  • • • <  i*fK Moreover, in this list, i f  1 < s < S , then 
4 S) =  4 5+1) t f  and only if  i ^  = i^ ®"1"1^ ; in this case, one must also have =  a[s+1  ^
and o t^  =  .
4 - For two consecutive (222,223;I2, h)-projection maximal atoms A^  and A^ 5+1^  in the 
above list with 2 ^  > 4 S+1^  one has min{4s\  4 S+1^ } =  I2 and m in{4s\ 4 S+1^ } ~  -^ 3-
Proof. Condition 1 follows from the definition of projection maximal and condition 1 in 
Theorem 4.4 .1,
To prove condition 2 , suppose tha t A =  224 [21, on] x 142(121 <^2] x ^ 3  [23, 0 :3] x 224(24 , a±] is 
not (u2, 223; / 2, h )-projection maximal. Then there is a (142, 2235/2, h )-projection maximal 
atom Xr =  n i[ ii, a[] x 222[22, « 2] x ^ 3 (^ 3 , ctg] x U4 [24, 0 :4] such th a t i[ > ii and 24 >  i4. 
If ui[ii,Q^] D ui[ii,a:x] and 224(24,0:4] D 224(24,04], then X1 is as required. Suppose tha t 
7 $ i4i[ii,o:x]. Then i[ = i\ and a[ = —a\. Moreover, we have 24 > 24 by the 
definition of (222,223;/ 2, / s)-projection maximal. Hence, by condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1,
1 2 1
there is a maximal atom p, =  ^i[h,cri] x u 2 [l2 i a2] x x u4 [Z4 ,<74] in A such th a t
h > ii =  z'l3 h  > h i  h  > h  and u4 [7 4 ,<74] 3  ^ 4 [^ 4 , ^ 4]- If P is (u2, ^ 3 ; ^2 , .^-p ro jection  
maximal, then p, can be taken as Ui[ji, /A] x u 2 {j2) &] x u 3 \j3i (d3\ x u 4 [y4, /?4], as required. 
If fi is not (u2, u3; / 2, /^-projection maximal, then one can get a (u2, u 3 , I 2, J3)-projection 
maximal atom p as required by repeating the above argument for A.
To prove condition 3, by the definition of (u2, u3] / 2, I3)-projection maximal, it suffices 
to show th a t A does not have (u2, ^ 3 ; h i  ^3)-projection maximal atoms A =  tti[*i,a:i] x 
u 2 [i2, a 2] x u 3 [z3, a 3] x u 4 [a4, a A\ and p  =  m[A, (5X\ x u 2 [j2, (32\ x u 3 \j3t /?3] x w4[?'4,/?4] such 
th a t i\ =  j i  and aq =  — /A or such tha t z4 =  y4 and a 4 =  —/?4. This follows easily from 
condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1.
Finally, condition 4 follows easily from condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1.
This completes the proof. □
P ro p o s it io n  4 .4 .7 . In  a subcomplex A ofu\  x u 2 x u 3 Xiz4 satisfying the four conditions in 
Theorem ^  the (u2 ,u 3; / 2, / 3) -projection maximal atoms be listed as A^ 1), ■ • A ^
with A^  ck^] x it2[4S\  <4^] x us[4^3 <4^] x u4[4^> a i^] such that 4 ^  >  • * • >  4 ^
and 4 X) <  • • • <  taking S  = 0 i f  there are none. Then
1 ■ Fi2,i33(A ) =  “ l15] x  w42+73[41), « 4X)] U ■ • ■ U u i [4S ), a[S)] x  uT42+h[i[S\  a ^ 5)].
2 . F f f f 3 {A) is a molecule in U\ x U42 + l3  or the empty set.
Proof. The first part is a direct consequence of the definition for F f f j 3 and conditions 
2  and 3 in the above lemma. Note th a t a pair of consecutive (w2, u3; / 2, ^3)-projection 
maximal atoms A ^ and A^+1) with af >  zj+1 in the above lemma are (1,4)-adjacent and 
min{4 T\  4 r+1 }^ =  h  and min{4 r\  4 r+1 }^ — h -  It follows from the sign conditions th a t 
<4^ =  — (—)li + )+l2+T3 a i +1\  This implies th a t F f 2^ 3 (A) is a molecule in ui x u{2+Is or 
the empty set, as required.
□
We can similarly prove th a t F f f ,^ t (A) is a molecule or the empty set for every pair 
of s and t  with l < s < t < 4 i n  the corresponding products of three (twisted) infinite 
dimensional globes.
1 2 2
L em m a 4.4 .8 . Let A be a subcomplex ofu\  x u2 x u% x U4 satisfying the four conditions in 
Theorem 4-4-1- Then Ffrr(A) satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
Proof. The argument for various choices of r are similar. We only give the proof for r =  4.
Suppose otherwise th a t A) does not satisfy condition 1 for pairwise molecular 
subcomplexes. The there is a pair of maximal atoms A — ui[il5 o^] x ^2^2? 0:2] x Qfa] 
and X' = u ili^a^]  x x ^3^3? <^3] such tha t is < i's for all 1 <  s <  3 . Thus
we have it — i[ and at — —aj for some 1 <  t < 3. Hence there is a pair of (144,74)- 
projection maximal atoms of the form p  =  ui[«i,o:i] x i42[i2) ot2] x I43[i3, a 3] x 144(14,0:4] 
and p' =  u i ^ ,  o^] x i ^ K , 0^] x 143(13,c^] x 144(14,0:4]. By condition 1 in Theorem 4.4 .1, 
we evidently have 14 > 14 >  74. It follows from condition 3 in Theorem 4 .4.1 th a t there 
is a maximal atom ui[h,ai]  x u2[k,o'2} x i43[/3,cr3] x 144(^ 4,(74] such th a t ls > is for all 
1 <  s <  3, > 14 > I± and k > h -  This contradicts tha t p  is (144, l4)-projection maximal.
This completes the proof.
□
By the comment after Proposition 4.4.7 and Lemma 4.4.8, we have now completed 
the proof for Theorem 4.4.1.
4.5 Sources and Targets o f Pairwise M olecular Sub­
com plexes
In this section, we study source and target operators df on pairwise molecular subcom­
plexes in i4x x i42 x 143 x 144. We shall prove tha t df A is pairwise molecular for every 
pairwise molecular subcomplex A of u\  x it2 x 143 x 144.
Recall th a t df, A is a union of interiors of atoms for every subcomplex A of ui x 142 x 
u3 x 144. Hence the maps F ff  and F f f f f  are defined on df  A.
We first show th a t dj A is a subcomplex for a pairwise molecular subcomplex A. The 
proof is separated into several Lemmas.
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L em m a 4.5.1. Let A be a subcomplex of ui and A — tti[ii, ai] x u 2 [i2, ck2] x
^ 3 ^ 3 , 0 :3] x W4 P4 ,aq] be a p-dimensional atom in A with Int A C d^A. I f  there is an atom 
A' =  x u 2 [i2 :a 2\ x zz3[z3, ctg] x u^[i'^a'f\ in A with A' D A such that i's >  is for
some s, then a s = (—
Proof. The proof is similar to th a t in 2.5.1. □
L em m a 4.5 .2 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u\ x u 2 x zz3 x ti4. Let 
A =  Ui[%i, ai] x u2[z2, ®2\ x u3[z3, ce3] x 144^ 4 , 0 :4] be a p-dimensional atom with Int A C A. 
For 1 <  s < 4, if  there is a maximal atom X  = Ui[i[, a!f\ x u2[z2, a 2] x us[i'sj cn3] x 144^4 , 0 4 ] 
in A with i's > is such that i'T > ir for all r £ {1,2,3,4}, then a s =  i y m
Proof The arguments for various choices of s are similar. We only give the proof for 
s =  1.
Suppose th a t there is a maximal atom A' =  Ui[i[, cuj] x u 2 [z2, a 2] x « 3 [i3, os3] x u^[i'4  ^0 :4] 
such th a t i[ > ii and ifr > ir for all r £ {2,3,4}. If A7 can be chosen such th a t A C A', then 
we have cui == 7 by Lemma 4.5.1 , as required. In the following proof, we may assume th a t 
A7 cannot be chosen such th a t A C A' so tha t ut[i't , ctjj =  Ut[it, —&t] f°r some t  £ {2, 3,4}. 
Since Int A c  A, there is a maximal atom p = u i \ j i t j3i] x u 2 [j2, P2] x us[js, Ps] x u ^ \j^  /?4] 
such th a t A c / i .  By the assumption on the choice of A7, we have Ui\ji,j3i] — ^[zx, ai]. 
By applying Lemma 4.4.3, we may further assume tha t jt  > it-
1. Suppose th a t X1 and p  can be chosen such tha t min{zj., j r} > ir for two value of r £ 
{2,3,4}. According to condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, we may suppose th a t min{zj,, j r} > ir 
for r = 3 and r  =  4, and tha t j 2 > i2- Thus z2 — i2 and a ' =  - a 2. By Lemma 4.5.1, we 
have a 2 = (—)ZJ , and hence X2 =  — (—)®7- According to the assumption, it is easy to see 
th a t X' is (1,2)-adjacent to p. It follows easily tha t cki =  7 , as required.
2. Suppose tha t A7 and p  cannot be chosen as in case 1. Suppose also th a t A7 and p  
can be chosen such tha t min{zj., j r}  > ir for only one value of r £ {2,3,4}. According to 
condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, we may suppose tha t m in}^, j'4 } >  24 , and tha t j 2 > i 2 or 
js  >  is- We may further suppose th a t j 2 >  i 2 and z2 =  i 2 and a 2 — —a 2. Note tha t, in 
this case, A7 is (1, 2)-adjacent to p. By an argument similar to th a t in case 1, we have 
ot\ =■ 7) as required.
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3. Suppose tha t A' and p  cannot be chosen as in case 1 and case 2 . Then A7 is adjacent 
to p. By an argument similar to th a t in case 1, we have a\  =  7 , as required.
This completes the proof.
□
Lem m a 4.5 .3 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u± x  u 2 x  u3 x u±. Let 
A =  x ^ 2 ^2 5  ^ 2] X ^ 3 ^ 3 3 ^ 3] x [£4 , 0 :4] be a p — 1 dimensional atom such that
Int A C df A. I f  there is a maximal atom X' =  Q^ ] x otf\ x ^ [£ 3 , 0 :3] x it4 [£4,
in A with A' D A such that i's > is and i't > it for some 1 <  s < t  <  4, then a s =
^ y i + " ' + t s - i r y  o r  a t  —
Proof The argument is similar to th a t in Lemma 2.5.3. □
P rop osition  4 .5 .4 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of U\ x u2 x n 3 x «4. Let 
A =  ui[ii,ati] x ^ 2 ^ 2 3 ^ 2] x u3[£3 , 0 :3] x n4 [2 4 ,Q:4] be a p — 1 dimensional atom such that 
Int A C df A. I f  there is a maximal atom A' — Ui[i[, aj_] x ^ 2 ^ 3  <^2] x usKn ^ 3] x n4 K> 
in A with i's > i s and i’t > it for some 1 <  s < t <  4 such that ur[i'r , aJJ D ur[ir , a P] for at 
least three values of r €E {1,2 ,3 ,4}, then a s ~  or a t — — (~ )n + -+ u -i^ >
Proof. The arguments for various cases are similar. We give the proof for the following 
case.
Suppose th a t there is a maximal atom X' = ui[iy  a^] x ^ 2 ^2 3  “ 2] x n 3 [^ 3 > °4] x w4 ^ 4 > “ 4] 
in A such tha t i[ > £1 , i’2 > H, £3 > £3 and U4 [£4 ,a 4 ] D ^ [£ 4 , 0 :4]. If A' can be chosen 
such th a t X1 D A, then we have a i  =  7  or a 2 =  — (“ )n 7? as required, by Lemma
4.5.3. In the following, we assume th a t A' cannot be chosen such th a t Af D A so tha t 
v>3[£3, a'3] =  u3[£3, — af3]. Let p  =  Ui[A, /A] x u2[j2, P2] x u3[j3, /?3] x u^Ja, Pa] be a maximal 
atom in A such th a t A C p. Then 't/i [A, /A] =  Wi[£i, ai] or u2[j2, P2 ] = ^ 2  [£2 3 0 :2]- According 
to Lemma 4.4.3, we may assume tha t j 3 > £3 . Now we consider three cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t p  cannot be chosen such tha t j i  > A or j 2 > £2 - We claim th a t 
a 3 =  —(—)*1+Z2Q!i and 0:3 — ~(~”)Z2q;2 .
Indeed, if X' and p  are (1 ,3 )-adjacent, then we have 0:3 =  —(—)n+l2o:i by sign con­
ditions. Suppose th a t A' and p  are not (1 , 3)-adjacent. Then there is a maximal atom
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A" — ui[ii,a"\ x u2[i2, a 20 x x such th a t z" >  A, i2 >  A? *3 >  A
and zj[ >  min{A, j±}. According to the assumptions and Lemma 4.4.3, we can see th a t 
^ 4 ^ 4 , 0 4 ] =  u i[hi —0K4]. It follows easily from Lemma 4.4.3 th a t there is a maximal 
atom fi' =  u x[j[,(I[\ x u 2 [72)/?2] x u3[j'3,(3'3\ x such th a t 11^ ,  f t]  =  u i[A ,ai],
u2[j2i P2] ~  W2 [A, ck2], J3 >  A and j[  > z4. By applying Lemma 4.4.3 and the assumptions, 
we can also get a maximal atom v =  «i[/ei, £1] x u2[k2, £2 ] x '^3 (^3 , £3] x ^ 4 (^4 , £4] in A such 
th a t ki >  A, k2 > i2} 2^ 3 [A^3 ,£ 3] =  u%[z(j, ctg] and > A- It is evident th a t v and fi' are 
(1,3)-adjacent. It follows from sign conditions tha t ctig =  — (—)ll+l2cui, as required. We 
can similarly show th a t 0:3 =  — (—)n cx2.
Now, if czg — — (—)tl+®27 , then oq =  7 , as required; if 0:3 =  (—)*1+t27 , then a 2 = 
~ ( ~ ) n 7 i as required.
2. Suppose th a t (i can be chosen such tha t j i  > A- Suppose also th a t oq =  —7 . 
Then u 2 [j2 ,p 2] =  u 2 [i2, ce2] by the assumptions. According to Lemma 4.5.3, we have 
a 3  — an{j hence ^  gy  Lemma 4 ,4 ,3 , it is easy to see tha t A'
and fi can be chosen such tha t they are (2 ,3)-adjacent. It follows from sign conditions 
th a t ct2 =  p2 =  — (—)u 7 ? as required.
3. Suppose tha t ji can be chosen such tha t j 2 > i2 and th a t a 2 =  (—)117 . Suppose also 
th a t fi cannot be chosen such th a t j i  > A- According to condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, 
Lemma 4.4.3 and the assumptions, it is easy to see tha t A' and fi can be chosen such th a t 
they are (1 , 3)-adjacent and m in{j2, i2} — z+1. According to condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, 
there is a maximal atom X" =  a"] x u2[i2, cdj] x a 3] x a j] such tha t i'{ > A, 
j'i — j 2j A > A and zj > min{A,.A} >  A- Moreover, we have a 2 = —a 2 =  — ( — ) u 7  by 
the assumptions. According to Note 4.4.2, we have a 2 =  —(—)J1/? 1 =  —(—)n oq. This 
implies th a t oq — 7 , as required.
This completes the proof.
Lem m a 4 .5 .5 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of Ui x u 2 x u% x U4 . Let 
X =  ui[A}Cki] x u 2 [i2 -lcx2\ x 1 1 3 ^3 , 0 :3] x U4 [A,aq] be a p — 2 dimensional atom such that 
Int A C d jA. I f  there is a maximal atom X1 =  Ui[i[^ ce[] x u 2 [i2, <^2] x us[^ s-> ^3 ] x u4 ^4 ) a i]
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in A with Xf D X such that i'r > ir} i's > is and i't > it for some l < r < s < t < 4 ,  then 
ar =  ( — )*l+"*+*r-X^ or q;s — l j  or Qjt =
Proof, The argument is similar to th a t in Lemma 2.5.3. □
L em m a 4 .5 .6 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u x x u 2 x u 3 x U4 . Let 
X = wi[zi,cei] x u 2 [i2 , a 2] x ^ 3 ^ 3 5 ^ 3] x ^ 4 [24 , 0 :4] be a p — 2  dimensional atom such that 
Int A C df  A. I f  there is a maximal atom X1 — «i[2i, 0 /4] x u 2 [i'2, <*2] x ^ 3 (23 , a^] x 2x4 (24 , oj] 
m A swc/i that i'r >  ir, i's > is and i't > it for some l < r < s < £ < 4 ,  and such that 
i'r >  if f or r € {1, 2,3, 4} \  {r, s, t } } then ar — (—)*i+-+ti-i,y or a s = —(—)*lH or
a t =
Proof. The arguments for various choices of r, s and t  are similar. We give the proof for 
r =  1, s = 3 and t =  4.
Suppose th a t there is a maximal atom X1 = Ui[2 ,^ cui] x u2[i'2, a'2] x u 3 [«3 , c^] x u±[i'4 , 0 4 ] 
such th a t i[ > ii, i'2 >  z2, i3 > 23 and 24 > 24 . If X1 can be chosen such tha t u ^ i^ a ^ ]  D 
^ 2 ^2 3  0 :2]? then we have a\  =  7 ,  a 3 — — (—)%1+%2<y or 0:4 =  (—)*i+*2+*37j as required, by 
Lemma 4.5.5. In the following, we assume that X' cannot be chosen such th a t u2[i'2, a^] D 
u2 [22, a 2] so th a t u2 [i2, a'2] =  u2[i2, - a 2]. Let p = ux [j x, fa] x u2[j2, /?2] x u 3 [73 , /?3] xw4 [?4 , fa] 
be a maximal atom in A such th a t /x D A. According to Lemma 4.4.3, we can assume 
th a t j 2 > i2. We consider three cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t /x can be chosen such tha t there are exactly three value of r  G 
{I, 2, 3,4} such th a t j r > iT.
a. Suppose th a t p  can be chosen such tha t j 2 > 22, js > is and j i  > 24. Then 
Uilfufa] =  u i[H ,a i] by the assumptions. We also have a 2 =  (—)n 7 , a 3 — — ( — ) i l + l 2 7  or 
0:4 =  (— by Lemma 4.5.5. If a 3 =  — (— or 0:4 — (—)*i+*2+*4,y} then a 3 or 
CX4 is as required. If 0:2 — (—)n 7 > then q!2 =  — (—)n y; moreover, it is easy to see th a t X' 
is (1 , 2 )-adjacent to /x; it follows from sign conditions tha t a x = Pi =  7 , as required.
b. Suppose th a t fi can be chosen such tha t j x > iXi j 2 > i2 and j i  >  24 . Then we can 
get ci'i =  7 , o:3 =  — ( — ) ll+ 7 2 7  or 0:4 — (— as required, by similar arguments as 
in case a.
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c. Suppose th a t fa can be chosen such tha t j \  > zi, j 2 > 12 and js > z3. Suppose
also th a t /z cannot be chosen such tha t j i  > zi, j 2 > Z2 and j 4 > z4. According to the
assumptions, it is easy to see th a t A' and p  are (2,4)-adjacent and mm{z'3, j 3} — z3 +  1 . 
By condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, there is a maximal atom X" — ui[i",a'{] x x
Us[z3 , dig] x  a!jj\ in A such th a t i'{ > z, i£ > z2, z3 =  z3 and z" > z4. According to 
the assumptions, we have a# =  —0 :3 . Now, if a 3 =  — ( - ) 7l+727 , then it is as required. If 
<^3 =  (—)Ii+227 5 then crj =  — (—) n+727 ;  therefore we have oq =  (—)zi+*2+*3,y by Note 4 .4 .2 , 
as required.
2. Suppose th a t (i cannot be chosen such tha t there are three value of r G {1 ,2 ,3 ,4} 
such th a t j r > ir . Suppose also tha t fi can be chosen such th a t there are two value of 
r  G {1, 2,3,4} such th a t j r > ir .
a. Suppose th a t ji can be chosen such tha t j i  > z3 and j 2 > z2. Then we have 
W3 L73J ^ 3] =  ^ 3 ^ 3 , CK3] and u4[?4, /?4] =  u4 [z4, <a4] by the assumptions. Moreover, by Lemma 
4.4.3 and the assumptions, we can see tha t A' is both (2, 3)-adjacent and (2,4)-adjacent 
to /z. It follows easily th a t o:3 =  — (—)2l_H2'-y or a 4 =  (— as required.
b. Suppose th a t p  can be chosen such th a t j 2 > i2 and j 4 >  z4. We can get aq =  7  or
a 3 =  — ( — ) 2l+ l2 7  by similar arguments as tha t in case a.
c. Suppose th a t /z can be chosen such tha t j 2 > i2 and js > is- Then we have 
uiljiiPi] = ^i[zi,cki] and zz4 [j4,/?4] =  zz4 [z4 ,o;4] by the assumptions. According to condi­
tion 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, Lemma 4.4.3 and the assumptions, it is easy to see th a t X' is 
both (1, 2)-adjacent and (2 ,4)-adjacent to /z, and tha t min{z3 , j 3} =  z3 +  1 . It follows 
easily from sign conditions tha t an =  7  or a 4 — (— as required.
3. There remains the case tha t /z cannot be chosen such th a t j \  > i\ or j 3 >  z3 or 
j i  > h .  In this case, we have ur[jr , fir\ =  ur[ir, o;r] for all r G {1,3,4}. By Lemma 4.4.3, 
it is easy to see th a t A' and /z are adjacent. It follows from sign conditions th a t a! =  7  
or q>3 — — (—)*i+ l2 7  or a 4 =  (_)*i+*2+*3,yj as required.
This completes the proof.
□
P ro p o s it io n  4 .5 .7 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex o fu i  x u2 x zz3 x n4. Then
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d jA is a subcomplex.
Proof. We have already seen th a t d'fA is a union of interiors of atoms. By Lemma 2.5.5, it 
suffices to prove th a t for every atom A with Int A C d'f A and every atom Ax with Ai C A, 
one has Int Ax C g/JJ A. It is evident th a t there is a sequence A D Aj 3  Aj D • • O  Ai
such th a t the difference of the dimensions of any pair of consecutive atoms is 1. We may
assume th a t dim Ax — dim A — 1.
Let A =  x ^ 2 ^ 2 , <2 2 ] x x ^ 4 ^ 4 , a:4]. Since Int A C d'f A C A and
A is a subcomplex, we have Ai c  A c  A and dimAi <  dim A <  p. Suppose th a t 
P ~  u i[hi&i] x ^ 2 (^ 2 ? ^ 2] x W3 P3 , cr3] x w4 [^ 4 ,(j4] is an atom with dim/j, =  p +  1 and
Ai C p  C A. We must prove Ai C d'fp.
If A C /x, then Ai C A C d fp  since A C dj A. If ls > is +  l  for some s, then ls > +  1 for
some s; hence we also have Ai C d?pp  by the formation of dj/x. In the following, we may 
further assume th a t A <f_ fj, and tha t ls <  i s +  1 for every s. Thus «t[it,CKt] (fi u t [lt ,<jt\ f°r 
some t , and hence u t [k, crj =  Ut[itj —cut] or u t [k, 0t] =  u t [it — 1, cfcj; moreover, we can see 
th a t Uglis, a j  C  u 8[l8, o j  for every s with s ^ t .  Note th a t dim j i  — p  +  1 and dim A < p , 
we now have 5 cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t ut[lt, &t\ — v>t[it, —ck*] f°r some t  and l8 — is +  1 for only one value of 
s. The proofs for different choices of t and the one value for s are similar. We give the 
proof only for the case A — zx +  1 and ^ 2 [^ 2 > <^2] =  «2 [z2 , —0 *2]- In this case, we can see 
tha t Ai is of the form Ax =  ui[A, an] x u 2[i2 — 1 , d 2] x tz3 [z3, ck3] x u4 [z4, ck4]; we also have 
dim A =  p.  According to Proposition 4.5.2, we have a i =  7 . This implies tha t Ai c  d^ju, 
as required, by Lemma 2.1.2.
2 . Suppose th a t lt — i t — 1 and ls =  i 3 +  1 for only two values of s. The proofs for 
different choices of t and the two values for s are similar. We give the proof only for the 
case l2 =  i 2 — 1, h — A +  1 and / 3 =  z3 -p i .  In this case, we can see tha t Ax is of the 
form Ax =  Wx[zx,Qix] x ^ 2 ^ 2  — 1, cr2] x u 3 (23 , 0 :3] x u 4 [z4 ,o:4]; we also have dim A =  p and 
U4.[Z4, cr4] =  u.4 [z4, ciq]. To get Ax C d^fi, it suffices to prove tha t oq =  7  or a 3 =  ( — ) l l + *a 7  
by Lemma 2.1.2.
Let A' = itx[ii,o4] x ^ 2] x ^ 3 ^ 3 5 ^ 3] x w4 K ja i] a maximal atom in A such
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th a t X C X1. Let /x' =  ui[Vly a{] x u2[l2, &2\ x 143^3 , <73] x 144^4 , <74] be a maximal atom in A 
such tha t /x C fi'. If A' can be chosen such tha t i[ > ii or z3 > £3 , then we have 0 -1 = 7  
or 0:3 =  (— by Lemma 4.5.1 which implies tha t Ai C dJJ/x, as required. If there 
is a maximal atom /x" =  W i^cr"] x cr£[] x 143^3 , 0 3 ] x uA[lfl , a A] with I" > ir for all 
r G {1 ,2 ,3 ,4}  such th a t I" >  A or l3 > £3 , then, by Proposition 4.5.2, we have oq =  7  or 
a 3 =  ( — ) l l + l 2 7  which implies th a t Ai C djji, as required.
Now suppose th a t X' cannot be chosen such tha t i[ > £1 or £3 >  £3. Suppose also
that there is no maximal atom /x" — ui[l",<7"] x xz2 [£2 ,<t2] x x with
I" > ir for all r e  {1 , 2 , 3,4} such th a t l'{ > £x or l3 > £3. Then u 1 [£,1 ,ck,1] =  «i[£i,aq], 
-^ 3 ^ 3 , 0 :3] == u3[£3 , ^ 3] and u2[l'2,cd,] =  u2[12,<t2\ = u2[i2 — l , a 2]. It is easy to see th a t A' 
is both (1,2)-adjacent to /x' and (2 ,3)-adjacent to ji' . If cr2 =  —(—)llj ,  then we can see
th a t 0-1 =  7  by sign conditions; if <r2 =  (—)n 7 , then we can see th a t 0-3 =  ( — ) n + l 2 7  by
sign conditions. These imply th a t Ai C d^/x, as required.
3. Suppose th a t ut [lt , 0 *] =  ut[it> —a!t] for some t  and ls = £s +  1 for only 2 value of s. 
The proofs for different choices of t  and the 2  values for s are similar. We give the proof 
only for the case u2[l2y cr2] =  u2[i2, — a 2]> Ji =  £1 +  1 and Is =  £ 3  +  1. In this case, we can 
see th a t Ai is of the form Ai =  zxi[£i,aq] x u2[i2 — 1 , 0 :2] x ^ 3 ^ 3 ) o:3] x 144[£4 , 0 4 ]; we also 
have dim A =  p — 1 . According to Proposition 4.5.4, we have aq =  7  or o 3 =  — (—)n+l27 . 
This implies th a t Ai C d /^x, as required, by Lemma 4.1.1.
4. Suppose th a t lt =  it — 1 and ls =  is +  1 for the other three values of s. The 
proofs for different choices of t are similar. We give the proof only for the case u2\l2y c 2] — 
t x 2 [ £ 2  — 1, cl2], h  = £1 +  1, Is =  £ 3  +  1 and £4 =  Z4 + 1 . In this case, we can see th a t Ai is of 
the form Ai =  «i[£i, 0 1 ] x i42 [£2 — 1, o2] x h3[£3, o 3] x 144^4 , o 4]; we also have dim A — p — 1. 
To get Ai C it suffices to prove tha t aq =  7  or a 3 =  ( — ) n + *27  or a 4 =  — (—
by Lemma 4.1.1.
Let p!  =  Ui[l'1} a[ ]  x h 2[£2 ,<72] x  ^3 [Z3,0*3] x u ^ l1^  a'A] be a maximal atom in A such 
tha t /x C fj,1. Let X' =  Wi[£,1 ,o:,1] x t x ^ , ^ ]  x 143 [£3 ,(23] x IX4 P4 , aJJ be a maximal atom 
in A such th a t A C X'. If /x' can be chosen such tha t V2 > z2, then we have aq =  7  or 
ola =  — (— as required, by Lemma 4.5.4. In the following proof, we may assume
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th a t jj! cannot be chosen such th a t V2 > i2. Now there are two cases, as follows.
a. Suppose th a t A' can be chosen such tha t there are exactly two values of s e  {1,3,4} 
such th a t i's > i8. If A' can be chosen such th a t i[ > A and iA >  it, or such th a t z3 > i3
and i'A > A- Then it is easy to see tha t cci =  7  or a 3 =  (— or 0:4 =  — (—
as required, by Proposition 4.5.4. Suppose th a t X1 can be chosen such th a t i[ >  A and 
z3 >  i3. Suppose also th a t a i  =  —7 . By the assumptions, we have 114^ 4 , 0 4 ] =  uA[i^ 0 :4]. 
According to Proposition 4.5.4, we also have a 3 =  — (—)?1+127 . By the assumptions 
and condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, it is easy to see tha t A' is (2,4)-adjacent to / /  and 
min{z3, l's} =  i3 +  1 . According to condition 4 in Theorem 4.4.1, there exists a maximal 
atom v =  u i\ j i ,0 i \  x n 2 [j2, / y  x u3[j3,/33\ x u4 [A,/A] such th a t j i  > A, j 2 > A, h  > A 
and J4 > A- If u3[j3,p 3] D w3 [z3 ,ai3], then it is easy to see tha t 0:4 =  — (—),i+*a+*3/y) as
required, by Proposition 4.5.4. If j 3 =  A and /33 =  —a 3 — (—)*1+l27 , then, by Note 4.4.2,
we also have aq =  a'A = — (—)J3/A =  — (—)2l+l2+l37 } as required.
b. Suppose th a t X1 cannot be chosen such tha t there are two values of s G {1,3,4} 
such th a t i fs > is. By our assumptions, it is easy to see th a t i's > is for at most one value 
of s G {1 ,3 ,4}.
Suppose tha t A' can be chosen such tha t i[ > A- Then u 3 [z3 ,a;3] =  ^ 3 ^ 3 5^ 3] and 
=  uA[iA, a A] by the assumptions. It is also easy to see th a t /j! is both (2,3)- 
adjacent and (2 , 4)-adjacent to X'. It follows easily tha t a 3 =  ( — ) l l + 227  (when cr2 = 
(—)n+t27 ) or 0:4 — — (—)*i+*2+»3/y (when 0 2  =  — (—)n+i27 ), as required.
Suppose tha t X' can be chosen such tha t i'A > A or X' = A. By arguments similar to 
th a t in the last paragraph, we can get aq =  7  or a 3 =  ( — )*1+227  or aq =  — (--)li+i2+z3 'y) 
as required.
Suppose th a t X' can be chosen such tha t z3 > i3. According to the assumptions and 
condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1, it is easy to see tha t X' and (j! are both (1 ,2)-adjacent and 
(2 ,4)-adjacent. By condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1 again, we can also get min{z3, Z3} =  A+1- 
It follows easily th a t aq =  7  (when a2 = — (—)n+i27 ) or a 4 =  — ( — ) il+ 2 2 + Z37  (when 
cj2 — as required.
5. Suppose th a t it*[A, o't] =  ut [it, —oq] for some t  and l3 = i3 + l  for 3 values of s. The
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proofs for different choices of t and the 3 values for s are similar. We give the proof only for 
the case u2[A, a 2] =  442[£2, — ck2]} h  — *1 + 1  and Z3 =  z3 + 1  and I4 =  i4 4-1. In this case, we 
can see th a t Ai is of the form Ai =  ui[£i, aq] x u2[42 — 1, o 2] x u3[23,0:3] x u4[z4, 014]; we also 
have dim A =  p — 2 . According to Proposition 4.5.4, we have aq =  7  or a 3 =  —(—)n+*2ry 
or Q!4 =  (_)*i+ta+t3^r_ This implies th a t Ai C dj/i, as required, by Lemma 2 .1.2 .
This completes the proof. □
P rop osition  4 .5 .8 . Let A be a -pairwise molecular subcomplex of U\ x u2 x u3 x u4. For 
l < s < 4 , i f p > I s and  F £ ‘ ( A) ^  $, then  A) =  <Pp_ h F ? ;( A).
Proof. The arguments for various choices of s are similar. We give the proof for s = 2.
We first prove th a t dp_l2F f f ( A) C Ff f{d f  A).
Let Ui[ii,Q!i] x U32[z3,o:3] x n j8 [ £ 4 , 0 : 4 ]  be a maximal atom in d£_l2F$£(A). We must 
show tha t «i[£i,aq] x itj2 [ £ 3 , 0 : 3 ]  x w42 [ £ 4 , 0 : 4 ]  C F f f (d fA). Since ui[£i,aq] x U32[£3, a 3] x 
w42[ £ 4 , 0 : 4 ]  C dl_l2F f f ( A) C Pj“2(A), we can see tha t ui[£i,aq] x n2[J"2, ck2] x  n3[£3,o:3] x 
u4[z4,aq] C A for some sign ai2. We now consider three cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t dim(ui[£i, oq] x U32[£3, a 3] x wj2[£4, a 4]) < p — I2, then ui[£i,aq] x 
ii32[i3, a 3] x u42[z4, aq] is a maximal atom in Fff(A) .  We claim th a t Ui[£i, aq] x w2[J2, ol2] x 
ws[£s, a 3]x u 4[i4, a 4] C df  A. Firstly, it is evident tha t dim(ui[£i, aq] x ^ f t ,  0:2] x it3[£3, a 3] x 
144(44, aq]) < p. Moreover, suppose th a t there is a maximal atom o^] x n2[£2,ai2] x 
u3[£3, a 3] xw4[z4, a 4] in A such tha t ui[i[, a y x i t2[«2, a'2] x u 3[i'3, 03] x « 4[ij, a 4] D Wi[£i, qji] x 
442(^ 2,0:2] x u3[z3, a 3] x u4[£4,ar4]. Then it is evident th a t ur [£[.,aj.] =  ur[ir, a r] for all 
r G {1, 3, 4}. According to Lemma 4.1.1, we have «i[£i,aq] x 142[-Z2,q:2] x u3[£3, a 3] x 
444(44, oq] C df(ui[i[, a[] x u2(z2, o^] x 4a3[£3, a 3] x u4[z4, a 4]). It follows easily from Lemma 
1.2 .11 th a t u i[z i,aq ]xu2[i2,a:2]x 'u3[z3,Q!3]xw4[z4,Qq] C df A. Hence Ui[£i, aq]xu32[£3, a 3]x 
4 2[*4, « 4] C J J ( l ? A ) .
2. Suppose th a t d im q i^ i ,  o?i] x cty] x ftp[h, 014]) =  p — 1%- Suppose also 
th a t a 2 can be chosen such tha t a 2 =  (—)n 7 - We claim tha t ui[£i,aq] x i42[/2,0:2] x 
443[43, a 3]xu4[i4, aq] C dJA. Indeed, it is evident tha t dim(i/i[£i, oq] xri2[/2, Q ^ x ^ f e ,  a:3] x 
«4 [£4,0:4]) =  p. Moreover, suppose th a t there is a maximal atom a^] x u2[£2,a^] x 
443[£3, 0:3] x u4[z4, a 4] in A such th a t Ui[i'^ qj'jJ x n 2[£2, a y x t i j ^ ,  ttg] x u4[z4, a 4] D iti[£i, oq] x
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U2[l2,®2\ x 223(23,0:3] x 224(24,0:4]. Then 221(21,0:1] x ^ “[23,0:3] x ^[24,0:4] C wi[ii,oti] x
C F%{ A). Thus 0:3] x u f  [24,0:4] C
ul2[ir3, a 3\ x ckJJ) by Lemma 1.2.11. It follows easily from Lemma 2 .1.2 and 4.1.1 
th a t Ui[ii, oq] x u2[I2, a 2] x 223(23,0:3] x ^4[z4,0:4] c  dj («i f t , a^] x u 2[il2,a'2] x 223(23,0:3] x 
144(24,0:4]). Therefore 221(21,01] x u2[I2ia 2] x 223(23,0:3] x 224(24,0:4] C A, and hence 
«1 [21,0:1] x ut32[23,0:3] x U42 [24,0:4] C F]g(d}A), as required.
3. Suppose th a t d im ^ ifo , 0:1] x u ^ ^ o q ]  x 2442[24, 0:4]) =  p ~  I 2. Suppose also tha t 
a 2 cannot be chosen such tha t 0:2 =  (—)M7. Then i2 =  I2 and a'2 = a 2 =  — (—)n 7 - 
By arguments similar to those in case 2, it is easy to see th a t 221(21, aq] x u2[I2, a 2] x 
223(23, 0:3] x 224(24,0:4] C d%A .  Therefore 221(21,0:1] x 2232[23,o 3] x 22^(24,o 4] C F j 2(d^A ) ,  as 
required.
This completes the proof tha t dp_l2F j 2(A) C F^2(djA).
Conversely, let A =  221(21,01] x 22^  [23, o 3] x 224s1 [24, a 4] be an atom  in 221 x 22^  x such 
th a t Int A c  F j 2(dJA). We must show tha t Int A C dp_l2F j 2(A).
It is easy to see th a t there is an atom 221(21,01] x u2[i2, o 2] x 223(23, o 3] x 224(24,04] in A 
such tha t Int(ni[2i, 01] X222[22, o 2 ] X223[23, o 3 ] x 224(24, o 4]) C d'lA and i2 > h ■ Since d^A is a 
subcomplex of 221 X2a2X223 X224, we can see th a t 221(21, oji] X222[/2, 02] x 223 [23, o 3] x 224 [24,04] C 
dJ]A for some sign a 2. It follows th a t dim(ui[2i, oi] x 2232[23,o 3] x U42[24,o 4]) < p — I 2. 
Clearly, we have A C F j 2(A). To prove th a t Int A C d^_l2F j 2(A), it suffices to verify the 
second condition in the Lemma 1.2.11. Let p  =  22i[b,aq] x 223^3, cr3] x 'u-42[z4, cx4] be an 
atom in F j 2(A) such th a t A C p  and d im p  =  p —12 + 1. We must prove tha t A C (Fp_l2p. 
It is evident th a t 24i[A, 01] x 2i2[T2, cj^ ] x 223[£3,03] x 224(^ 4,0*4] C A for some sign a2. If 
h  >  21 +  1, £3 > 23 +  1 or I4 > 24 +  1, then it is evident th a t A C djp,  as required. In 
the following prove, we may assume th a t l\ <  A +  1, i3 <  23 - f 1 and I4 <  24 +  1 so th a t 
dim A = p — I 2 or dim A =  p — I 2 — 1 or dim A — p — I2 — 2. Now there are various cases, 
as follows.
Suppose tha t a 2 and u2 can be chosen such tha t a 2 =  cr2. Then 224(21,0:1] x v[I2) a^] x 
223(23, OL3] X  224(24, 0:4] C d J ( A n  (liipi, CTi] x 222[/2, 0-2] X  223[/3, 0*3] X  224(^ 4, O4]) C dj((22i[b , CTi] X  
222(^25^] x 223[Z3,(J3] x 224(^ 4,274]). It follows easily from Lemma 4 .1.1 and Lemma 2 .1.2
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th a t A C as required.
Suppose th a t a 2 and a2 cannot be chosen such th a t a'2 — a2. Suppose also tha t J2 > 0. 
Since dJJA is a subcomplex, we know th a t oji] x u2[l2 — 1, ±] x u3 [i3 , 0 :3] x u4 [«4 , a 4] C 
d jA. This implies th a t Ui[ii,ai] x u2[h — 1,±] x u3 [z3 ,gi3] x u4 [i4 ,a;4] C d£(ui[li, cri] x 
u 2 [/2 ,cr'] x 143^3 , 0 3 ] X u4 |74 ,cr4]). Hence « i[ii,a i]  x ^ 2 [^ 2 , <^2] x w3 [13 , 013] x n 4 [i4 ,o:4] C 
cri] x u 2 [/2 ,<7 2 ] x « 3 [i3 ,a-3] x u 4 [i4 ,(j4]). It follows easily from Lemma 2.1.2 and 
Lemma 4.1.1 th a t A C dj_l2p, as required.
There remains the case tha t J  =  0  and a 2 and r f cannot be chosen such tha t a 2 =  cr2. 
By arguments similar to those in cases 1, 3 and 5 in the proof of Proposition 2.5.6, we 
can get A C dp„j2/q as required.
This completes the proof.
□
L em m a 4 .5 .9 . Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then d^A satisfies condition 
1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
Proof. Let A =  ui[A, aq] x u2[i2, a 2] x w3 [z3, ck3 ] x a 4] and A' = ui[i[, c^] x U2 H2 , o^] x  
u3[i3, cn's] x u4[i4, o;4] be a pair of maximal atom in d'f A  with is < i’s for every value of s. 
We must prove th a t A =  A'. Suppose tha t dim A < p or dim A' <  p. Then it is easy to 
see th a t A is a maximal atom in A when dim A < p and A' is a maximal atom in A when 
dim A' < p. According to condition 1 for A, we can see th a t A =  A', as required. In the 
following argument, we may assume that dim A =  p and dim A = p  so tha t is = i's for 
every value of s.
Now suppose otherwise tha t A ^  A'. Then Ut[i't>a't] = u t [it , —q J  for some t. Let r 
be such th a t r  /  t. By Proposition 4.5.8, we have F f f ( A) C Ffrr (dfA) = c Q ^ F f f  (A) 
and similarly F£r(A') C d^_irF^r (A). Since dim i^“r (A) =  dim i^“r (A') =  p — ir and 
dim d^_irF ^r(A) < p — ir , we can see tha t F f f ( A) and Fff(X') are maximal atoms in the 
molecule d£_irF£f(A). It follows from condition 1 for dW  F “r (A) th a t F f f ( A) =  F?r(A'). 
This contradicts the hypothesis th a t — ut[it, —at].
This completes the proof.
□
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P ro p o s it io n  4 .5 .10. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then so is d fA.
Proof. We have shown in the last Lemma that djA satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molec­
ular subcomplexes. Moreover, by Proposition 4.5.8, we have Ffss(d^A) =  d^_IsFfs3(A) for 
all values of s G {1, 2 ,3 ,4} and all I s with I s < p. Since Ff*(A) is a molecule or empty 
set for every value of s and every I s, we can see th a t Fff(d£A)  is a molecule or empty 
set for every value of s and every I s. It follows from the definition th a t djfA is pairwise 
molecular.
This completes the proof. □
T h e o re m  4 .5 .11. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then the dimension of 
every maximal atom in dJA is not greater than p. Moreover, an atom of dimension less 
than p is a maximal atom in d jA  if and only if  it is a maximal atom in A; an atom 
a i] x  ^ 2 ^ 2 ? CK2] x  0 *3] x  ^ 4 ^ 4 , ck4 ] of dimension p is a maximal atom in d fA  if  
and only if  there is a maximal atom e j  x u2[k2 , e2] x 143 [£3 , e3] x u±\k±, £4] in A such 
that ks > is for 1 <  s <  4, and the signs o;s (1 <  s <  A) satisfy the following conditions: 
if  Ui[ki,£i] x u2[k2,£ 2 ] x ^ 3 [^3 j ^3] x ^ 4 ^ 4 , £4] can be chosen such that ks > is and kr > ir 
for 1 < r <  4, then a s — otherwies a s =  es.
N o te  4 .5 .12. It follows easily from condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.1 th a t cks are well defined 
for all 1 < 5  <  4.
Proof. By the definition of df A, it is evident that the dimension of every maximal atom 
in df A  is not greater than p.
Let Ai be the subcomplex of ui x u2 x Us x 144 as described in this theorem. It is easy 
to see tha t Ai satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. By Lemma 4.1.7, 
it suffices to prove th a t Ffss(Ai) =  Fff^djA)  for all I s and all 1 <  s <  4. The arguments 
for different choices of s are similar. We now give the proof for F ff(A i)  = F f f id f  A). If 
I 2 > p , then it is easy to see th a t F ^2(Ai) =  0 == F f f (d fA), as required. In the remaining 
proof, we may assume th a t I2 <  P- We have known th a t F f f id f  A) =  <Fp_l2F f f ( A). We 
need only to prove th a t F ff(A i)  = dp_l2F f f ( A).
By the definition of F f f , it is easy to see tha t F ff  (Ai) and ddp_l2F {A) are subcomplexes
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of Ui x U32 x U42. We are going to prove tha t F j 2(Ax) and dJ_l2F ^2(A) consists of the 
same maximal atoms so th a t they are equal.
We first prove every maximal atom in F ^ ( A i )  is a maximal atom  in d^_l2F^2(A).
Let p = ux[ii, cvi] x U32[«3j 0 3 ] x uT42[i4, a4] be a maximal atom in i ^ 2 (Ai). Then Ai has 
a (u2,12)-pio]ection maximal atom A of the form A =  x u2[i2, a 2\ x x
ii4 [?4 , 0 :4] with i2 > I2. Hence A has a maximal atom A' =  ui[i[, a'x] x u 2[i'2  ^o y  x u 3 [z3 , 0 :3] x 
u4\i4, a 4] with is < i's for all 1 < s < 4.
Suppose th a t i2 — I 2 and dim A =  p. Since o'j] x U32 [23 , 0 3 ] x w f ^ o J J  is a 
atom in F j 2(A) and A +  z3 +  i4 =  p — I2) we know th a t dp_l2F j 2(A) has a maximal 
atom of the form u 4[ii, a"\ x cnj] x uT4 [i4, oj], Moreover, we can see th a t for a fixed
t  G {1,3,4} there is a maximal atom «i[ji,/?i] x u2[j2,j32] x u 3 [73,/?3] x u4[j4,/34] in A 
with i s < j s for all s G {1,3,4} such th a t it < jt  if and only if there is a maximal atom 
ui\juPi]  x W32 [i2, / y  x u{2[j47{34\ in F j 2{A) with i s < j s for all 5 € {1,3,4} such th a t 
it < j t ■ It follows th a t from Theorem 2.5.12 tha t o s =  o" for all s G {1,3,4}, thus p  is a 
maximal atom in d^ _ - / , W
Suppose th a t i2 =  I 2 and dim A < p.  Then A is also a maximal atom in A. Therefore 
p = F j 2(X) is a maximal atom in F j 2{A). Since i4 +  z3 +  i4 < p — I 2, we know th a t p  is 
a maximal atom in dj_ a ) .
There remains the case th a t i2 > I 2. In this case, there is no maximal atom u 4\ji, fii] x  
^2b*2? Aj] X u3[j3) /?3] x  u4[j4, p4] in A with j s >  is for all s G { 1, 3 , 4} such th a t j s >  is for 
some s G { 1, 3 , 4}. So is — i's and o s =  a ' for all s G { 1, 3 , 4}. On the other hand, since 
p = U\ [21, o x] x  U32 jz3 , 0 :3] x uT42[i4,a 4] =  u ^ j o ' J  x  «32 K , a 3] x uT42[i4, a 4] =  Fjg(A'), we 
can see th a t p  is a maximal atom in F^2(A). Because dim^z — i[ +  i'3 +  i’4 < p — I2, it 
follows from Theorem 2.5.12 th a t p  is a maximal atom in d^_l2F ^2(A).
This shows th a t every maximal atom in F ^ 2 (Ai) is a maximal atom in cQ_l2F j 2(A).
We next prove th a t every maximal atom in d^_l2F j 2(A) is a maximal atom in F ^ 2 (Ai).
Let p  — «i[zi,a'i] x U32 [1 3 , 0 3 ] x iz{2 [z4 ,q;4] be a maximal atom in dp_l2F^2(A). Then 
F j 2(A) has a maximal atom p 1 =  u i ^ o } ]  x [23, 0 3 ] x uj* [24, 0 4 ] with is < irs for 
all s G {1,2,3}. Therefore A has a (u2, h )-projection maximal atom X' of the form
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A' =  u i[ ii , 0 !i] x U2 \i2 ,a'2} x u3 [2 3 , 0 *3 ] x n4 [z74 ,o:{].
Suppose that z4 +  z3 +  z4 = p — I2. Then Aj has a (n2, / 2)-projection maximal atom 
of the form A =  Ui [zi, c//] x u2 [22, g*2] x ^[z^a^7] x w4 [z4 ,a:4]. It is easy to see that for 
a fixed t  € {1 ,3 ,4 } there is a maximal atom ui[jx,j3i] x ?z2 [j2 ,/32] x ^3 [^*3 , /?3 ] x u4 [j4,/?4] 
in A with is < j s for all s G {1 ,3 ,4} such that it < j t if and only if there is a maximal 
atom ui\ji,j3i] x u ^ [ j 2 ,(ds] x «4 2 [j4 ,Ai] in F f f ( A) with is < j s for all s G {1 ,3 ,4 }  such 
that it < jt- It follows that a ” = a s for s = 1,3,4. Therefore we have F j* ( \)  = 
wi[2 1 , 0 *1 ] x u 2 [2 2 , 0 *2 ] x n3 [i3, 0 *3 ] x u4 [2 4 , 0 *4 ] =  p. This implies that p  is a maximal atom 
i n - W O .
Suppose th a t i\ +  23 H- z4 < p — I 2. Then p  =  u i[21 , 0 *1] x a*3] x n{2 [z4 ,o;4]
is also a maximal atom in jF^2 (A). So A has a (u2, I 2)-projection maximal atom A7 =  
iti[2i, o*i] x u2 [22, a y  x n 3 [z3, a*3] x u 4 [z4, a*4] with i'2 >  I2. Now, if i'2 ~  / 2, then dim A7 <P\ 
hence A7 is also a maximal atom in A4; it follows tha t p = T^2 (A7), and hence p  is a 
maximal atom in F ff(A i) .  Suppose th a t i2 > I 2. Then it is easy to see th a t there is 
no maximal atom ^i[j?i, /?i] x u2[j2) 02] x w3 [i3,/?3] x n4 [j4, / y  in A with j s > is for all 
s G {1,3,4} such th a t j s > is for some s G {1,3,4}. Hence A4 has a (u2, / 2)-projection 
maximal atom of the form A7 =  iii[zi, o*i] x u2[i2) o:^ ] x « 3 [z3, 0 *3] x u4 [z4, a*4]. Hence we see 
th a t p — F f f ( A7) and p  is a maximal atom in F ^ 2 (Ai).
This shows that every maximal atom in dJ)_l2Ff f ( A) is a maximal atom in Ff f ( Ai). 
This completes the proof. □
4.6 C om position  o f pairwise m olecular subcom plexes
In this section, we study composition of pairwise molecular subcomplexes in u\ x u2 x
u 3 x U4 .
Lem m a 4.6 .1 . Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  d^A~ — d~A+,
then for every pair of maximal atoms X~ =  ui[z{, Q*f] x w2 [z2 , 0*2 ] x 223 [23 , o*3 ] x u f j i f , o*4 ]
in A~ and A+ =  ui[z^,a:{~] x u2[i2 , a 2] x u3 [£}, 0 *3"] x in A+ one has
4
£ m in { » -  t+} < p.
s= 1
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Proof. Let ls = m m { i j  , i f } .  Suppose otherwise th a t X^=i h  > P- Then there is an 
ordered triple { 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 ^ 4}  with i8 < ls for every value of s such th a t =  P• Since
]Ct=i Is >  Pt we have it < it for some t. If i x < A, then, by Theorem 4.5.11, we have A“ 
has a maximal atom of the form ui[A, +] x u 2[i2, <^ 2] x ^ 3  [^ 3 , <2 3] x « 4 [z4, a 4], while d~ A+ has 
a maximal atom of the form ui[ii, —] x u2[i2 , a 2] x u3 [i3, qj3] x u4 [z4, ct4]. This contradicts 
condition 1 for the pairwise molecular subcomplex d+A~ = d~ A+ . The argument for the 
cases i2 < l2, i3 <  I3 and i4 <  i4 are similar.
This completes the proof. □
L em m a 4.6 .2 . Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes in U\ x u2 x ia3 x  it4. 
I f  d+A- =  <£A+ tte n  f? /(A -)  n  F£(A+)  =  i ^ ( A "  n  A+) =  F?;(d+ A~) = F £ (d ;A + )
for every value of s and every integer I s.
Proof. The proofs for different values of s are similar. We give the proof for 5  =  2 . There 
are two cases, as follows.
1. Suppose tha t I 2 > p. We first claim tha t Fff(A~)  n  F f f (A +) = 0.
Indeed, suppose otherwise th a t Fff(A~)  n  F f f (A +) ^  0. Then it is evident tha t 
there are atoms p r  = u i[jf ,/5 f]  x u2[jL,PL] x uB\j^ ,p^]  x u 4 {3 a ,P I}  in A~ and P+ — 
u i \ j i i  Pi] x u 2 [ j i ,  Pt] X Us\ji, Pi] X uA[ji,  Pi] in A+ such tha t > h > P  and j i  > J  > 
p. This implies th a t there are maximal atoms Ui[0, cui] x u2\p, +] x u3 [0,0 :3] x «4 [0, aJJ and 
«i[0, of"] x u2[p, —] x u 3 [0, o:3] x u4 [0, a 4] in d£A~ and d~A+ respectively. This contradicts 
the condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplex d+A~ =  d~A+.
Now we have F?f(d+A") C T “2 (A- n  A+) C F ff{A") Pi F f f ( A+) =  0. Therefore 
F%{d+A") =  F f f ( A“ n  A+) =  F i f ( A“ ) n  i7 22 (A+), as required.
2 . Suppose th a t I 2 < p. Since d+A~ =  d~A+, we have d ^ ^ F f f  (A~) — i ^ 2 (d+A“ ) =  
i ^ 2 (d“ A+) =  d“_j2F ^ 2 (A+). Because Fff(A~)  and F f f (A +) are molecules, we can see 
th a t F f f  (A ~ )# p- j F f f  (A+) is defined by Proposition 2.6.3. Hence .Fj22 (A~) n i r/“3 (A+) =  
di^i2F f f  (A~) — F f f ( d i A” ) C F ff(A ~  fl A+). Since we automatically have F ff(A ~  n  
A+) C ^ 22 (A-) n  P7 22 (A+), we get F £ (A ~ )  n  T;a2 (A+) =  F f f  (A” n A+) =  F g{d+ A -) ,  as 
required.
This completes the proof
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□P ro p o s it io n  4 .6 .3 . Let A and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  d ^A — 
d~A+; then A~ n A+ =  d£A- (= d~A+); hence A_# pA+ is defined.
Proof. Let M  =  d+A~ =  d~A+. It is evident tha t M  C A“ n  A+ . To prove the reverse 
inclusion, it suffices to prove th a t every maximal atom in A" Pi A+ is contained in M .
Suppose otherwise tha t there is a maximal atom A =  ui[ii, ckJ x u2[i2 , a 2] x u 3 [h, ^ 3] x 
U4 [£4, o;4] in A-  fl A+ such th a t A <f_ M.  Since ui[£i, qji] x u2 [£2 j ol2] x ^ 3 ^ 3 , 0 *3] =  F ^ ( A) C 
F?*(A~ Pi A+) =  jF“4 (M ), we can see tha t M  has a maximal atom A' =  Wi[£/1 ,g:'1] x 
u 2 [^25 <^ 2] x x ^ [£ 4 , aJJ such tha t u s[is, a j  C us[£s,ck'] for s =  1,2,3. Because
A =  ni[zi, cki] x u2[i2, af\ x ^ 3 [z3, oj3] x ^ [£ 4 , <2 4 ] is maximal in A~ n  A+ and M  C A-  D A+ , 
we have £4 =  i4 and a!4 =  —0 :4 . Now we know th a t AU A' C A“ and A U A' C A+ . By 
Lemma 4.4.3, it is easy to see th a t there are maximal atoms A“ =  wi[£5[ , a^f] x u 2[ i fy a f]  x 
113^3 ,ck^] x u4[i4 , a 4 ] 111 A~ and A+ =  x u2[i2 , a 2 ] x it3 [£3 , CK3 ] x U4 [i4 , a 4] in
A+ such th a t us[ij, a “ ] n u s[ij, cpf] D us[is, ckJ for s = 1 , 2 ,3  and min{z4 , £4 } > £4 . Since 
A is a maximal atom in A“ D A+ , we have i f  =  £4 +  1 and 0:4 = —a f .
Now, we have ui[A, a j  x u2[i2, a 2] x u3[£3, ct3] C F ^+1(A~) fl F ^+1(A+) =  i ^ 4+1 (A~ n  
A+). Therefore A-  n  A+ has a maximal atom A" =  x x u3 [£3 , 0 :3] x
^ [ £ 4 , 0 : 4 ]  with us[£",a"] D u s for s ~  1 ,2 ,3  and £" >  £ 4 .  This contradicts the 
assumption th a t A is a maximal atom in A~ fl A+ .
This completes the proof.
□
P ro p o s it io n  4 .6 .4 . Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes of u iX u 2xusXU 4 . 
I f  dp A-  =  d~A+, then the maximal atoms in the composite A ~ # PA + are the common 
q-dimensional maximal atoms of A~ and A+ for q < p together with the r-dimensional 
maximal atoms in either A~ or A+ for r > p.
Proof. Let A be the union of the maximal atoms described in the proposition. We must 
prove th a t A =  A-  U A+. Clearly, we have A c  A" U A+; it suffices to prove th a t 
A-  U A+ C A. By the formation of A, we must prove th a t A C A for every maximal atom
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A =  q j i ]  x u2[i2  ^0 :2] x  W 3 P 3 ,  0 : 3 ]  x C H 4]  in either A-  or A+ with dim A < p and 
such th a t A is not a common maximal atom in A" and A+. In this case, it is easy to see 
th a t dim A =  p. Suppose tha t A is a maximal atom in A7  which is not a maximal atom in 
A-7 . Then A must be a maximal atom in d+A~ =  d~A+ which implies tha t A C A- 7  for 
some maximal atom A~ 7  =  ui[z^7 ,o :p ] x u ^ i f 1, ^ 1] x M3 [£j"7, ajj"7] x with
dim A- 7  >  p. Thus A C A. Therefore, we have A-  U A+ C A.
This completes the proof.
□
P ro p o s it io n  4 .6 .5 . Let A~ and A+ be pairwise molecular subcomplexes. I f  d+A~ =  
d~A+, then A- # PA+ is a pairwise molecular subcomplex of u\ x « 2 x « 3  x U4 .
Proof. Let A =  A“ # PA+ . According to Lemma 4.6.1 and Proposition 4.6.4, it is easy to 
see th a t A satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. Moreover, we have 
F “S(A ~#PA+) =  F ff(A ~  U A+) =  Fff(A~)  U F f f (A +) for every value of s.
Now suppose th a t p > I s. We have d*_IgFjf(A~)  =  Ffss(d+A~) = Ffgs(dp A+) = 
d;_h F l ' ( A+). Thus F “; ( A - # PA+) =  F “* (A -)#p_/aF “*(A+). Therefore A ~ #PA+) 
is a molecule.
Suppose th a t p < I s. Then it is easy to see tha t F f f ( A- ) =  0 or F f f (A +) — 0. 
(Otherwise, we have F ff(A ~  fl A+) ^  0. This would lead to a contradiction to Lemma 
4.6.1.) Therefore F ff  (A ~ # PA+) is a molecule or empty set.
We have now proved th a t F ff  (A“ ^ A +) is a molecule or empty set for every value of 
s and every I s. Evidently, A satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. It 
follows from the definition th a t A is a pairwise molecular sub complex of Ui x u2 x us x u4.
□
4.7 D ecom position  of Pairwise M olecular subcom ­
plexes
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
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T h e o re m  4,7 .1 . I f  A is a pairwise molecular subcomplex, then A is a molecule.
It is trivial th a t the theorem holds when A is an atom. Thus we may assume th a t A 
is a pairwise molecular sub complex in u\ x u2 x u 3 x u4 which is not an atom throughout 
this section. We are going to show th a t A is a molecule.
Let
p =  max{dim(A n  p): A and p  are distinct maximal atoms in A}.
It is evident th a t there are at least two maximal atoms A and p  in A with dim A > p and 
dim p >  p. By Theorem 4.4.3 for pairwise molecular subcomplex A, it is easy to see th a t 
p is the maximal number among the numbers m in{A,ft}, where A =  wi[*i,c*i] x 
u2[i2, a 2] x U3 [z3, 0 3 ] x u4[i4,a 4] and p = u ftjf tf t]  x w2 [f t,f t]  x u3[h, ft] x u4[j4, @4] run 
over all pairs of distinct maximal atoms in A.
L em m a 4 .7 .2 . Let A =  ui[ft,a:i] x ^ 2[^21 ^ 2] x Us[is, <2 3 ] x U4 [*4 , 014] and p  =  « i[ f t ,f t]  x 
r^ b f tf t]  x u 3 [ft,/?3] x u4[j4,fi4] be maximal atoms in A with X ^=i — P>
1. Let A — j 1 and a i  =  - f t .  I f  i2 < j 2) then a 2 =  ( - ) n cui; if  is < f t , then
CK3 — (—y^+mmL2,32}a i . if  ^  then q;4 =  ^_yi+min{t2,J2}+min{*3J3}Qj1>
2. Let i2 =  j 2 and a 2 = —f t .  I f  A <  ft, then a 2 = {—)n cti; if  ft < f t ,  then 
0:3 =  (—)l2a!2 / i f  H < f t, then a 4 — (—)l2+mmb3>Jdc^-
3. Let i3 = js and a 3 =  —ft-  I f  ii < f t, then a 3 =  (—)u+mmp2p2}Q,lj. ^/z2 < j 2, then
ota =  ( - ) 72a 2; if  ft < f t ,  then a4 =  (~)*3a 3.
4 . Let i4 =  j 4 and 0:4 =  —f t .  I f  ft < f t, then a 4 =  (_)u+minp2p2}+minp3}i3}a i  ^ ^
i'2  < 3 2 , then a 4 = (—)l2+mm{^3z}a i - if  ft < f t ; then a 4 =  (—)t3o:i.
Proof. The arguments for various cases are similar. We give the proof only for the first 
case.
Suppose th a t A =  ft, =  —f t  and i2 < j 2. According to Theorem 4.4.3 for 
pairwise molecular subcomplexes, we can get a maximal atom v =  ui[fei, e j  x u2[k2, e2] x 
w3 [f t,£ 3] x u4[k4,e 4] with ki > ix =  ft, u2[k2,e2\ D u2[i2, a 2], f t  >  m in{ft,ft}  and
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&4 >  min{i4 , j 4 }. Since — P, we have ks — m in{^, j s} for s = 2 ,3,4.
Hence ^ 2 [^2 > 2^] =  ^ 2 ^ 2 ? ^ 2]- Moreover, it is easy to see tha t A, p  and v are pairwise 
adjacent by the choice of p. It follows easily from the sign conditions th a t a 2 =  (—)ila i, 
as required. The arguments for other cases are similar.
This completes the proof.
□
To decompose A into atoms, we need a total order < on the atoms in the product of 
four globes analogous to th a t on the atoms in the product of three globes. For a pair of 
atom atoms A — Ui[ii, aq] x u 2 [i2, « 2] x u 3 [i3, a 3] x <*4] and p  =  Ui[ji, Pi] x u 2 [j2 , P2] x 
u 3 [j3, P3\ x @4 ] in w iX ii2 XM3 x u4, we write A < p  if one of the following holds:
• aq =  Pi = — and ii < jp,
•  a i — pi=- +  and %i >  jp
•  aq =  — and pi — +;
•  h  = j i  are even, a i  = pi, a 2 — P2 =  — and i2 < j 2,
• H — j i  axe even, ai = Pi, a 2 = p2 = -\- and i2 > j 2\
• h  — j i  are even, oq =  pi, a 2 =  — and p2 — +.
•  h  = j i  are odd, aq =  Pi, a 2 = p2 = +  and i2 < j 2;
• H = j i  are odd, aq =  Pi, a 2 =  p2 =  -  and i2 > j 2,
•  A — j i  are odd, cui — Pi, a 2 — +  and P2 ~ ~ -
•  h  =  j i ,  j i  = j 2, Pi = p2, i 1 +  i2 is even, 0:3 =  p3 =  -  and i3 < j 3;
•  h  =  j u  a i =  Pu 31 =  3 2 , Pi =  P2 j H +  «2 is even, a 3 = p3 = +  and i3 > j 3,
•  i i =  j u  ati ~  Pi, j i  — j 2, Pi ~  p2, %i +  %2 is even, a 3 = -  and p3 =  +;
•  h  =  j i ,  a i  =  pi, j i  = j 2, pi =  p2, ii +  is odd, a 3 =  p3 =  +  and «3 <  j 3;
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•  k  — 3  1 , oil =  A , A =  3 2 , Pi =  f t ,  ft +  ft is odd, a 3 =  f t  = -  and ft >  ft;
•  ft = ji ,  « i =  Pi , Ji =  3 2 , Pi =  f t ,  ft +  ft is even, ct3 =  +  and f t  =
It is evident th a t the relation < is a total order on the set of atoms in u\ x u 2 x u3 x u4.
L em m a 4.7 .3 . For any pair of maximal atoms X and p  in A with dim A > p and dim p >
p, if  A < p., then A Pi p  C A D d~p.
Proof. In the proof of this lemma, we use Lemma 4.1.1 without comments.
Let A =  iti[ft,a ft x u 2 [i2 , a 2] x u3[f t ,a 3] x and p  = u i[ f t ,f t]  x u2[f t,f t]  x
u 3 [.73) ft]  x u4 [A, ft] - We consider several cases, as follows.
1. Suppose th a t min{ft,ft}  “  P- Then A and p  are adjacent by the choice of p. 
According to Lemma 4.7.2 and sign conditions for pairwise molecular subcomplexes, it is 
easy to see th a t A fl p  C d+ A Pi d~p, as required.
2. Suppose th a t X ^=i min{ft,A} < p — 2. According to condition 1 for pairwise 
molecular subcomplexes, it is evident tha t X n  p C d+Xf] d~p , as required.
3. Suppose th a t m*n{ft. A} =  p — 1 and tha t A and p  are adjacent. There 
are several case, as follows: (1 ) A =  j i  and cti =  pi; (2 ) A =  f t , au =  —pi, ft <  ft, 
a 2 =  (—)ilafi; (3) ii =  ft, an = ~Pi, i2 > 3 2  and f t  =  { - ) h Pu (4) ft +  ft; (5) ft =  j i ,  
ai = - P i ,  h  <  j 2 , ol2 =  - ( - f t a q ,  ft > f t and ft < ft; (6 ) A =  j i ,  a i  =  - P i ,  i2 < f t  
ot2 =  —(—)ilor1, ft > f t and ft < ft; (7) ft =  ft, ai  =  - / f t ,  i2 >  f t  f t  =  - ( - ^ f t ,  
ft > ft and ii  < j i ,  (8 ) A =  f t, aq =  - f t ,  ft > j 2 f t  =  - ( - ) ilf t ,  ft <  23 and iA >  ft. 
In the first 4 cases, it follows from the sign conditions tha t A fi p  C dp_4A fl d~_xp, thus 
A n  p  C d+A fl d~p , as required. The arguments for cases (5) to (8) are similar, we give 
the proof for only case (5). In this case, we have oq = — and hence f t  — + , a 2 — (—)n , 
f t  =  and a 4 =  (—)ti+l2+j's} thus A n  p  C (u4 [ft, aft x u 2 [ft, a 2] x u3[ft + 1 , eft] x 
Ui[ii, aft) fi (u f tf t,f t]  x u2[i2 +  l , f t ]  x u3 [j3 ,f t]  x u 4 [ft, (-)*i+*2+J3]) c  ^+A n  as 
required.
4. Suppose th a t 5Ds=i A} — p — 1 and tha t A and p  are not adjacent. Suppose 
also th a t is =  ft for two values of s. Then it is easy to see th a t A fl p  C d£X fl d~p, as 
required.
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5. Suppose th a t min{A, A} — p —1 and tha t A and p  are not adjacent. Suppose 
also tha t A = j i, i2 ^  j 2, A 7^ js and A A ji- There are various cases: (1 ) i2 < j 23 is < js 
and A > j 4; (2) i2 < j 2) is > js and A < j 4; (3) i2 < j 2i is > js and A > j 4\ (4) i2 > j 2i 
is > js and A < j 4; (5) i2 >  j 2) is < js  and A > j 4; (3) i2 > j 2t is < js  and A < j 4. The 
arguments for cases (1), (2), (4) and (5) are similar, and the arguments for cases (3) and 
(6 ) are similar. We give the proof for cases (1 ) and (3).
In case (1 ), we have A =  j i ,  i2 < j 2, is < js and A > j 4. We claim th a t 0:2 =  — ( — ) 11 
or 0:3 =  ( — ) n + l2  which implies th a t A n  p C d+A n  d“ p, as required. Indeed, suppose 
otherwise th a t 0:2 =  (—)n and 0:3 =  —(—)11+12. By the definition of < , we must have 
Qfi =  — and j3i =  4-- If j34 =  — )*i+»2+i3 j then A has a maximal atom v ~  Ui[ki,£i] x
u 2 [k2 ,e 2] x us[ks,£s] x  u4 [/c4 ,e 4] with ki > A — i2, k2 > i2i k 3 > is and k4 > j 4\ 
moreover, we can see tha t k2 =  i2, min{fc3 ,A} =  is +  1 and min{&4, A} =  j 4 +  1 by the 
definition of p; furthermore, we can see tha t v is adjacent to both A and p; it follows th a t 
e2 = — (—)n ; this contradicts the sign condition for 0:3 and e2. If f34 =  (—)ll+*2-H3 } then A 
has a maximal atom 1/  — x uojk^e'^  x ^ 3 (^3 , £3] x u4 [k'4,£'4] with k[ > i± = i2,
k ‘2 > i^i h's > A and k’A > j 4\ moreover, we can see tha t min{&2 3 J2 } — A + A — is and 
min{/c4, A} =  j 4 +  1 by the definition of p; furthermore, we can see th a t v is adjacent 
to both A and p; it follows th a t £1 =  +  =  —Gq when Aq =  A; this contradicts the sign 
condition for cq and 0 :2 .
In case (3), we have A =  Al> i2 < j 2, is > js and i4 > j 4. We claim th a t /?3 =  ( — )*1 + *2 
or p4 =  —(—) * ! 3 which implies th a t A flp  C d+A n d “ p, as required. Indeed, suppose 
otherwise th a t /3s = — ( — ) n + i2  and (34 =  (—)li+*2+*3 _ jf a<i — then A has a
maximal atom 1/  — rti[/ci, ei] x u2[k2,£2] x ^ 3 [^3 , e3] x u4[k4,£4] adjacent to both A and p 
with ki =  A , m m {k2, j 2} = i2 4-1, min{/c3, A} =  js + 1  and k4 — j 4. By the sign condition 
for p and 1/, we have e4 =  (—)ll+12+*s> contradicts the sign condition for a 2 and e4.
If 0:2 =  (—)n } then ol\ =  — and (3\ = +  by the definition of <. According to the sign 
conditions for p and iq we get eq =  + . This contradicts the sign condition for (3\ and a 2.
6 . Suppose tha t niin{A, js}  =  p — 1 and tha t A and p  are not adjacent. Suppose 
also tha t A 7  ^j i ,  A =  A? A /  js and A 7  ^j 4• There are various cases: (1 ) A < j i ,  is < js
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and i4 > j 4; (2) k  < j u  k  > j 3 and i 4 < j 4] (3) k  < j u i 3 > j 3 and i 4 > j 4; (4) k  > j u  
k  > j z  and H < H\ (5) k  > 3u k  < j z  and i 4 > j 4\ (6 ) k  >  j u  i s < j 3 and i 4 < j 4. The 
arguments for cases (1), (2), (4) and (5) are similar, and the arguments for cases (3) and
(6 ) are similar. We give the proof for cases (1) and (3).
In case (1), we have k  < j *, i2 =  j 2, k  < jz and i4 > j 4. According to the definition 
of < , we get aq = —. It follows easily th a t A fl p  C d+A fl d~p, as required.
In case (3), we have A < A> k  — A> k  > jz and i4 > j 4. According to the definition of 
< , we get a>i = —. We claim th a t /?3 =  ( — ) l l + l 2 0r fi4 =  _(_)*i+*2+j3 which implies th a t 
A fl/i C d+A nd~/i, as required. Indeed, suppose otherwise th a t /?3 =  — and f34 =  
(„)*i+*2+j3 i Then A has a maximal atom is =  wi[fci,ej x u2[k2 ,£ 2 ] x u3[k3, e3] x u4[k4,e4] 
adjacent to both A and /.a with min{fci,A} =  *1 +  1, k2 >  k-> min{/c3 , i 3} — j 3 4 - 1 and 
k4 — j 4. According to the sign conditions for A and is, we have s 4 =  — (—)*x+*2+ s^ which 
contradicts the sign condition for /?3 and e4.
7. Suppose th a t ]Ct=i min{%S5 j s} = p — 1  and th a t A and p  are not adjacent. Suppose 
also th a t k  /  A, k  A A> ^3 =  js and k  ^  A- By similar arguments as in case 6, we can 
get A H p  C d+A fl d~p , as required.
8. Suppose th a t X)s=i ndn{dS) A} — p ~  1 and tha t A and p  are not adjacent. Suppose 
also th a t k  A j Xy i2 A j 2, k  7  ^ jz and k  = j 4. By similar arguments as in case 6, we can 
get A n  p  C d+A n  d~p, as required.
9. Suppose th a t A and p  are not adjacent. Suppose also th a t X)t=i j s} — p —l
and i s A j s  for all values of s . There are various cases. The arguments for these cases are 
similar. We give the proof for two cases.
Suppose tha t k  < j i ,  k  < A, k  > jz and i4 > j 4. Then a x — — by the definition of <. 
We claim th a t /?3 = ( — ) Z1+J2 or /34 =  — ( — ) l l + t 2+23 which implies th a t A D p  C d+ A n  d~p, 
as required. Indeed, suppose otherwise th a t — _ ( _ ) n +*2 and /?4 =  (_)*i+*2+»3 . Then 
A has a maximal atom is ~  Ui[ki,Si] x u2[k2, e2\ x u3[k3, e3] x u4[k4, e4] adjacent to both A 
and p  with kx = k  + 1 ? k2 =  i2, k3 — j 3 + 1  and k4 =  j 4; it follow from the sign conditions 
for is and A th a t e4 =  — )*i+*2+i3 which contradicts the sign condition for /?3 and e4.
Suppose th a t k  < ji ,  k  > A> ^3 > jz and i4 > j 4. By similar arguments as th a t
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in the above case, we can prove th a t P2 =  ( - ) * 1 and Pz =  or p2 — (—)n
and /?4 =  +*2+*3 } or an(j — _(_jn+ * 2+*3 j which implies tha t
A fl^ iC  d+A n  d~ (i, as required.
10. Suppose th a t X)t=i min{^s? Js} = p ~  2 . If is =  j s for some value of s, then it is 
evident th a t A Pi p  C d+A n  d~p,, as required.
Now suppose th a t is ^  j a for every value of s. If A and p  are adjacent, then we have
A fl p  C dp_2A n  d~_2p  C d |A n  d~p, as required.
If A < j i  and if i s < j s for some value of s with s =  2 , 3 ,4, then we have ai = —; it
follows easily th a t A D p  C d+A Pi d~p, as required. If A >  A and if is >  j s for some value 
of s with 5 =  2, 3 , 4 , then we have Pi =  +; it follows easily th a t A fl p  C d+A D d~p, as 
required.
There remain two cases: (1 ) A and p  are not adjacent and ii < j i  and is > j s for 
s =  2,3,4; (2) A and p  are not adjacent and ii > j i  and i8 < j s for s — 2 ,3 ,4 . The 
arguments for the two cases are similar. We give the proof for the first case.
In the first case, we have oq =  — by the definition of <. We claim th a t p 2 =  (—)n or 
Pz — — ( — ) i l+ j2  or /?4 =  (_)*i+J2+J3 which implies tha t Afl/x C d+Af! d~/q as required. 
Indeed, suppose otherwise tha t p2 =  — (—)n and pz = ( — ) i l+ j2  and p4  = — (—)uH-j2-h?3 _ 
Then there is a maximal atom is — ifci[&i,ei] x u 2 [k2 ,e2\ x w3 [/c3,£3] x 114^ 4 , 6 4 ] such tha t 
k\ > i±, k 2 > j 2, k 3 > jz and Aq >  A- According to sign conditions and condition 4 in 
Theorem 4.4.1, we can see that, for each fixed value of s with s =  2 ,3 ,4 , v can be chosen 
such th a t ks > j s. Moreover, by the choice of p, there are a t most two values of s with 
s — 2 ,3 ,4  such th a t ks > j s. Now there are several cases, as follows.
(a). Suppose th a t is can be chosen such tha t there are two values of s with s = 2 ,3 ,4  
such tha t ks > js- The arguments for various choices of the two values are similar. 
We give the proof for k2 > j 2 and k3 > j 3. In this case, we have k2 = j 2 +  1 and
=  J3 +  1 and Aq =  j 4 by the choice of p, and A and is are adjacent. It follows from sign 
conditions th a t £ 4  =  (—)u+j2+j3 =  —p ^  According to Lemma 4.4.3, we can get a maximal 
atom p 1 =  uPj'^P'P x u 2 [j'2 ,P ^  x u 3 |>3 >/%] x such th a t 3i >  min{A,Aq} >  A,
u 2 [ j^P 2} L )  u 2 [j2 ,p 2\: uzlj’ziPz] D u 3 [j3 ,p 3] and j '4 > j 4 - If j 2 >  J 2 ,  then it is evident
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th a t j 2 =  j 2 +  1 and u3[j'3, fy] =  u 3 [jz, /?3] by the choice of p, and /i' is adjacent to A; 
this gives a contradiction to the sign condition for j33 and an. Suppose th a t f 2 = j 2. 
Then p2 =  P2 = — (—)n - Thus A and fj! are not (1 , 2 )-adjacent. It follows th a t there is 
a maximal atom X' =  a jj x u2[i2, x ^[z'g, 0 :3] x 0 :4] in A such th a t i[ >  zi, 
*2 >  J 2 =  ^2 , 4  >  i 3 and Z4 >  min-j^, Z4 } >  j^. By the choice of p, it is easy to see th a t 
*2 =  J2 +  1» *3 =  J3 and Z4 =  j '4 4-1, and tha t A' is adjacent to both A and fjf. This leads 
to a contradiction to the sign conditions for an, a 3 and (52.
(b). Suppose th a t v cannot be chosen such tha t there are two values of s  with 
s — 2 ,3 ,4  such th a t ks >  j s. Then, for each value of s with s  = 2 , 3,4, v  can be chosen 
such th a t ks > j s. In particular, v can be chosen such th a t ki > i\ and k2 > J2 . Moreover, 
we have k2 = j 2 + 1  or k2 =  j 2 +  2 by the choice of p. By the assumption, we can see tha t 
A is both (1 ,3)-adjacent and (1,4)-adjacent to v.
Suppose th a t k 2 — j 2 +  1 . It follows from sign conditions th a t e3 =  —(—)**+& =  —(j3 
and € 4  =  — (—y i+te+i3 = j3 A, According to Lemma 4.4.3 and the assumptions, there 
is a maximal atom v' =  x u 2 [k2 ,e2] x ^[/c^eg] x u ^k^e^]  such th a t k[ >
m in{ji, ki}  > i u u 2 [k'2,€'2] =  > Js and u^k^e^]  =  u 4 [7 4>ft]- It follows
th a t A and 1/  are not (1 , 2 )-adjacent. Thus A has a maximal atom  v" =  ui[kf{, e'[\ x 
u 2 [k2,£2\ x ^ 3 [ ^ 3 , £3 ] x u^k^e 'l]  such tha t k” > i u  k2 > k 2 = j 2: k'j > min{/c3 ,z3} >  jz  
and k'l > k^ =  j±. This contradicts to the assumption on the choice of v.
Suppose th a t k2 — j 2 +  2 . Then one can get a contradiction by a similar argument.
This completes the proof.
□
By this lemma, we can arrange all the maximal atoms in A with dimension greater 
than p as
A i ,  A2, • • • , An
such Ai n  Aj C d £ \i  n  d~Xj for z < j .  We denote A& in the list by
Let A =  dp A U Ai and A+ =  d+A U A2 • • • U An. We are going to prove th a t A and 
A+ are pairwise molecular subcomplexes and A can be decomposed into A-  and A+.
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L em m a 4.7 .4 . A satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
Proof. We first prove tha t d" Ax C d~A. Suppose tha t £ G d~X±. Then, for every maximal 
atom A' in A with £ G A', if A' =  \ t for some t > 1, then £ G Ai ft Xt C d“ At =  d^A'; 
if dim A' <  p, then we automatically have £ G d“ A'. It follows from Lemma 1 .4 .1 7  th a t 
d“ Ai C d~A, as required.
We now verify th a t A" satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes. It 
suffices to prove th a t any maximal atom A =  wi[£i, ai] x ^ 2 ^2 3  <^2] x ^ 3 (43 , 0 :3] x 144(44 , 0 :4] in 
d~ A with is < i ^  for s =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4  is contained in Ai- By the formation of dp Ai and dp A, 
it is easy to see th a t A is a maximal atom in d~Ai, and hence A C Ai, as required. □
L em m a  4.7 .5 . A+ satisfies condition 1 for pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
Proof. It suffices to prove th a t any maximal atom A =  Ui[A, aq] x 142(4 2 , ck2] X i43[43, ck3] x 
144(44 , aq] in d+A with i$ < for s =  1 , 2 ,3 ,4  and some 2  <  t <  n  is contained in some 
A?. with 2  <  r  <  n. It is evident tha t dim A = p.
Let r be the maximal integer t  between 2 and n such tha t with is < for s =  1 , 2 ,3 ,4 . 
Then d£Xr has a maximal atom of the form X1 — ui[A, x i42 [42, ck^ ] x -Lt3 [z3 , 0 :3] x -144(44 , 0 -4]. 
By the choice of r , it is evident th a t IntA' n  A* — 0 for any t  > r. Moreover, for 
any 1 < s < r , we have A' fl As C Ar fl As C d +  Xs. By Lemma 1 .4 .1 7 , we can see 
th a t IntA ' C dJA and hence X' C d+A. So, by condition 1 for the pairwise molecular 
subcomplex d+A, we can see th a t A =  A' C An as required.
This completes the proof. □
L em m a 4.7 .6 . Let 1 <  r  < 4. I f  p > I r and X\ is a (ur, I r)-projection maximal atom, 
then
1. F f f ( A~) a n d F f v(A+) are molecules;
2- < - /„ * £ ( A- ) =  d ; . IrF f ; ( A+), hence F^'(A -)#p_frF r“' (A+) is  defined;
S. F “-(A) =  F “' (A -)# p_/rF “’ (A+).
Proof. The arguments for various choices of r  are similar. We prove only for r =  1.
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Since F jf  preserves unions, we have F g { A"*) =  ^ ( ^ A u  Ai) -  A ^ d ^ A )  U A ^ A i)  
and F £ ( A+) =  -^ ( d + A  U A2 U ■ • ■ U Xn) = F £(d+ A) U A ^(A 2) U • * • U A £ (Xn). If 
d im A ^fA i) <  p — A, then it is evident th a t Fj f (A~)  =  Ff f ( d~A) =  d j ^ A ^ A )  
and F ^ 1 (A+) =  A ^(A ); it follows easily tha t Ff f (A~)  and A7ix(A+) are molecules 
and d ^ ^ F f i f  (A~) = d~_TlFJ^(A+), as required. If Ff f ( A) consists of only one maxi­
mal atom, then A ^ A )  =  jF^ 1 (Ai); it follows tha t Ff f (A~)  — Ff f (Xi )  = F f f ( A) and 
F% (A+) =  F g{d+ A) =  d+_h F ^ { A); hence F £ { A") and F ^ (A + ) are molecules and 
AJ^(A ) =  dp„ /iJ?7i1 (A+), as required. In the following proof, we may assume that 
d im i^ x(Ai) >  p — A and Ff f (A)  consists of at least two distinct maximal atoms.
Let
q =  max{dim(p n  p!) : p  and p! are distinct maximal atoms in A ^fA )}.
It is clear th a t q < p  — h  by the choice of p. Let p — P2 ] x Pz\ x Pa]
be a maximal atom in F j f ( A) distinct from Fff (Xi )  such tha t d im p  >  p — A. We first 
prove th a t F%( Ax) D p  C d+_7i A ;^1 (Ax) n  d“_7lp.
Since p  is a maximal atom in A7ix(A), there is a (iq, 7i)-projection maximal atom p 
of the form p  = iq[ji,/?i] x 142^ 2 , ^ 2] x u^[j3,p 3] x 144[74,^ 4]. We consider several cases, 
as follows.
1. Suppose tha t min{A, A} =  A. Since A7 fl p  C d+ Ai fl d~p , it is easy to see tha t 
A ^ i )  n  p  C d^_IxF j f  (Ai) n  d“„ 7lP, as required.
2. Suppose th a t m in{ ii,ii}  >  A +  1. Then m injA jA } +  min{«3)l73} +  m i n ^ , ^ }  <  
p — A — 2. It follows easily th a t A ^(A i) 0  p C djJl^A ^fA i) fl d~_7ip, as required.
3. Suppose th a t min{A, j i }  = A +  1- Then min{42, jz}  +  rcdn-jAjA} 4- min-fA, A} <  
p — A — 1- If niin{i2 , J2} +  min{i3 jl73} +  min-fAjA} < p — A — A then it is evident th a t 
F h ( ^ i ) n P  C d+_JlA"11 (Ai)nd“_Jlp, as required. If min{42, A l+ m M A , A}+m in{A, A} =  
p —A — 1, and if i s — j s for some value of s with s =  2 ,3 ,4 , then it is evident th a t A7ix (Ai)n 
P C dp_7i A^ 1 (Ai)nd“_J;lp, as required. If min{z2, A}+niin{A, A}+m in{A, A} =  p - A - l ,  
and if is ^  j s for s =  2, 3,4, then min{A, ji}  +  min{A3i 2 } +  niin{A, A } +  min{A, A} =  P\ 
thus Ai and p  are adjacent; it follows easily from the sign condition for Ai and p  tha t 
Fp{Xi )  n  p C d p .^A j^A i) n  d~_h p , as required.
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Now, we have F ff  (A- ) =  d ^ F f f i A) U ^ ( A i )  and
F f f ( A+) — d p ^ F j ^ A )  U [ J {{J,: (jl is a maximal atom in Ff f (K)  with p  ^  -^^(Ai)}
(Note tha t it is possible th a t Ff f ( A+) — dJ_J;li ^ l (A)). It follows from Theorem 1.4.13 
tha t A j^ A - ) and Ff f { A+) are molecules in u^1 x n j 1 x wf ,  d^_h F f l (A- ) — d“_7i F ff  (A+) 
and F f f ( A) =  i ^ 1 (A“ ) # p„ IlA7i1 (A+), as required.
This completes the proof.
□
P ro p o s it io n  4.T.7. Let A be a pairwise molecular subcomplex. Then
1. A~ and A+ are pairwise molecular subcomplexes.
2. d!fiA” =  d~A+} hence the composite A ~ # PA+ is defined.
3. A =  A“ # PA+ .
Proof. We first prove tha t A-  and A+ are pairwise molecular sub complexes. If Ai is not 
a («i, /^ -pro jection  maximal atom in A, then it is easy to see th a t F ff(A - ) — Ff f ( d~A) 
and F f f ( A+) =  Ff f ( A) by the choice of p and Lemmas 4.7.4 and 4.7.5; hence F ^f(A~) 
and i 7^ 1 (A+) are the empty set or molecules in ntf x U31 x u j .  If Ai is a (ui, A)-projection 
maximal atom in A, then we have already seen tha t F ff  (A- ) and F f f  (A+) are molecules 
in uff x U31 x n ^1 from Lemma 4.7.6. Consequently, Ff f (A~)  and F f f ( A+) are the empty 
set or molecules in u 1^  x u^1 x  u j1 for every integer f i .  Similarly, Ff f  (A- ) and Ff f  (A+) are 
the empty set or molecules in the corresponding w-complex for every value of s and every 
integer I s. It follows th a t A-  and A+ are pairwise molecular subcomplex of u\ x u 2 x w3 xu±. 
Now, if p > f i  and Ai is not (ui, /^-projection maximal, then we can see th a t
F?f(d+ A")
=  < £ - / ,* ? (  A -)
=  d;_hF^{d-k))
= ^ ^ ‘(A)
=  dv_h ^ (  A+)
= F“'(cip-A+);
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if p <  Ji, then Fj*(d£A~) =  0 =  i ^ 1 (d+A“ ); if p > I\  and A is (u i,/^ -p ro jec tion  
maximal, then Fj*(d+A~) = Fj^(d~A+) by Proposition 4.5.8. Consequently, we have 
F]£{d£A- ) =  Fj ' ( dpA~)  for every value of Similarly, we can see th a t we have
Fjs3(d+ A") =  Fjss(d~A+) for every value of s and every value of I s. If follows from
Proposition 4.1.7 th a t c£+A~ =  d~ A+ . Clearly, we have A =  A-  U A+. Therefore A =
A ~ # pA+, as required. This completes the proof. □
We have now proved tha t a pairwise molecular subcomplex A in u\ x n 2 x n 3 x u 4 
can be decomposed into pairwise molecular subcomplexes A — A ~ # PA +. It is evident 
th a t this is a proper decomposition. By induction, we can see th a t A can be eventually 
decomposed into atoms. Thus A is a molecule. So we get the proof for Theorem 4.7.1.
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